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The primary responsibility of electric utilities is to supply consistent,
dependable, and affordable energy to private customers, businesses, and industries. As
with many businesses, electric utilities are experiencing the effects of an aging
workforce and expending considerable resources to train their current and replacement
workers. Community colleges can partner with electric utilities to provide effective
learning environments for these workers, and gain access to new sources of revenue
and community support for the colleges.
The purpose of this study was to describe the functions, features, and major
design issues of an effective learning environment for training electric utility
industry workers, the electric utility line-worker pole yard. Case studies of three
“state of the art” line-worker pole yard training environments provide the basis for
the study’s findings and implications.
The study was guided by the following research questions: (1) What is the
function of a line-worker pole yard in supporting effective training?, (2) What are
the features of present day (“state of the art”) line-worker pole yard learning
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environments?, and (3) What are the major issues that need to be addressed in
designing a line-worker pole yard learning environment for the future? The study
participants included industry representatives, training coordinators, instructors,
and students from the three selected “state of the art” line-worker pole yard sites.
The overall findings from the study resulted in composites of the desired
features of learning outcomes, learning process, and learning environment for a lineworker pole yard training program and major issues that are affecting the future design
of these training programs. Composite findings of a pole-yard training environment
included unique features associated with: (a) outdoor, (b) indoor, (c) underground, (d)
classroom, (e) gathering places, and (f) work-based learning components. Composite
findings with regard to major issues that need to be considered in future designs of
pole-yard training environments included: (a) available unrestricted land for
expansion, (b) resource commitment level, (c) workforce demographics, (d) aging
industrial infrastructure, (e) electronic information and communication capability, (f)
quality and quantity of available instructors, and (g) environmental and economic
impact.
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Dedication ceremony of site three line-worker pole yard.

“Lineman are to the company what a needle is to a record player”
LPY Training Coordinator (2005)
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ELECTRIC UTILITY POLE YARD TRAINING FACILITY:
DESIGNING AN EFFECTIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Imagine being in your home with your family during a rainy, windy, and
frightening evening hunkered down waiting for a storm to pass you by. All of a
sudden, there is brief flicker in the lamp and then all the lights go off; you and your
family are in total darkness and disarray. What should I do? Kids begin to panic and
call out for your assurance. You look for a flashlight; you turn it on only to discover
that the batteries are very weak. You search for candles and matches to bring light
back into your world.
Light from the candles draws your family closer as you gaze out the window
into the unfamiliarity that surrounds your street. Soon you and your family see the
rotating amber lights of a utility truck bringing an electric utility repair crew to locate
the problem and begin restoring your power. You and your children are assured that
all is well as you gaze upon the utility crew with heartfelt gratitude for their efforts to
make you safe and secure again. Cold and wet, the crew works feverishly to restore
your power.
Soon the electricity is available again in your home; your family is secure in
knowing that their life is again normal. The utility crew returned your power and now
leaves for yet another crisis event in this long, challenging night. You reflect on what
you take for granted. Who are these people who brave the elements to restore your
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electricity? How did they learn their craft? You imagine what it must be like to have
this awesome responsibility and trust to do your job so that others can feel safe and
secure.
The recent utility blackouts, hurricanes, and terrorist attacks have highlighted
to everyone our dependence on the supply and distribution of consistent electric
energy. These realities are raising the expectations for the electric utilities’ workforce.
To complicate matters, the electric utilities rely on an aging workforce to meet the
needs of their customers. At a recent electric utility industry-wide conference, Michael
S. Hacskaylo, administrator for the Western Area Power Administration, remarked
that “our average employee is 47 years old. More than half of the line crews and
power dispatchers in our region will be eligible to retire between now and 2010”
(Hacskaylo, 2002, p. 2). Recognizing the major concerns about raising workforce
expectations and workforce replacement needs, the electric utility industries is
accelerating its efforts to recruit, train, and develop workers to capture the collective
knowledge, skills, and attitudes of its graying line crews before they retire.
The sources used for this study make several references to the label lineman
and cableman as being similar in nature and performance. The terms lineman and
cableman are long established and currently reference titles of workers with specific
energy distribution and transmission responsibilities in the electric utility industry. The
literature reviewed acknowledges that both men and women perform the duties of
these two titles. The titles are beginning to be replaced with new gender neutral terms,
such as, line-worker or cable-installer in documents and government publications. To
avoid awkwardness in this study, and further the acknowledgement that the functions
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and responsibilities of these titles are accomplished by both men and women, I will
use the gender neutral term of line-worker to replace the masculine pronoun of
lineman and cableman as displayed in the references unless directly cited from a
source.
Line-workers “construct and maintain the electric transmission and distribution
facilities that deliver electric energy to our homes, factories, and commercial
establishments” (Shoemacker & Mack, 2002, p. xi). Line-workers install and repair
cables or wires used in electrical power or distribution system. They also install
insulators, street lighting, erect wooden poles, and light or heavy duty transmission
towers. Troubleshooting electrical systems is also a role performed by line-workers.
Line-workers are particularly in high demand during emergency situations when
power lines are down or damaged by such natural disasters as tornados, hurricanes, or
ice storms (Dictionary of Occupational Titles 821.361-026, 1991).
This trade provides a vital service that contributes to the economic stability of
our communities. The time and effort of researching the literature about line-workers
has increased my awareness of how important a simulated line-worker pole yard
(LPY) is to effective training of line-workers and our dependence on electrical energy
transmission and distribution.
A line-worker in an electric utility is not an entry level designee position. Lineworkers must first complete a three to five year comprehensive apprenticeship
program before being granted the title of “Line-worker.” Candidates for line-worker
apprenticeships generally are recruited from internal electric utility labor pools such
as: (a) ground workers, (b) truck drivers, and (c) technical assistant positions.
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A LPY is a learning environment where line-workers learn important aspects
of their occupation. Typically, it is a bounded training site that contains poles of
different heights and training aids configured to simulate “authentic” real-world
applications to the electric utility industry. In addition, a LPY has features designed
into it to practice and demonstrate the standards of performance recognized by this
industry. Several aspects of line-worker training are also often conducted directly at
an electric utilities worksite. Work-place training will be addressed in this study as
one component of the LPY learning environment, but this setting for training was not
the major focus this study. I will be drawing implications from the findings of my
study for further research related to utilizing the work-place as an increasingly
important line-worker training environment.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to describe the functions, features, and major
design issues for an effective learning environment for the electric utility industry,
more particularly an electric utility pole yard training laboratory. The LPY training
laboratory is central to credible and effective training in the field. The research focus
is significant to community and technical colleges because they are the major
providers of learning environments for training journey-level electric utility
employees.
Research Questions
To guide this study three questions were posed:
1. What is the function of a LPY in supporting effective training? In order to
design an effective LPY learning environment, its function needs to be
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very clear. Architecture literature is replete with the phrase “form follows
function”--this research question will address this professional call as a
foundation for facilities design.
2. What are the features of present day, “state of the art” LPY learning
laboratory environments? Knowledge developed from answering this
question will help community colleges and the electric utility industry
understand the features and their rationale for “state of the art” LPY
learning environment to support effective training. This information will
form the basis for knowing the best of what we have as we look to the
future.
3. What are the major issues that need to be addressed in designing LPY
learning laboratory environments for the future? The answer to this
question will help a community college to collaborate with electric utilities
to plan, design, and construct even more effective LPY learning
environments. This information will be important to the electric utility
industry to evaluate existing LPY learning environments and to guide how
facility resources can be used in the future for renovation and new
facilities.
Significance
There are five major reasons for the significance of this study to the leadership
of community and technical colleges: (a) the electric utilities are a vital element of the
economic development of a community, (b) the utilities expend significant resources
on training and supporting training environments, (c) community colleges provide
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electric utilities with training and learning environments to meet the needs of their
workforce, (d) electric utilities will need to replace their aging workforce and
community college can assist them in recruiting and training new workers, and (e)
community colleges can be the entry point for new and diverse populations to access
stable jobs provided by electric utilities. Each of these reasons will be addressed
below.
Vital to Economic Development
The electric utilities are a vital element of the economic capability of a
community and represent a multi-billion dollar industry in the United States. The
industry is a major contributor to economic stability locally, regionally, nationally, and
internationally. In the United States in 2002, for example, annual revenues were $200
billion for investor-owned electric utilities and $44 billion for public/co-op-owned
electric utilities (Energy Information Administration [EIA], 2003, pp. 48-50).
Oregon’s two major electric utilities (Portland General Electric and PacifiCorp)
provided $4.7 billion dollars in operating revenues for 2002-2003 (United States
Security and Exchange Commission, Form 10K, 2003).
Utilities Expend Significant Resources
The utilities expend significant resources on training and supportive training
environments. For example, in Oregon, Portland General Electric and PacifiCorp
collaborated with Clackamas Community College in 2001 to build the Wilsonville
Training Center (WTC). Each of these two utilities spent approximately two million
dollars to build the training facility. In addition to the building, an agreement was
made to sustain the Center for 15 years.
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Many of these training sites can be found across the United States and in
several other countries. The Electricity Forum (2004) identifies that there are 346
training sites for electric utilities in the United States. For example, PacifiCorp, in
2001, partnered with Salt Lake Community College to build the Sandy Training
Center in Salt Lake City, Utah (Kesler, 2001, p. 1). The center is specifically designed
to provide simulated learning environments for their electric utility line-workers.
“Building a training center for line-workers is very expensive during the initial phases
but long term support by a utility and contributions by our vendors makes the case for
return on investment” (R. Ferguson, Line Crew Training Coordinator, PacifiCorp,
personal communication, April 1, 2004). Collaborative partnerships can contribute to
the long term support of a LPY.
The investment in training is not only in facilities, but also in costs related to
the training process. “The cost to train line crews is very expensive, $8,000 - $10,000
per line crew member” (M. Sullivan, Line Crew Training Coordinator, PGE, personal
communication, April 7, 2004). To address the continuing need to train workers,
alterations are ongoing at electric utility training centers to redesign the learning
environments to be more responsive and useable for specific training. Going back to
the example stated above, altering the existing learning environment to meet new
demands at the Wilsonville Training Center cost $50,000 in 2003 to improve their
facility and outside learning environment and was allocated another $40,000
improvement in 2004 (R. Ferguson, Line Crew Training Coordinator, PacifiCorp,
personal communication, April 1, 2004). Training requires a continued investment by
electric utilities.
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Important Place for Industry Training
Community colleges are a major provider to electric utilities for training and
learning environments to meet the needs of their workforce. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook 2004-05
Edition, suggests that technical and community colleges are the main providers of
electric utility training. No single source identified an exact number of community
colleges providing LPY training. However, a case can be made from these two sources
that technical and community colleges are providing significant training to electric
utility workers. As examples, the Clackamas Community College Wilsonville
Training Center and the Salt Lake City Community College Sandy Training Center are
testimony to the electric utilities’ commitment to long-term training and development
to provide learning environments designed to meet the needs of electric utility
workers.
Need to Replace Aging Electric Utilities Workforce
Electric utilities will need to replace their aging workforce and community
colleges can assist them to recruit and train new line-workers. Simulated training is
one opportunity where older and newer line-workers can interact in a pre-designed
learning environment developed to foster the transfer of needed knowledge, skills, and
abilities. Simulated field training requires participants to demonstrate to each other
methods, techniques, standards, and attitudes that have proven to be successful in
performing tasks within line crew operations.
In 2003, the American Public Power Association (APPA) published a report on
the state of the workforce in public power electric utilities. The report discusses the
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effects the aging workforce could have on the ability to supply consistent electrical
energy. The purpose of the report was to inform public power utility boards and staff
about the effects the aging workforce may have on power utilities (APPA, 2003). The
APPA contracted with the Center for Organizational Research (CFOR) to conduct a
survey of their members; findings from the study concluded:


A significant portion of the public power workforce will be eligible to
retire during the next five years.



The positions that will experience the most retirements during the next five
years are also those that will be the most difficult to replace—first line
supervisors (these are what I am calling line-workers), senior managers,
and general managers/Chief Executive Officer (CEO).



Loss of critical knowledge and the inability to find replacements with
utility-specific skills (line-workers) are the two biggest challenges that
public power utilities face as a result of the aging work force.



Public power utilities need to do more to protect and plan for their future
work force needs. (APPA, 2003, p. 1)

The APPA study reveals that regionally and nationally public and private
utilities are gearing up to confront the issues of replacing their work force. An Oregon
Department of Labor and Industry Survey (2002) reported that Oregon electrical
utilities will replace four percent of their workforce each year until 2012, which results
in a possible 40 percent turnover of all employees in the electric utility industry during
this decade. The reported average expected percentage of turnover for non-electric
utility employers during this decade in the survey for Oregon is 13.7 percent. This
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difference indicates that utilities will experience a much higher than average (40
percent versus 13.7 percent) turnover of their workforce in comparison to other
employers’ workforce turnover. As the utilities’ highly skilled line-workers retire, they
will need to recruit and train a new workforce.
A group of Pacific Northwest regional public/private utilities and colleges
formed a consortium, “The Utility Education and Training Alliance” (UETA), to
address the training needs of the regional electric utility industry. The consortium’s
chairperson, Barbara Hins-Turner, concurred with the APPA study and Oregon’s
survey at the 2003 UETA leadership meeting by stating, “there are approximately
20,000 electric utility workers employed in the northwest; approximately 8,000 of
these workers will be retiring in the next five to eight years. Our industry recognizes
that journey-level line crews will retire at an even higher rate than support personnel”
(Hins-Turner, 2003). Replacing their workforce is a major priority of the electric
utilities.
Entry Point for New and Diverse Populations
Community colleges can be the entry point for new and diverse populations to
access the stable jobs that electric utilities provide. According to the U.S. Census for
the year 2000, minority populations constitute 37.1 percent of our nation’s population.
Currently the UETA estimates that less than ten percent of their member line-workers
are minorities (UETA, 2004). The utility industry recognizes that new, diverse
populations will need to be recruited to maintain the mission of the energy industry.
Michael S. Hacskaylo, administrator for the Western Area Power Administration
(WAPA), stated:
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Our strategic plan calls for us to recruit, develop and retain a safety-focused,
highly productive, customer-oriented and diverse work force. This goal
remains one of our highest priorities. If we cannot accomplish this goal, we
will have no hope of achieving our products and services and industry goals.
(Hacskaylo, 2003)
The mission of community colleges supports this initiative and can provide the point
of entry for new populations. From this study, I will be drawing implications for further
research in regards to line-worker culture and how it affects diversification of the workforce.

Community colleges collaborating with electric utilities can provide access
points for diverse populations to careers in family wage, stable jobs in the utility
industry. Traditionally the community college mission has focused on providing
points of entry for new populations into family-wage jobs. If community colleges are
unable to partner with electric utilities to meet these needs, then utilities will be forced
to recruit higher-paid trained workers from other utilities which would result in raising
energy costs, lengthening the response time for electrical service requests by
consumers, and directly limit the access of local and diverse populations to aboveaverage wage jobs. The Oregon Department of Labor Statistics (2002) has reported
that utility industry workers earn wages that are 130 percent of mean wages in the
state.
A Personal Note
I have just completed ten years as a training center coordinator specifically
responsible for creating and advancing learning environments. Five of those years
were directly involved in coordinating training for the electric utility industry. In my
earlier professional life, I spent twenty six years in the construction industry, half of
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those years as a project or construction manager. I understand the importance of
design in its relationship to function. My efforts are shaped from being aware of the
importance of a LPY learning laboratory and its relationship to effective line-worker
training.
Summary
This study will be significant to the leadership in community colleges by
acknowledging key factors associated with training for the electric utility industry.
Electric utilities are a vital element to the economic capability of a community. They
provide stable jobs and resources. The utilities expend significant resources on
training and supportive training environments. Community colleges can provide
electric utilities with training and learning environments to meet the needs of their
workforce. Electric utilities will need to replace their aging workforce and community
colleges can assist them in recruiting and training new workers. Community colleges
can be the entry point for new and diverse populations to access the stable jobs electric
utilities provide.
The capacity to provide a consistent, dependable, and affordable supply of
electric energy will be challenged as the workforce of the electric utilities ages and
retires. Collaborative efforts are urgently needed to expand the “labor pool” of
qualified new workers and to capture the collective knowledge, skills, and abilities of
retiring line-workers. Electric utilities and community colleges have a history of
working together to provide learning environments for training. LPY laboratories are a
critical learning environment to the success of the needed workforce training effort.
Together, utilities and community colleges will need to design/redesign, operate, and
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support simulated training environments. Realizing that a community college
understands the significance and desired features of a simulated pole yard, an electric
utility would more likely commit to a long-term, mutually beneficial relationship that
could provide the community college a significant source of support and revenue.
Although this study focused on simulated training facilities for electric utilities,
other community industries that deal with infrastructure also require supportive and
effective learning environments. Industries such as telecommunications, water and
gas, and the military, which are looking to community colleges for partnerships to
design, operate, and improve simulated learning environments for their workforce,
will also be able to utilize my study’s methods and results to further their knowledge
about designing large-scale simulated learning environments.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In an ever-changing environment, the continuous learning by line-workers in
the electric industry is essential for a dependable and affordable supply of electric
energy. The interconnectivity of the nation’s electric energy power grid depends on
consistent training in terms of both outcomes and process for the operations of
transmitting and distributing electricity. The electric industry across the nation is
constantly reviewing the effectiveness of training offered to line-workers. The purpose
of this section of my dissertation is to describe what is already known about designing
the LPY as one of the important learning environments for training. The literature
review is organized into three segments, each relating to one of the research questions
posed for the study.
Overview of the Literature Review
The first segment of the literature review addresses what is already known
about the function of a LPY in supporting effective training of line-workers. The
functions of the LPY are described in terms of: (a) the learning outcomes to be
accomplished in the LPY, and (b) the learning processes that need to be supported by
the LPY to accomplish the learning outcomes. Electric industry national skills
standards and training programs are reviewed to ascertain what is known about
learning outcomes and learning processes for line-worker training. This segment
focuses on identifying, describing, and analyzing line-worker skill standards, training
program manuals, handbooks for learning outcomes, and learning processes that guide
the function of electric industry simulated training conducted in pole yards. The
information compiled was used to develop a preliminary understanding of the function
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of a LPY as a context and as a foundation for responding to the other two research
questions posed for the study. The functions of a LPY have direct implications for the
desired design features and possible future design issues for a LPY. Learning
outcomes and processes are reviewed and were further validated during the data
collection phase of this study.
The second segment of the literature review describes what is known about the
present day features of LPY learning environments. The knowledge about LPY
features was developed from electric utility industry resources that address the design
of LPY’s and from training coordinators who are responsible for the activities that
occur in a LPY. This segment was important to give a clear sense of current
knowledge on designing a LPY in terms of features and underlying rationales for the
feature. The description of present features was also studied further during the data
collection phase of the study.
The third segment of the literature review identifies major issues that need to
be addressed in the future when considering the design or expansion of a LPY. The
identification of these issues emerged from reviewing documents, reviewing studies
and participating in informal discussions with executive forums, budget planners,
instructional personnel, and industry training coordinators responsible for the design
and operation of a LPY. The identification and description of these future design
issues from this segment was a major focus of the data collection phase of the study.
Function of a LPY
The first step in understanding the functions of a LPY was to describe what
learning needs to be accomplished in this training environment. The fundamental
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principle in designing a LPY is to carefully consider what is to be learned by lineworkers and how it is to be learned. This segment identifies the nature and purpose of
learning outcomes and learning process and what is known about them from research
that relates to line-worker training. The review in this segment has three components:
(a) learning outcomes, (b) learning processes, and (c) summary of the functions of a
LPY.
Meaning and purpose of learning outcomes. Learning outcomes state the
objective of the learning experience. The term “outcomes” is an arbitrary choice for
something that goes by several different titles. Copa and Ammentorp (1997) list words
such as aims, purposes, goals, objectives, expectations, and standards as being
synonymous with the term learning outcome (p. 8). Later in this section, the review
introduces the term “duty” to be considered and added to this list. Copa and
Ammentorp (1997) believe that the “intent of using the term outcomes is to refer to the
added competence (outcome) developed by a learner through a learning experience”
(pp. 8-9). They become a statement of "what a learner knows, or can do as a result of
learning" (Otter, 1992, p. 1). Stiehl and Lewchuk (2002) believe that the purpose of a
learning outcome is to provide a framework that informs, at the beginning of a
learning experience, what the learner will be able to do with what they have learned
(p. 4).
Spady and Marshall (1994) further define a learning outcome as:
…clear, observable demonstrations of student learning that occur after a
significant set of learning experiences. Typically, these demonstrations, or
performances, reflect three things: (1) what the student knows; (2) what the
student can actually do with what he or she knows; and (3) the student’s
confidence and motivation in carrying out the demonstration. A well-defined
outcome will have clearly defined content or concepts and be demonstrated
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through a well-defined process beginning with a directive or request such as
“explain,” “organize,” or “produce”. (pp. 20-21)
Before training begins, learning outcomes provide line-workers with an indication of
why the experience is worthwhile and necessary.
Learning outcomes serve as a contract between line-workers and the training
provider. They define the relationship between the parties involved in developing a
learning experience. “The learning outcomes form the common sense base for
designing, implementing, and assessing the effects of the learning experience” (Copa
and Ammentorp, 1997, p. 9). Learning outcomes by nature become central to the
“design, funding, operation and accountability” (p. 9) of a LPY learning environment.
Learning outcomes should be a well-written, short statement that informs lineworkers of what is expected during a learning experience. Gagne and Briggs (1974)
suggested that a learning outcome statement begins with a standard verb to imply the
type of expectation they involve (p. 266). The written or verbalized learning outcomes
associated with LPY training communicate to a line-worker the purpose of the training
and the value added by participating in the learning experience.
Review of current skill standards. In an attempt to understand the enormity of
what a line-worker does, the electric industry proposed a project to identify and
describe a set of skill standards for the energy industry. The project titled “Skill
Standards for the Energy Industry” (SSTEI), managed by Chet Hansen (2003), and
developed in accordance with the Washington State Board for Community and
Technical Colleges Skill Standard Guidelines, identified national skill standards for
energy occupations. The results of the project answered two critical questions: (a)
What does a line-worker need to know and be able to perform to succeed in today’s
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workplace?; and (b) How do we know when successful line-workers are performing
well? (SSTEI, 2003, p. 1). The SSTEI skill standards now serve as performance
specifications that identify the knowledge, skills, abilities, and individual needs of
line-workers for them to succeed in the workplace (SSTEI, 2003, p. 1).
The results from this project organized what line-workers’ do in their craft into
a recognized set of skill standards. The forward to the project report states: “These
collaborative efforts will result in knowledge that will make a significant contribution
to the professional development of future energy industry technicians” (SSTEI, 2003,
p. 1). The project developed skill standards that “specify the critical work functions,
key activities, performance indicators, and knowledge, skills and abilities an
individual needs to succeed in certain energy-related occupations” ( p. 1). This project
provided the electric utility industry with a tool to communicate to training providers
about the work that line-workers do and specifically the skills and knowledge required
to successfully perform the work. Each skill standard suggests performance criteria to
assess the capabilities of a line-worker. These skill standards have become an accepted
level of performance for line-workers to achieve.
The SSTEI project was conducted by the State of Washington in collaboration
with The Ohio State University, Center on Education and Training for Employment, in
Columbus, Ohio. The project specifically targeted skill standards for four energy
occupational categories:
•

electrician

•

instrument/control/relay meter technician

•

line-worker (the focus of my study)
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•

millwright (SSTEI, 2003, p. 1).

The project was funded through the federal School to Work Opportunities Act
(SSTEI, 2003, p. ii). Hansen’s (2003) project team used a method developed by
Norton (1994) at The Ohio State University to seek out what tasks workers in these
four work categories were responsible to perform in a work context. The product of
this project was considered, in my study, as a major resource to the first section of my
literature review to identify the learning outcomes to be accomplished in a LPY.
The SSTEI project’s occupational analysis of line-workers involved recruiting
line-workers known by reputation as being “top performers” or “experts” at their jobs
to participate on a DACUM Panel (Norton, 1994, p. 1). The panel’s function was to
formulate and recommend skill standards specifically for line-workers. DACUM
(Developing a Curriculum) is a method of occupational analysis oriented toward
attaining results for use in the development of vocational training curricula. It has been
especially promoted and developed by the Center on Education and Training for
Employment at The Ohio State University. The DACUM process was similarly
followed to study each of the other energy occupations identified by the project.
The line-worker DACUM panel established skill standards and identified what
line-workers needed to be taught in order to perform these standards in a work context.
The panel conducted a job analysis to first identify the critical work functions (duties)
and key activities (tasks) line-workers experience during work. The panel further
analyzed each duty that line-workers accomplish during a working day for specific
tasks that have a beginning and an end. Next the tasks associated with each duty were
analyzed for performance criteria, technical knowledge, skills, abilities, and tools and
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employability skills essential for a line-worker to succeed in the execution of duties
(SSTEI, 2003, pp.10-11).
The goal of the panel analyzing line-workers was to identify skill standards
and to have those standards serve as a benchmark for training (SSTEI, 2003, p. 8). In
addition, the project was charged with disseminating the skill standards and supporting
their use by training providers, employers, and employee organizations (SSTEI, 2003,
p. 8). The panel took the position that failure to teach line-workers these skill
standards was, not only a disservice to the line-worker who will be unable to perform
well, but also “unfair to the company that pays for training and gets a substandard
product” (Norton, 1993, p. 23).
The SSTEI project identified eight duties which I will consider as learning outcomes,
essential for line-workers to perform successfully in the electric energy industry (see
Table 1) along with a description of tasks required to demonstrate evidence of a lineworker’s ability to perform the outcome. A duty is a responsibility that a line-worker
is expected to perform. The duty is described in a short, action-oriented statement.
Each duty is composed of a set of tasks that a line-worker needs to accomplish. The
linking of duties with tasks was used to develop performance criteria that would
demonstrate a line-worker’s mastery of the duty. Stiehl and Lewchuk (2002) support
the connectivity established by the DACUM panel’s performance criteria as a means
to assess demonstrations of technical knowledge in performing a task. They believe
that this demonstration serves as “the foundation for the personal qualities needed to
master skills and abilities” (p. 17). The SSTEI project findings provided a major input
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to identify the learning outcomes for line-worker training programs, which in turn
provided information on the function of a LPY training environment.

Table 1
SSTEI Duties (Outcomes) and Learning Tasks for Line-worker Training
Duties
Learning Tasks
(Learning Outcomes)
Maintain a safe work environment
Comply with safety procedures
(SSTEI, 2003, pp. 71-72)
Identify and isolate job-specific safety
hazard(s)
Participate in mandated safety meetings
Report safety hazards per company
procedures
Participate in training/professional
development
(SSTEI, 2003, pp. 73-76)

Maintain OSHA certification.
Participate in first aid/CPR training.
Maintain Commercial Drivers License
(CDL)
Participate in certification training:
 transformer connection
 equipment operation
 “hot” stick
 pole top and tower rescue
 policy and procedures

Performs job-site planning activities
(SSTEI, 2003, pp. 77-78)

Discuss job-site work process
Determine job-site crew duties
Identify job-site safety hazards
Organize job-site equipment /materials
Provide jobsite protection for general public

Perform outage and power quality
troubleshooting
(SSTEI, 2003, pp. 79-81)

Obtain problem specific documents
Conduct problem assessment
Perform outage safety procedures
Perform power quality safety procedures
Perform problem-specific repair(s) and
confirm power restoration

Install/repair overhead service
(SSTEI, 2003, pp. 82-88)

Install poles and towers
Climb utility poles and towers
Install and wire transformers
Install specialized equipment
Perform work with energized lines
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Execute sub-station operations
Complete switching order process
Install/repair underground service
(SSTEI, 2003, pp. 89-93)

Identify installation equipment
Identify underground safety hazards
Pull cables through conduit
Install pad-mount equipment
Install cable termination, splice cable(s)
Distinguish site-specific cable

Maintain line equipment and tools
(SSTEI, 2003, pp. 94-95)

Inspect/adjust airbrake switch
Conduct sub-station inspection

Maintain records and
documentation
(SSTEI, 2003, pp. 96-97)

Complete/modify work orders
Prepare material issues sheets
Complete service tickets:
 meters
 transformer
 special equipment
Complete service orders

With respect to the validity of the DACUM process, O’Brien (1989), in the
Journal of Health Occupation, reported, “While the DACUM technique is rather
innovative and possesses many attractive features, it has not been fully substantiated
by research” (p. 53). No findings from studies were found in my review of literature to
refute the claims of the DACUM process as it relates to line-workers.
Meaning and purpose of learning process. A learning outcome is achieved
through “design of an appropriate learning process” (Copa and Ammentrop, 1997, p.
10). Accomplishing the expectations of a learning outcome becomes the framework
for considering an appropriate learning process.
Traditionally, a learning process as described by Copa and Ammentrop (1997)
has three components: “curriculum, instruction, and assessment” (p. 10). Curriculum
is the substance of the educational program (Orlosky & Smith, 1978, pp. 13-15).
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Oliver describes curriculum as an educational plan consisting of a program of studies,
program of activities, and a program of guidance (pp. 21-24). Curriculum can be
organized by: (a) body of content, (b) course outlines, (c) syllabi, (d) training
programs, (e) learning experiences, and (f) competencies to meet learning outcomes
(Smith, 2000). Instruction is the means to deliver the curriculum. Instruction according
to Schunk (2000) is “a set of external events designed to facilitate internal learning
processes” (p. 404). Assessment is the means to determine the effectiveness of
learners mastering of learning outcomes. There are several ways to assess mastery of
learning outcomes; Schunk (2000) suggested five methods: (a) direct observations, (b)
written responses, (c) oral responses, (d) rating by others, and (e) self-reports (pp. 710). Learning process suggests resources, tools, equipment, and features that need to
be present in a learning environment to assist in accomplishing the learning outcomes.
In LPY training, the learning process simulates a problem or dilemma that lineworkers need to experience and resolve to be effective in the workforce. Ewell (1997)
supports the concept of learning processes being effective when accomplished within
the context of a compelling problem. “Maximum learning tends to occur when people
are confronted with specific, identifiable problems that they want to solve and that are
within their capacity to do so" (Ewell, 1997, p. 4). A LPY creates an environment to
experience the problems encountered by line-workers in the workplace.
A search was conducted to identify a national source of learning process for
line-worker training programs that has a long history of acceptance in the industry. In
order to be considered for my review, the training program needed to address all three
of the components identified as needing to be included in a learning process: (a)
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curriculum, (b) instruction, and (c) assessment. Conversations by phone and face-toface with training officials in the electric utility industry were conducted to discover a
widely-used training system as a primary source for reviewing what was known about
the learning process for line-worker training.
Review of a widely-used training system. The training system that was chosen
for the review here was the Power Pros Lineman Training (1988). This program was
developed by Tampa Electric Company (TECO) and is widely recognized and utilized
by the electric utility industry nationwide.
TECO is located in Tampa, Florida and transmits and distributes electricity in a
2000-square mile service territory in west central Florida (Hoover Online, 2004).
Because of TECO’s size and responsibilities, it was necessary for them to develop and
implement internal training programs to meet the needs of their workforce. The
comprehensive training system developed by TECO was titled Power Pros. The
training system includes curriculum, instruction, and assessment for all phases of lineworker training (Power Pros Lineman Introduction, 1988). The learning process for
the Power Pros training system included: (a) classroom instruction, (b) LPY practice,
and (c) specific examinations and demonstrations of competency which were
reinforced with on-the-job training activities (p. 7).
TECO’s goal when developing Power Pros was to provide line-workers with
standard learning outcomes and a standardized learning process regarding technical
knowledge and skills acquisition (Power Pros Lineman Introduction, 1988). To realize
this goal, TECO recruited a panel of field line-worker experts to establish the learning
outcomes for what line-workers need to be able to do in their work. The learning
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outcomes emerged from six areas of concentration which were further developed into
nine training programs to achieve TECO’s goal for standardized knowledge and skill
acquisition. Table 2 identifies the six areas of concentration that the panel used to
shape the learning outcomes.
The panel of experts that developed learning outcomes from the six areas of
concentration that line-workers need to master (see Table 2) created nine specific
training programs for each step of line-worker training. Each step has a learning
process that is designed to accomplish specific knowledge and skill acquisition. After
participating in a learning process, line-workers are expected to demonstrate mastery
of new knowledge and skills by examination or assessment of specific program
learning outcomes. The learning process and related training materials are reviewed
and updated for Power Pros by the end-users (specific utility companies and/or
training programs) (Power Pros Line-worker Introduction, 1988, p. 4).
Table 2
Areas of Concentration and Line-Worker Expectations
Areas of
Line-Workers Expectation to Master Areas of Concentrations
Concentration
(Learning Outcomes)
Safety

Perform training competencies as a model for adherence to safe
practices and in compliance with industry standards and procedures.
Planning
Identify and interpret specific facts and details to stage, construct,
install, or operate equipment required in competencies.
Training
Demonstrate initiative to perform competencies to industry
standards by participating actively in training program.
Trouble Shooting Analyze competency limitations, recognize failures, and perform
corrective measures to insure a systems function.
Equipment
Monitor, test, and perform preventative maintenance procedures to
Maintenance
specific components, equipment, and tools utilized in training.
Archiving
Document and maintain records of performance and compliance to
industry standards to verify specific training procedures objectives
and mastery.
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The nine Power Pros line-worker training programs are a complete training
system. Completing a program is a step that represents an elevation of significance in
the training of a line-worker. Each program is divided into sections that contain a
series of specific related training modules (Power Pros Line-worker Introduction,
1988, p. 43). The training module’s connectivity to subsequent sections is illustrated
by a progressive performance diagram drawn to demonstrate to a line-worker how
training in each section is inter-connected and interrelated (Power Pros Line-worker
Introduction, 1988, p. 34) (see Appendix A). Each section’s modules contain specific
competencies that line-workers need to complete in order to advance. A Power Pros
line-worker training module is a specific learning process to provide an organized plan
and instruction (see Table 3) for mastery of a particular skill (Power Pros Line-worker
Introduction, 1988, p. 7). The modules are combined into sections that shape a
particular training program’s skill acquisition. Table 3 illustrates a module’s learning
process and contents (p. 19).
Table 3
Format of Training Module with Learning Process and Contents
Learning Process
Contents
Curriculum





Instruction




Overview of the task
Listing of tools and equipment involved
Explanation of the degree of proficiency required to
master the task
Demonstrations of safe work practices
Procedures to execute learning task

Assessment



Test and answers for accuracy of responses
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The modules are designed to build on each other and advance the line-worker
to the next section of training (Power Pros Line-worker Introduction, 1988, p. 17) (see
Table 4). In addition, a module can be used as a stand-alone course for continuing
education in a particular skill. Each module uses classroom activities, laboratory
practice, and examination to accomplish the learning process. Table 4 shows the
organization of the Power Pros line-worker training into programs and identifies the
steps and the number of associated learning modules required to advance to the next
level or step.
Table 4
Line-Worker Training Programs and Steps, Number of Training Modules per
Program, and Time Frame Required to Advance to Next Program
Programs and Steps
Number of
Time Frame to
(Program Identifier Labels)
Training Modules Complete Program
Per Program
Modules
Pre Entry (E)
16
6 months
Helper (H)
43
6 months
Ground person (G)
83
6 months
Apprentice Line-worker Step 1 (A)
25
6 months
Apprentice Line-worker Step 2 (LE)
19
6 months
Apprentice Line-worker Step 3 (LD)
27
6 months
Apprentice Line-worker Step 4 (LC)
72
6 months
Apprentice Line-worker Step 5 (LB)
18
6 months
Apprentice Line-worker Step 6 (LA)
9
6 months

The training system provides procedures manuals for instructors to conduct the
training. The procedures manual is meant to standardize instruction and inform the
instructor in the methods and techniques of the training system. Course control
documents are included in the training to record a line-worker’s performance level and
their progress through each level or step in training. Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) compliance is a critical component of Power Pros line-worker
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training. Power Pros training provides evaluation forms and documentation for each
program module to satisfy OSHA that compliance issues have been addressed. The
Power Pros line-worker training program is designed to develop an increased
appreciation for safe work practices in line-work.
The panel of experts convened by TECO to develop the line-worker training
system followed a Criterion Referenced Instruction (CRI) development process to
design line-worker training modules. This is a comprehensive method (see Table 5)
for the design and delivery of training programs (Mager & Pipe, 1978). Each of the
line-worker training modules consists of three components: (a) curriculum, (b)
practice by competency, and (c) examination related to the learning outcomes (Power
Pros Line-worker Introduction, 1988, p. 7). Table 5 illustrates the steps the panel of
experts followed to establish each training module.
Table 5
CRI Process and Results
TECO Panel of Experts CRI
Process
Perform goal/task analysis
Establish performance objectives

Evaluate learning

Develop learning modules

Results
Identified what needs to be learned by lineworkers at each training modules point in time.
Developed exact performance specifications
required (the criterion) to be accomplished and
how they are evaluated.
Specified levels of knowledge and/or skills of
each learning objectives (learning outcomes) to
be demonstrated by line-workers.
Organized learning objectives into a specific
learning tasks and processes to master them.

Because of the expense of developing the line-worker training program and the
extensive costs related to training, TECO recognized that it needed a means to test the
effectiveness of its training. Edward Levine, University of South Florida, was
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commissioned in 1986 to study the effectiveness of Power Pros line-worker training.
Dr. Levine was the director of the industrial and organizational psychology program at
the University of South Florida. At the completion of the project, Levine and his
assistant, Jan Cannon, concluded that “the vast majority of modules are
understandable, adequately written, and of adequate complexity and length” (Levine
and Cannon, 1986, p. 37). The project provided an extensive evaluation and validation
of all the TECO, Power Pros training programs.
The purpose of Levine’s study to evaluate Power Pros line-worker training
was to analyze its effectiveness and determine if Power Pros line-worker training
modules were meeting their intended goal of preparing learners to meet the standards
identified for line-workers. The project reported that 99 percent of the more important
tasks and 94 percent of the knowledge, skills, and other personal characteristics noted
in the job analysis of line-workers were covered and learned through participating in a
Power Pros training program (Levine & Cannon, 1986, p. i).
The Power Pros training program formalized the learning process for lineworkers. The learning process accomplishes the learning outcomes of the six areas of
concentration identified by the panel of experts (Power Pros Lineman Procedures and
Training Manual 1988, p. 9). The Power Pros line-worker training system serves as a
base to standardize training for the line-worker trade nationally and internationally
(Sullivan, 2004). It also provides an instrument for the electric utility industry to
evaluate line-workers and to upgrade their skills in areas of concentration when they
face a new demand or skill with which they are unfamiliar.
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TECO's Power Pros training program is one example of a consistent learning
process for line-worker training. Power Pros training programs are utilized throughout
the United States, the Caribbean, and in Latin America. Sixty-seven major utilities use
Power Pros line-worker training programs as the principle process for training lineworkers (Power Pros, 2004). The results of Levine’s evaluation project served to
validate and advance the training format and processes of Power Pros training. Power
Pros periodically reviews and revises its training with the changing industry to keep it
current with workplace practices. This action has allowed Power Pros to serve as a
standard for line-worker training for over 18 years.
Power Pros line-worker training provides curriculum, instruction, and
assessment as the learning process utilized in a LPY. The Power Pros learning process
is used for classroom activities, practice in individual learning environments of a LPY,
and for examination to demonstrate mastery of required skills (Power Pros Lineman
Training Introduction, 1989, p. 7). The curriculum is designed to provide consistency
to the learning process conducted in a LPY. Power Pros is a competency based
learning process designed to allow students to progress at their own pace. The learning
process is designed to provide flexibility to customize the training process to specific
related needs (p. 6). The Power Pros Lineman Training Program is presented as a
“stand alone” learning process to address a particular task or subject. Each module in
the training program contains the same basic design (see Table 6). Table 6 organizes
the Power Pros Lineman Training Program by training settings: (a) classroom, (b)
practice, and (c) laboratory examination with associated learning process.
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Table 6
Power Pros Lineman Training Program Training Settings and Associated Learning
Process
Training Settings
Associated Learning Process
Classroom
Lectures:
 Safe work requirements
 Reference information
 Degree of required proficiency
Small group discussions
 Training materials
 Learning resources
Testing
 Written test of required proficiency
Practice
Individual study
 Training materials
 Reference information
Small group performance
 Task identification
 Tools and equipment needed
 Performance criteria
 Degree of proficiency
 Step by step demonstration
Laboratory
Written testing
 Multiple choice
Small group demonstration
 Demonstrate competency of
practiced procedures
 Field evaluation
Oral testing
 One on one with course
administrator
(Power Pros Introduction, 1988,
pp.19-39)
Summary of Function of a LPY
The purpose for line-worker training is to produce line-workers with consistent
thinking and performance capabilities. Learning outcomes for line-worker training are
designed to describe the needed training and performance capabilities to be competent
in the workplace. Learning process describes how the learning outcomes are to be
accomplished from a teaching and learning perspective.
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The SSTEI project and Power Pros line-worker training programs suggest
learning outcomes and process for line-worker training. SSTEI described their
learning outcomes as skill standards and Power Pros described their outcomes as
objectives. Table 7 shows a comparison of SSTEI skill standards and Power Pros
learning objectives for line-worker training. There is a great deal of similarities
between these two sources of learning outcomes for line-worker training.
Table 7
Comparison of SSTEI Skill Standards and Power Pros Learning Objectives
SSTEI Project
Power Pros Learning Objectives
Skill Standards
Maintain a safe work
environment
Participate in
training/professional
development
Perform job-site planning
activities
Perform outage and power
quality troubleshooting
Install/repair overhead service

Perform training competencies as a model for
adherence to safe practices and in compliance
with industry standards and procedures.
Demonstrate initiative to perform competencies
to industry standards by participating actively in
the training program.
Identify and interpret specific facts and details to
stage, construct, install, or operate equipment
required in competencies.
Analyze competency limitations, recognize
failures, and perform corrective measures to
insure a system’s function.
Monitor, test and perform overhead service
preventative maintenance procedures to specific
components, equipment, and tools utilized in
training.

Install/repair underground
service

Monitor, test, and perform preventative
underground service maintenance procedures to
specific components, equipment, and tools
utilized in training.

Maintain line equipment and
tools

Identify and interpret specific facts and details to
stage, construct, install, or operate equipment
required in competencies.
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Maintain records and
documentation

Document and maintain records of performance
and compliance to industry standards to verify
specific training procedures, objectives, and
mastery.

The Power Pros line-worker training learning process consists of: curriculum,
instruction, and assessment. It is a competency based learning process designed to
allow students to progress at their own pace. The learning process is implemented by
utilizing eight components. Each component is designed to allow for flexibility in
customizing training for specific related needs. The learning process components are:
(a) lectures, (b) small group discussions, (c) individual study, (d) written testing, (e)
small group performance, (f) small group demonstration, and (g) oral testing (see
Table 8). Table 8 outlines the components of the Power Pros learning process and
identifies each of the associated activities.
Table 8
Power Pros Learning Process Components and Associated Activities
Learning Process Components
Associated Activities
Lectures
 Safe work requirements
 Reference information
 Degree of required proficiency
Small group discussions
 Training materials
 Learning resources
Individual study
 Training materials
 Reference information
Student practice
 Practice skills
 Master learning objectives
 Obtain feedback on performance
Testing
 Written test of required proficiency
 Multiple choice
Small group performance
 Task identification
 Tools and equipment needed
 Performance criteria
 Degree of proficiency
 Step by step demonstration
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Small group demonstration



Assessment




Demonstrate competency of practiced
procedures
One on one with course administrator
Field evaluation

Features of the Components in Present Day LPY Learning Environments
A LPY is a learning environment comprised of many components and
associated features for training electric utility line-workers. The purpose of this
segment of the review was to describe the components and associated features of
present day LPY learning environments. To develop sources for this segment,
information was gathered from electric utility industry documents and from
conversations with training coordinators responsible for activities in a LPY. In
addition, informal site visits were made to four LPY’s in an attempt to gain first-hand
knowledge of specific features in these learning environments. The LPY’s visited
were at the following sites: (a) Northwest Line Joint Apprenticeship Training
Committee (JATC) facility, Camp Rilea, Oregon; (b) Bonneville Power
Administration Training Center, Vancouver, Washington; (c) Hammer facility,
Richland, Washington; (d) Lineman Rodeo Pole Yard, Gresham, Oregon; and (e)
Utility Training Alliance facility, Wilsonville, Oregon. These sites provided a basis for
describing the features of present day LPY training environments.
In discussions with electric utility training coordinators, six specific
components of a LPY learning environment were identified. None of the LPY’s
visited had all six of these components, but each aspired to develop resources to create
them. From discussions with Robert Ferguson (PacifiCorp, Line-worker Training
Coordinator), Dolores Payton (Work-based Education Coordinator), Arnie Winkler
(NWPPA, Regional Education Coordinator), and Mike Sullivan (PGE, LPY Trainer),
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six specific LPY components emerged: (a) outdoor yard, (b) underground system, (c)
indoor yard, (d) gathering places, (e) classrooms, and (f) work-based learning (see
Table 9). Table 9 was developed to identify, describe the purpose, and to list the
features of the components of the LPY learning environment identified in my review.
Table 9
LPY Components, Purposes, and Features
LPY
Purposes
Features
Components
Outdoor Yard
Simulate every day
Open spaces for poles and towers to be
“road” duties and
configured
responsibilities on
Improved roads and lanes to access poles
poles and towers
and towers for simulating everyday
experiences
Construct electrical
Poles configured to simulate various
system components
street lighting applications
Secure outdoor storage areas for material
and equipment
Open unimpeded space for constructing,
dismantling, and recycling of
materials
Accessible sanitary facilities and dry
areas
Underground
Model the challenges Underground system of confined space
system
of underground work
structures such as:
Opportunity to
 Vaults
practice safe work
 Conduits
applications
 Surface access configured for
installation and maintenance
functions
Indoor yard
Simulate energized
20 ft. poles set in a large, fully-covered
conditions
open pavilion arena that allows for
Configure electrical
equipment to articulate through for
system to meet
line applications
energy needs
Space to store materials and equipment
that is dry, easily accessible, and
quickly inventoried
Accessible sanitary facilities
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Gathering places

Classrooms

Work-based
learning

Gather and exchange in Administrative offices for the
line-worker cultural
management of the LPY
activities
Space for line-workers to gather and have
access to food and beverages
Accessible sanitary facilities
General location for parking in the LPY
Conduct formal
Organized spaces that provide flexibility
instruction and
and access to multiple resources for
written testing
instruction
Place for written or proxy examination to
occur
On-the-job-training,
Authentic environments to practice new
apprenticeship, or
knowledge and skills
internships using the
Learning assessments to measure LPY
learners worksite as an
training effectiveness
“authentic” hands-on Structure to demonstrate mastery
learning experience
Process to document knowledge of
retiring workforce

Brief Description of the Components in LPY Learning Environments
Each of the components of present day LPY learning environment is described
below.
Outdoor yard. The outdoor yard is designed to simulate “power” pole and steel
“tower” transmission, distribution, and lighting configurations. The outdoor yard is
generally used by beginning line-workers to learn their craft and for journey-level
line-workers to practice mandatory safety and compliance standards (Ferguson &
Sullivan, Line-worker training coordinators, personal communication April 17, 2004).
Line workers practice climbing techniques and are assessed annually for their
compliance with pole and tower climbing standards (Ferguson, R., Payton, D., &
Sullivan, M., personal communication November 10, 2004). The outdoor yard poles
and towers are configured at various heights. The poles and towers in the outdoor yard
may vary from 6-65 feet. This variety of heights teaches similar applications at
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varying heights to familiarize line-workers with applications equal to their skill level
(Ferguson, R. Line-worker training coordinator, personal communication November
10, 2004). Generally, the poles are made of wood, concrete, and/or steel. The tallest
poles are often used to simulate outdoor/street lighting configurations for training. The
towers are made from steel. The height of these poles and towers are major issues in
determining the location of a LPY and are discussed further in the next segment of this
dissertation. A road surrounds the outdoor yard to provide opportunities to simulate
everyday situations using tools and equipment required for road applications.
Underground system. The underground system is designed to simulate
structured vault, conduit, and cabling applications used in underground electrical work
(Ryan, J., Line-worker training coordinator, personal communication April 17, 2004).
Many of todays and future installations of electric systems are designed for
underground applications. An underground system simulator is used primarily for
identifying, practicing safe work skills, and installing and maintaining components of
an underground electrical system (Ryan & Sullivan, Line-worker training
coordinators, personal communication April 17, 2004). Underground application
simulators are needed in a LPY to pose new problems and issues with which lineworkers need to become familiar.
The underground system contains vaults and conduit pipes which simulate
transition points for transmission and distribution applications and for routing of
electrical cables. The vaults in this system can range from 4 feet wide by 6 feet long
and 4 feet tall to a room size, large enough for several line-workers to install and
maintain equipment.
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During compliance training, the environment is utilized for confined space
entry, exit, and rescue training. In everyday practice, the proximity of underground
electric cables to the earth (ground) provides enhanced risk of faults (short circuits)
and accidents to line-workers. The underground system simulates these dangers and
provides a line-worker with the means to practice underground applications and
affords an opportunity to advance their safety awareness and remedy their practice
(Ryan, J., personal communication May 10, 2004). The underground system is the
most recent component to be included in a LPY learning environment.
Indoor yard. The indoor yard is a weather-proof pavilion structured for
energized work (Ferguson, R., Ryan, J., & Sullivan, M., Line-worker training
coordinators, personal communication April 17, 2004). The term “energized” means
the conductors (wires) and simulators inside the structure function with electric current
(energized) to simulate what might be present for the line-worker in a real-world
application. The energized indoor LPY is primarily used for intermediate and
advanced line-worker training in energized work applications.
The indoor LPY is designed to simulate various distribution energized
systems. The indoor LPY poles are usually between 12-20 feet tall and are configured
to allow for multiple applications. The indoor structure can also house specific
simulators, such as: transformer, switching, and metering for advanced training. The
proximity of classrooms to the indoor LPY is critical for application problems to be
adequately addressed in a formal, structured, and comfortable environment (Ferguson,
R., Line-worker training coordinator, personal communication March 15, 2004). In
discussions with the training coordinators, they suggested that using the indoor yard as
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a resource for outdoor yard training applications during inclement weather is an asset
to any LPY.
Gathering places. The gathering places in a LPY are learning environments
utilized by line-workers for formal and informal bonding activities, events, and
circumstances related to their trade. They are the places that offer a sense of ownership
for line workers. Formal gathering places serve in a LPY as a place to signify rites,
rituals, and habits of the line-worker culture. Gathering places in the LPY's visited
were located adjacent to the classrooms and indoor yards.
Informal gathering places emerged from use of the spaces by line-workers.
Wolff (2002) believes that gathering places can evoke a “sense of belonging and
identification” (p. 207). Informal gathering places are located where interaction
between line-workers is random and self-initiated. Food and beverages are usually
readily available and present in these places.
Classrooms. LPY classrooms ranged from large to small environments
designed to facilitate team activities. Line-workers are expected to work in teams. In
the field, line-workers usually are assigned to 3-4 person teams (Ferguson, R. &
Payton, D., personal communication November 17, 2004). In emergency situations,
these teams can be expanded. Classrooms offer environments for instructional delivery
that is designed for application in a LPY. In addition, the classrooms are used for
mandatory safety and compliance training sessions and testing that each line-worker is
expected to attend annually (generally up to 100 hours a year) (Sullivan, 2004). The
classrooms accommodate standardized learning process types, resource material, and
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media aids. Classroom components were present at each of the LPY’s visited for this
review.
Work-based learning. The work-based learning (WBL) component of a LPY
deliberately uses the workplace as a context for line-workers to demonstrate their
learning (Bragg, Hamm & Trinkle, 1995, p. 5). The WBL component is structured to
link the work site with the school-based line-worker LPY learning experiences, and is
strategically organized by LPY staff, employers, and other groups (organized labor).
Bailey (1995) suggests that connecting LPY training with a WBL process "plays an
important role in strengthening the effectiveness of the workforce" (pp. 36-37). The
WBL component can be a formal learning process to directly relate learning to
program outcomes or an informal learning activity to certify compliance to a skill
standard.
Summary of Features of the Components in Present Day LPY Learning Environments
A LPY learning environment was typically comprised of any of six specific
components identified for training electric utility line-workers. The components are:
(a) outdoor yard, (b) underground system, (c) indoor yard, (d) gathering places, (e)
classrooms, and (f) work-based learning. Each component of the LPY learning
environment contained unique features to simulate, model, and facilitate the learning
process. The outdoor yard contained features such as: poles and towers configured to
simulate multiple work applications. Vaults and conduits were some of the features in
an underground system to model confined space installation and maintenance
functions. Simulated energized conditions and dry protected space were the unique
features of an indoor yard component. Identified spaces for informal and formal
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exchanges in line-worker cultural activities are the key features of a gathering place
component. Organized spaces, along with the accessories that support formal
instruction, were the main features in a classroom component of a LPY learning
environment. The WBL component was a means to validate LPY training.
A LPY learning experience was valid when it was consistent with workplace
practices and recognized by experienced line-workers as “authentic” (Fergusen, 2004
p. 1). The LPY work-based learning component was meant to be conducted in “on the
job” workplace environments external to the school-based components of a LPY.
Line-workers, during their career, participated in on-the-job-training (OJT),
apprenticeships, and internships as “authentic” hands-on demonstration experiences.
WBL was the component of LPY training that directly connects learning activities to
workplace duties. This connectivity served to assess the LPY learning process and
provided feedback for improvement in LPY training. A key feature of LPY WBL was
the structure provided by employers, and the commitment of each line-worker to fulfill
their duties and responsibilities (Bragg & Hamm 1995 pp.126-127). This structure can
be used by employers to document knowledge of experienced workers. The LPY
WBL component was part of an overall continuous training process of line-workers.
The WBL component can be a part of a formalized training agreement such as an
apprenticeship and internship or part of a certificate process to document compliance
with safety standards and best work practices.
The components of the LPY learning environment shape how line-workers
learned and practiced skills necessary for advancement of their careers in electric line
operations. Ferguson (2004) proposed, in his discussions about LPY environments,
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that “a pole yard (LPY) could provide an ideal educational environment for learning
line construction, fault location, and line maintenance procedures if it is designed to
provide real-world simulations”(p. 2). Ferguson also revealed that LPY learning
environments “develop line-workers with knowledge, physical skills, and dexterity
necessary to master their work” (p. 3). He further acknowledged that “line-work is
dangerous; it requires uniformity and consistency of application” (p. 3). Payton (2004)
concurred that the “over-riding principle of a LPY experience is to train line-workers
in safe work practices (p. 2). Sullivan (2004) aligned with Payton ’s (2004) statement
while reflecting on the features of a LPY when he emphasized that the features need to
“constantly address the methods and techniques that keep lineman (line-workers) safe
and avoid costly accidents” (p. 3). Ferguson et al. (2004) maintained that a present day
LPY must address and ensure that the learning and learning process in a LPY were
reviewed by experts who are up-to-date on the latest OSHA applications and
regulations that govern training in a LPY. The LPY’s visited for this review shared the
same common goal of training line-workers, but they did not share the same
components in their respective learning environments to accomplish that goal.
Major Issues in Future Design of a LPY
To advance LPY training to meet the demands of progressively more complex
training criteria, three over-riding major issues were identified in my review of
literature. They can be clustered under the headings of:
Lack of collaborative strategic planning
Lack of adequate funding
Loss of undocumented knowledge
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Resolving these issues was thought to be a way of improving a LPY as a training
environment.
Collaborative strategic planning. To ensure that LPY resources meet current
and evolving needs, leaders in education, the electric utility industry, and the
community must create the opportunities to collaborate with training coordinators and
LPY administrators to develop “vision-driven” strategic plans for line-worker LPY
training environments. According to Payton, “LPY’s will need to be equipped with
state-of-the-art technologies and practice simulations that can be used to their fullest
potential utilizing consistent affordable training processes” (p. 2). Collaborative
strategic plans for technical training need to “propose technical training that sustains
and renews itself, and be efficient in program delivery” (Hins-Turner, 2004, p. 2). The
UETA at their November 2004 leadership meeting further addressed this necessity by
suggesting that “front-line technical training and practice will change from the
pressure on infrastructure at an astonishing pace” (p. 2). LPY learning environments
were not generally considered in strategic plans for community colleges, electric
utilities, and communities. Collaboration among these three entities can serve as a
solid foundation to address this issue.
A LPY’s collaborative strategic planning process can generate new themes,
concepts, and ideas for advancing program activities. In 2001, the UETA, a private
non-profit alliance of utilities and education providers, was among the first groups to
develop a strategic plan based on extensive input from the electric utility industry and
the education community. That initial plan and its succeeding adoptions, developed in
2003 and 2004, have informed and guided UETA’s priorities for developing the
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necessary technologies, models, practice, and resources to facilitate training in a LPY.
These resources include materials, equipment, targeted training for a wide range of
industry compliance standards, access to “best practices” for state-of-the-art
simulations, computer assisted technologies, and resources for introducing new and
diverse populations to careers in electric transmission and distribution.
Many of the goals and aspirations identified by UETA participants in the initial
strategic planning process for LPY training were extensions of the trends developed
from the PGE corporate university strategic planning process (Hins-Turner, 2004, p.
2). Corporate universities “represent an expanded effort to train all levels of workers
in the skills needed for today’s changing workplace” (Meister, 1998, p. 89). Electric
utilities use community colleges in their corporate university models, to customize and
accredit line-worker training into articulated degree programs. In this study, the term
“corporate university” was used to describe the process utilized by a study site to
accredit LPY line-worker training with a community college so as to then have the
training, in the form of credits further matriculate into an electric utilities related
associate degree program. UETA (2004) identified eight key priorities of a LPY
strategic plan and their rationale to be considered in a planning process (see Table 10)
(p. 3). Table 10 identifies the eight UETA strategic priorities and associated rationale.
Table 10
UETA Strategic Priorities and Associated Rationale of a LPY
Strategic Priority
Associated Rationale
Use of technology

Industry based

The complex infrastructure problems of today and
the future require an interdisciplinary team
approach and depend on a wide range of advanced
technologies
The impact of increased use of "industry-based"
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communications

Safe work practices

Consistent skill standards

Expand the labor pool
Advance team learning
Document knowledge

Continuous learning

communications and access of more line-workers to
sophisticated communication resources effects
response time, delivery, and resource management
The growing concern by the general public about
safety and their reliance on consistent and
affordable energy
The need for a flexible and more efficient learning
process that generates consistent skill standards and
practice
Train new diverse populations in a LPY to be easily
transitioned into changing organizational cultures
Change training infrastructure as curriculum
becomes more multidisciplinary and team based
Provide different approaches or paradigm shifts in
learning process to train new workers and “old
school” workers together to document knowledge
and expertise
All learning must receive full respective
contributions towards credit in accredited degree
programs designed especially for energy and
resource management perspectives

Strategic planning is a mechanism to discover and define the over-riding future
needs of a LPY. Russell Ackoff, professor at the Wharton School of Business and a
noted strategic planning consultant, believes "Planning is anticipatory decisionmaking, it is the process of deciding before action is required” (p. 48). How to
anticipate the future needs or possible changes in these needs and create the policies
that govern the use of resources to address these needs are major issues affecting LPY
learning environments. For example, considering the priorities of an underground
system component or the height of towers and poles in an outdoor yard according to
Ferguson and Payton (2004) were essential for the design of new facilities or the
upgrade of any existing LPY to be considered as “state-of-the-art.” Design of the
learning environment in a “state of the art” LPY was a major focus of this study.
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Lack of adequate funding. A strategic plan to address the present and future
needs of a LPY will need to anticipate a much broader scope of activities than has
historically been supported by the electric utility industry. For a LPY to meet the
challenges, opportunities, and aspirations that occur from an expansion in scope
require a dedication and an expansion in existing funding.
Sponsors and stakeholder of LPY’s will need to conduct a fully informed
“cost accounting” of whether existing funding is being utilized effectively to achieve
strategic priorities and goals or determine there is a need for a new financial plan.
Ferguson (2004) stated that one issue for training coordinators is “there are so many
different budgets and accounts that fund a pole yard that (LPY) budget information is
hard to acquire, and many of the budget objectives for training are so vaguely worded
that it is hard to determine what constitutes adequate funding” (p. 2). Hins-Turner
(2004) commented that present “LPY budgets do not appear to be capable of
supporting all of the training activities identified in the UETA strategic plans” (p. 2).
Well-established LPY training programs have a track record for funding
apprenticeship and compliance training. However, the newer or expanded areas
identified in strategic plans lack adequate budget allocations. An example of this is the
results from the Energy Industry Executive Forum on Workforce Issues sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration (ETA)
(2004). Three workforce issues and strategies to minimize their impact were identified
by the forum that can influence present and future LPY budgets (see Table 11). Table
11 organizes the three workforce issues identified by the ETA and lists the strategies
to minimize their impact.
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Table 11
ETA Workforce Issues and Strategies
Workforce Issues
Preparing for the demographic cliff
(rapid decrease in available trained lineworkers)
Education and training programs

Strategies








Improve the industry’s public image
Increase available labor pools
Maintain a stable labor supply
Develop new training programs
Improve existing programs
Expand successful models
Skill development
Transfer knowledge from the aging
workforce
 Prepare entry-level workers
 Develop competency-models and
career ladders
Morgan, R. (2004, December). Energy industry workforce priorities. Power point
slides presented at the, Workforce Solutions Forum, Houston, Texas (slides.1-26),
Employment and Training Administration of the Department of Labor.
The Utility Training Alliance, Wilsonville, Oregon, in their December 2003
executive meeting identified five goals that need to be achieved in order to establish
adequate funding for technical training (LPY activities) in 2005-06:


Develop a universal budgetary process linking roles and responsibilities to
sponsor and stakeholder program budgets;



Secure and protect existing financial resources;



Identify and access new sources of funding outside of sponsors
responsibility to fund expansion of present programs and the infusion of
future programs to meet the priorities identified in the strategic plan;



Aggressively consider new approaches to funding that will enable new
sponsorships; and



Provide for flexibility in funding to quickly shift resources to respond to
the evolving workforce development needs.
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In reviewing existing funding formulas for LPY training, there was no
evidence of budgeting plans or commitments from sponsors to provide new funds or
expand budget priorities identified by the UTA and the ETA. Describing resource
commitment levels and how they are allocated to support LPY programs was a major
focus of my study.
Knowledge documentation. The “demographic cliff’ caused by the departure of
highly skilled line-workers due to retirement and upward mobility into essential
management functions in the electric utilities has stressed the knowledge base of LPY
operation and training activities. Gross, Hanes, and Ayres (2002) of the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) reported “expert knowledge and skills are being lost, and
qualified replacements are increasingly difficult to find and retain (p. 1).” Gross et al.
(2002) describe two problems that can occur when key personnel from a LPY are lost
to retirement or elevated to management functions: (a) unavailability of valuable
knowledge and wisdom about operations and procedures when needed; and (b) loss of
undocumented knowledge when a line-worker leaves (p. 1). Undocumented knowledge
is the learned information and facts about operations and procedures that line-workers
acquire during the course of their career.
The EPRI conducted a multi-year project to study the impact of the loss of
undocumented knowledge from workers in the electric power industry. The project
proposed four strategies for LPY sponsors and stakeholders to focus on to understand
the impact and the loss of undocumented knowledge: (a) identify key-personnel who
possess potentially valuable undocumented knowledge; (b) evaluate if the knowledge
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they posses is needed or required; (c) extract and store the knowledge; and (d) retrieve
and present this knowledge when needed (EPRI, 2002, p. 2).
The utility companies that sponsor LPY’s have addressed the concerns of the
EPRI project and are developing methods and techniques to collect and disseminate
undocumented knowledge. The American Public Power (2003) in their report in “The
Aging and Retiring Work Force: New Challenges for Public Power” state that the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is facing the imminent retirement of 40 percent of
its workforce during the next five years (p. 18). The TVA has deployed a process to
capture this undocumented knowledge before it is unavailable and has identified three
fundamental questions: (a) what knowledge is being lost; (b) what are the
consequences of losing the knowledge; and (c) what can TVA do about it (p. 18).
Hins-Turner (2004) suggested that developing instruments and processes to document
knowledge of LPY operations and procedures will “more effectively control the
impact of loss of knowledge from line-workers and avoid costly mistakes and
accidents that will occur without this knowledge” (p. 2). Identifying the methods and
techniques used in a LPY to document knowledge was a focus of my study.
Summary of Major Issues in Future Design of a LPY
A LPY needs to support the learning outcomes and learning processes
identified and developed to address new and evolving training systems as well as
promote resource sharing and inter-industry collaborations. Providing effective
resources that address technical training needs cannot be generated overnight and must
be established before the industry’s collective knowledge base becomes unavailable.
To ensure that LPY resources meet current and evolving needs, leaders in education,
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the electric utility industry, and communities can create opportunities to continually
interact with training coordinators and LPY administrators to develop collaborative
“vision-driven” strategic plans. How to anticipate the future needs or possible changes
in these needs and create the policies that govern the acquisition of resources to
address these needs were major issues affecting LPY learning environments.
Sponsors and stakeholders of LPY’s need to address the challenges,
opportunities, and aspirations that occur from an expansion of scope from strategic
planning by renewing their dedication to and expanding existing LPY funding. Wellestablished LPY training programs have established funding streams for
apprenticeship and compliance training; however, the newer or expanded areas
identified in strategic plans lack adequate budget allocations. Training coordinators
responsible for LPY budgets did not feel there were adequate budgets to support new
and expand responsibilities.
The “demographic cliff’ caused by the departure of highly skilled line-workers
has stressed the knowledge base of LPY operation and training activities. This exodus
due to retirement and career changes is creating loss of undocumented knowledge that
skilled line-workers have acquired during the course of their careers. Studies are being
conducted by the EPRI and the Department of Labor (DOL) along with efforts by
utilities and educational institutions to avoid costly mistakes and possible accidents by
developing instruments and processes to effectively document knowledge about LPY
operations and procedures and minimize the loss of undocumented knowledge.
Summary of Literature Review
The literature review provides a background for understanding the functions,
design features, and the major issues associated with the LPY learning environment.
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The literature identified learning outcomes and learning processes that shape the
function of a LPY learning environment. The review describes a present LPY as a
learning environment composed of six major components used by the electric utility
industry to advance line-worker training. The literature suggested that the electric
utility industry is actively participating in collaborative relationships to gather
information and develop strategies for planning, budgeting, and minimizing the affect
of losing undocumented knowledge. It revealed how these relationships were
developing the method and means to sustain and renew efficient LPY training systems
delivery and infrastructure. The review revealed that the electric utilities realize that
the “demographic cliff” is rapidly approaching which adds a sense of urgency to
gathering knowledge about the functions, features, and issues related to designing
future oriented LPY learning environments.
Resources identified in this review describe the function of a LPY as providing
learning environments to support a learning process designed to achieve the learning
outcomes that provide line-workers with new knowledge and performance
capabilities. Line-workers utilize a LPY as an environment to solve problems about
things that happen every day in their workplace. Solving problems or dilemmas in a
LPY learning environment renders the learning “meaningful.” The effectiveness of
this learning experience depends on a number of considerations that need to be
accounted for in the learning process, such as: the environment, existing infrastructure,
mode of instruction, availability and variety resources for learning tasks, and
opportunities as a result of the learning experience to link their training to a real-world
practice.
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A comprehensive LPY learning context is composed of six specific
components; (a) outdoor, (b) indoor, (c) underground, (d) classrooms, (e) gathering
places and (f) work-base learning for training electric utility line-workers. The purpose
of each component identified in a LPY provides a unique setting to train apprentice
and journey-level line-workers in specific learning tasks assigned to the environment.
Each learning environment component contributes to how effective line-workers can
learn and practice the skills necessary for advancement. The unique features that
surfaced and were shared by each LPY utilized for this review are the important
universal features to consider when planning and designing a LPY learning
environment.
The literature suggests that a LPY’s context can advance if it meets the
demands of progressively more complex training criteria. Evidence from the literature
that present day LPY’s contributes to the sustainability, renewability, and efficiency of
an electric utility industry was also lacking. Regardless of this fact, the literature does
suggest that a LPY must continue to develop and support a broad range of “state-ofthe-art” resources, technologies, and to engage line-workers in real-world models. The
review identified three issues that directly affect the viability of a LPY context:
strategic planning, adequate funding, and knowledge documentation. These issues are
what a LPY needs to focus on in order to continue to evolve, and promote essential
resource sharing and inter-industry collaborations necessary for its survival.
Sponsors and stakeholders identified from the literature about LPY’s with
well-established training programs and established funding streams for apprenticeship
and compliance training will need to address the challenges, opportunities, and
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aspirations that occur from an expansion of scope related to the major issues identified
in this review. The “demographic cliff’ caused by the departure of highly skilled lineworkers due to retirement and upward mobility into essential management functions in
the electric utilities has developed a sense of urgencies to the expansion of a LPY’s
scope. The electric utility industry sources identified for this review recognized that
implementing a new or expanded LPY training scope lack’s adequate funding.
The literature contributes to understanding the significance and purpose to the
three questions posed for this study:
1. What is the function of a LPY in supporting effective training?
The review shaped an understanding of the function of a LPY in terms
of learning outcomes to be achieved and learning process to be
supported to achieve those outcomes. While there is substantial and up
to date knowledge on the learning outcomes and process for lineworker training programs from an industrial perspective what is
missing is the perspective of training providers on these learning
outcomes and process as to their focus and comprehensiveness. The
intent of my first research question is to address this lack of knowledge
from the perspective of training providers.
2. What are the features of present day (state of the art) LPY learning
environments?
The review provided information that will contribute to knowing what
the features of a LPY are at this time. My preliminary review indicates
there are six major components to the learning environment of a LPY.
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What is lacking is a more thorough description of existing LPY
environments with particular focus on “state of the art” LPY’s.
3. What are the major issues that need to be addressed in designing a LPY
learning environment for the future?
The themes and concepts that emerged from the review centered
around three issues: strategic planning; adequate funding; and
knowledge documentation. While a preliminary review identified these
issues, a much more thorough investigation is needed, particularly one
that is future oriented and involves more of the key stakeholders of a
LPY that are both education and industry based. In addition, each of the
issues identified need to be analyzed in more depth as to optimal ways
to resolve it and the consequence of related options. This further study
is very significant to providing future direction to the design of
effective and sustainable LPY learning environments. While I have
identified the preliminary issues, they needed to be further validated,
developed, and added to in response to the third research question for
my study.
The information gathered from my study is important to the electric utility
industry and to training providers, such as community colleges, to evaluate existing
LPY learning environments and to guide how resources can be used in the future for
renovation, expansion, and new facilities.
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CHAPTER 3: DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to describe the functions, features, and major
issues that affect the design of an effective learning environment for the electric utility
industry, specifically the LPY training laboratory. The study expands on what was
already known about present day LPY’s, and contributes to the knowledge about
designing an effective learning environment for the future.
My role as researcher in this study was to understand the design of a LPY
learning environment from the viewpoint of stakeholders and users of a LPY such as:
training coordinators, instructors, industry representatives, and students. The main
focus of the study was on the design of the learning environment.
The description of the design of the study is organized by: (a) personal
disclosure, (b) methodology, (c) data collection strategy, (d) data description, (e) study
participants, (f) study sites, (g) data analysis procedures, (h) strategies to ensure
soundness of the findings, and (i) strategies to protect human subjects.
Personal Disclosure Statement
The significance of learning and the environments where it occurs has been an
interest to me during my 26 years in the construction industry and 12 years of
participation in community college teaching and administration. My inspiration and
motivation to do this study evolved from designing, operating, and sustaining training
environments. I have spent the past six years as a training coordinator and director of
the WTC electric utility training environment. The WTC is the result of a community
college alliance with two large electric utilities in the Pacific Northwest. In addition to
designing the training environment, I have been responsible for the operations that
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support the infrastructure of a LPY learning environment. I have also been
responsible for the design, operations, and sustainability of multiple “applied
technology” learning environments in a community college context.
After two years in the military, I began my adult learning as an apprentice
carpenter. I worked long and hard to earn my “journey-level” status in the drywall
industry. Opportunities came available to me to later transfer learned skills to other
aspects of construction, one being fine wood finish work. I continued to earn many
awards and advance my craftsmanship and responsibilities in multiple phases of
construction.
From these experiences, I came to understand that I learned best when: (a)
learning involved observing and interviewing other “masters” of their craft, (b)
applying what I had learned to products, (c) having those products evaluated by my
peers, and (d) collaboratively designing new strategies to improve my performance. In
a sense, my learning was real to me and the results of my learning transcended into
every aspect of my life. From my life experiences, I believe many people seek careers
in applied technology fields such as construction, energy, and allied health because the
learning is real to them and it transcends to every aspect of their lives.
My journey to master craftsman catapulted me into project manager leadership
responsibilities that involved multiple construction projects nationally and
internationally. In every leadership position, I was not only responsible for the
finished product, but I came to understand that I was also responsible for the
organizational learning required to produce the desired product. How learning occurs
in a training and/or work environment still is a motivation for my leadership efforts.
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Throughout my life experiences it became apparent to me from observation
and dialog that many people in applied trades learn similarly to how I learn. I am not
successful learning from a traditional instructional process or in a “linear” desk in a
row environment. I am successful in learning environments where I can observe what
others are doing and, from those observations, apply my new learning and advance my
skill levels to solving problems that exist or are anticipated to occur in my future.
From reviewing adult learning theory and gaining an appreciation of how I learn, I
have developed a constructivist perspective to understanding how learning occurs.
A constructivist uses the learning process to engage learners to become
actively involved in the learning through problem solving and social interaction.
Bruner (1966), Jonassen (1991), von Glasersfield (1995), and Vygotsky (1978) are
some of the theorists that have advanced constructivism as a learning theory. Bruner
(1966) addresses how learners acquire and use knowledge through representations of
problems, and how they organize what they have learned for future use (pp. 5-7).
Bruner (1966) outlined some basic tenants for my constructivist perspective in his
theories about instruction:


Knowledge is physically constructed by learners who are involved in active
learning;



Knowledge is symbolically constructed by learners who are making their own
representations of action;



Knowledge is socially constructed by learners who convey their meaning
making to others;
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Knowledge is theoretically constructed by learners who try to explain things
they don't completely understand. (pp. 55-72)

Jonassen (1991) applied constructivism to the development of learning environments
(see Table 12). Table 12 organizes Jonassen’s eight design principles to shape a
learning environment along with the development process.
Table 12
Jonnassen’s Eight Constructivist Design Principles and Development Process
Constructivist Design Principles
Development Process
Create real-world environments
Employ a context in which learning is
relevant
Solve real-world problems
Focus on realistic approaches to solving
problems
The instructor is a coach
Analyze with learners and propose
strategies with learners to solve these
problems
Stress conceptual interrelatedness
Provide multiple representations or
perspectives on the content
Negotiated learning goals and objectives
Instructional goals and objectives are
negotiated between learner and instructor,
and not imposed
Students evaluate their own learning
Evaluation is a self-analysis tool and is
included in the learning process
Interpret multiple perspectives
Provide tools and environments that help
learners interpret the multiple
perspectives of the world
Learner controls the learning process
Learning is internally controlled and
mediated by the learner

von Glasersfeld (1995) argues that "From the constructivist perspective,
learning is not a stimulus-response phenomenon” (p. 14). He maintains that learning
requires “self-regulation and the building of conceptual structures through reflection
and abstraction" (p. 14). Vygotsky (1978) suggests that humans construct meaning
through the perception of real objects (p. 39). He supports that they “do not see the
world simply in color and shape but also as a world with sense and meaning” (p. 39).
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A constructivist interprets phenomena from the assertions and beliefs of those who
have experienced it.
According to Stake (1995), the aim of a constructivist perspective in research
is not to discover but interpret beliefs and assertions and construct a reality that can
hold up to the scrutiny of “ disciplined skepticism” (p. 101). Constructivist research
epistemology assumes that knowledge is constructed rather than discovered (p. 99). A
constructivist perspective emphasizes the description of things common place to the
participants of the study in a way so others can understand their significance similar to
those familiar with the case (p. 102).
Methodology
This is a qualitative, post-positive study. Denzin and Lincoln (1994) believe
qualitative research is “multimethod in focus, involving an interpretive naturalistic
approach to subject matter” (p. 2). This means that a qualitative researcher will “study
things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of or interpret phenomena in
terms of meaning people bring to them” (p. 2). Gall, Gall and Borg (2003) define postpositivism as an epistemological doctrine where “social reality is constructed and it is
constructed differently by different individuals” (p. 15). The design of qualitative or
post-positivist research is to interpret these multiple layers of construction (p. 17).
From a constructivist perspective, the design of this qualitative study focused on the
interpretation and beliefs about the design of LPYs from evidence gathered from
multiple sources and individuals who are participating in a LPY learning environment.
This qualitative study utilized a case study approach. The case study involved
analysis of three LPY learning environments and then developed an across the cases
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analysis about the functions, features, and major issues that affect the design of LPY
learning environments. Case studies involve “direct observation of the events being
studied and interviews of the persons involved in the events” (Yin, 2003, p. 8). The
unique strength of this case study about LPY learning environments emerged from its
design and from my ability to manage a variety of evidence such as documents,
artifacts, interviews, and observations (p. 8). The goal of this design was to collect
multiple layers of evidence for me to construct meaning about functions, features, and
issues in design of a LPY learning environment.
This study invited participants in LPY learning environments and industry
representatives to reflect on the function, features, and major issues that are specific to
the design of a learning environment. The study aligned with Marshall and Rossman’s
(1999) beliefs about how to conduct qualitative research that: (a) takes place in a
natural world, (b) uses multiple methods that are interactive and humanistic, (c) is
emergent rather than tightly prefigured, and (d) is fundamentally interpretive (p. 3). As
the researcher, I aligned with Marshall and Rossman’s (1999) beliefs about how to
practice qualitative research by: (a) viewing social phenomenon holistically, (b)
reflecting on who I am in the inquiry, (c) being sensitive to how my biography shapes
the study, and (d) using complex reasoning that is multi-faceted (p. 3).
Data Collection Strategies
The data was collected in four phases directly related to the research questions
proposed for the study. Phase one data addressed the first question and sorted out how
a LPY functions by revealing the learning outcomes being addressed and learning
process being used in the learning environment (see Table 13). Phase two data
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addressed the second question regarding the features of state of the art LPY learning
environments and the rationale for these features. Phase three data addressed the third
research question and identified major issues affecting the design of a LPY. For each
issue attention was given to rationale, options to address the issue and consequences
for the future design of LPY’s. Phase four analyzed the data collected in the first three
phases by triangulation and member checking from study participants, specifically the
industry representative, from each site reporting back on the trustworthiness of the
data collected. Table 13 outlines the four phases of data collection, categories of
evidence, types of evidence sought, and methods used to gather data.
Table 13
Sources of Evidence
Phase of the Study
Phase One:

Categories of
Evidence
Interviews

Evidence
Gathered
Learning
outcomes
addressed and
learning process
used in a LPY

Documents:
 Site plans
 Facility
plans
 Sketches of
a specific
component
 Pictures

Descriptions of:
features of LPY
(i.e., major
components and
features of each
component and
inter-relationship)

Function of a LPY
in supporting
effective training
Phase Two:
Features of
present day (state
of the art) LPY
learning
environments

Direct
observation
with interview

Methods of Data
Gathering
Face to face interviews
with participant’s in LPY
learning environments
 Training Coordinator
 Instructors
 Students
Photographs
Brochures
Printed advertisements
Videos
Drawings
Researcher recording
data in LPY learning
environments
Interview with site
representative tour
guides
Recording observations
of LPY learning
environment
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Phase Three:
Major issues that
need to be
addressed in
designing a LPY
learning
environment for
the future?
Phase Four:
Member checking
with industry
representatives
and study
participants

Major issues that
need to be
addressed when
designing a LPY
learning
environment

Recording objects made
by students that impact a
specific component in a
LPY learning
environment
Open ended questioning
of participants in LPY
learning environments
 Industry
representative
 Training coordinator

Interviews:
Trustworthiness
Rationale
of data collected
Options to
address
Consequences
for the
future

Face to face or phone
interviews about the
evidence from
perspective of :
 Industry
representative
 Training coordinator

Interviews

The study took advantage of observations and casual face-to-face interviews
lasting not more than an hour in multiple LPY settings whenever possible.
Organization and interpretation of the evidence was triangulated at each LPY to check
the trustworthiness of my description and constructed meaning (interpretation). This
process of data collection was designed to allowed me “to probe in depth responses”
(Stitt-Gohdes, Lambrecht & Redman, 2000, p. 67) from multiple viewpoints and
geographic influences. Participants in the study were informed and asked to grant
consent prior to having their views being collected for evidence.
The study utilized multiple sources of evidence from which to construct
meaning. An assumption of the study was that if multiple participants and multiple
locations were used to gather evidence and consistent information emerges during data
analysis, then my findings can be viewed as more trustworthy.
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As the researcher in this study, I did not need to be an expert about designing
a LPY learning environment, but I did need to have a basic knowledge of the context
and learning outcomes and process to make interpretations or assertions about what
occurred during the study. Stake (1995) suggests for data collection that “standard
qualitative designs call for the persons most responsible for interpretations to be in the
field , making observations, exercising subjective judgment, analyzing and
synthesizing, all the while realizing their own consciousness” (p. 41). My basic
background knowledge about LPY learning environment was derived from the
literature review section of the study as well as the experiences described in my
personal disclosure section.
Description of Data
Sufficient evidence was collected from each site for me to analyze and propose
themes about the design of the learning environment. The data was collected in the
form of: (a) documentation, (b) artifacts, (c) direct observations, and (d) interviews as
described in Table 13.
Documentation. Documentation in this study was developed from published
documents used by the electric utility industry for LPY training such as training
manuals, skill standards, and performance competencies. A request occurred prior to
each site visit for documents to be collected by site representatives in the study.
Collected documentation provided me with a context and framework to observe and
record activities that occurred in specific components of the LPY learning
environment. Creswell (2002) states, “these sources provide valuable information in
helping researchers understand central phenomena in qualitative studies” (p. 209).
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Documents were collected using the following process: (a) identify to LPY personnel,
prior to site visits, the document types listed that would be useful to contribute to the
research questions (see Table 10), (b) once documents were located, seek permission
to use them in the study; and (c) record information from these documents. The review
of these documents assisted me to better understand the functions, features, and major
issues that impact the design of a LPY learning environment prior to commencing
further data collection from specific LPY learning environments.
Artifacts. Artifacts were useful in this study because they provided a cultural
and social context for the case of a particular design of a LPY. According to Creswell
(1998), creating a context for the case involves the researcher “situating the case
within its setting, which may be a physical setting or the social, historical and/or
economic setting for the case” (p. 61). Artifacts provided uniqueness to each case and
contributed to understanding how and why a LPY was designed. Artifacts such as
photographs, brochures, printed advertisements, videos, blueprints, and drawings were
requested for analysis from the site representative prior to the site visits. These records
were copied or recorded and served as “secondary sources” of collected evidence
(Neuman, 2000, p. 396). The collected artifacts from each site were gathered and
sorted by their specific contribution to the research questions. The gathered artifacts
were analyzed for specific contribution to the function (what will the learner be
demonstrating), feature (where in the LPY will the learning occur), and major issues
(what needs to be considered when designing an effective LPY). Yin (2003) states
that most artifacts “were produced for a specific purpose and a specific audience
(other than the case study investigation), and these conditions must be fully
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appreciated in interpreting the usefulness and accuracy of the records” (p. 89). This
evidence was especially useful to providing me with a historical and social perspective
to understanding the design of each of the selected LPY learning environments.
Interviews. Interviews in this study were the most significant source of
evidence. Stake (1995) believes that “two principles of case study are to obtain the
descriptions and interpretations of others” (p. 64). Each site was asked to recruit at
least five participants: (a) a training coordinator, (b) an instructor, (c) a long-term
student (more than five years), (d) a new student, and (e) an industry representative to
be interviewed (see Table 14). The participants provided unique and special
information about the function, features, and major issues that impact the design of the
learning environment. The purpose for these interviews was to gather perspectives
about LPY learning environments. This concurs with what Merriam (1998) suggests
that “the main purpose of an interview is to obtain a special kind of information” (p.
71) (see Tables 14 and 15).
The interviews were designed to take place in a setting in or in a close
proximity to a LPY environment. As the researcher, I conducted and voice recorded
these interviews consisting of general areas of open-ended questioning with
participants to gather data from their viewpoint about the functions, features, and
major issues concerning a LPY learning environment (see Table 14). Table 14
organizes the open-ended interview questions used in the study.
Table 14
Phase of the Study with Draft of Interview Questions and Anticipated Response
Phase and Draft of Interview Questions
Anticipated Response
Phase one:

Interviewees to reveal:
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What is the function of a LPY in
 Significance and purpose of the
supporting effective training?
learning environment
 What knowledge, skills and
 Learning outcomes and how they
attitudes does a line-worker need
are represented in the learning
to learn in this environment?
environment.
 What learning process is used to
 Learning process used to teach
teach knowledge, skills, and
outcomes
attitudes in this environment?
 Cultural aspects that identify the
 How does a LPY learning
LPY as a learning environment for
environment reveal it self to the
line-workers.
learner as a quality place to
 Relationship of learning to
learn?
community college mission
 What is the connection of the
function of a LPY to a
community college?
Phase two:
Interviewees to reveal:
 What are the unique specific
 How are specific areas of the LPY
components of LPY where new
shaped to support the learning
knowledge, skills, and attitudes
outcomes
 Components of present day (state
are taught?
 What are the features in these
of the art) LPY learning
components that make them
environments
“state of the art”?
 Gain a sense of space and
 How do these features support
hierarchy to components of a LPY
the function of a LPY?
 Connection of learning
 What is the connection of the
environment to community college
features of a LPY to a
mission.
community college?
Phase three:
Interviewees to reveal:
 What kind of strategic planning
 Concerns about the future
issues must be addressed when
significance and purpose of the
designing a LPY learning
LPY learning environment
environment for the future?
 Options to address strategic
 What are some of the options for
planning issues
 Consequences of the options to
addressing these issues?
 What are the consequences of
address strategic planning issues
each option?
 Connection of major issues to
 What is the connection of the
community college mission
major issues of a LPY to a
community college?
Phase four: (member checking with
Interviewees to reveal:
industry representatives and study
 Validity of the findings about
participants)
functions, features, and major
 How do the results reflect the
issues
function of a LPY in supporting
 What is missing in the
interpretations of the evidence
effective training?
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How do the results reflect the
features of a LPY learning
environment?
How do the results reflect the
major issues to be considered
when designing a state of the art
LPY?
How do the results reflect on the
connection of the functions,
features and major issues of a
LPY to a community college?





Conclusions that contribute to
understanding specific issues that
affect the design of the learning
environment
Connection of the functions,
features, and major issues of a
LPY to the community college
mission

The interviews were voice recorded and were conducted in one hour sessions
to minimize the distraction and inconvenience to participants. Interview sessions were
scheduled with site representatives at each site. In most cases, the interviews occurred
on Day two and Day three of the study (see Table 18). Interviews on the first day were
avoided because this day was utilized to familiarize myself with the environment,
review evidence requested by me prior to the site visit, and to create a background for
the site and the participants of the study. Flexibility was given if the interview
schedule needed to be altered, but the duration was closely adhered to. Table 15
organizes the interview process by purpose, time allocations, and rationale.
Table 15
Interview Process Organization, Purpose, and Time Allocation
Organization
Purpose
Introductions




Interviews

Debrief and
reflection






Introduce the study to the participant and
consent to continue
Inform the participant of their role in the
interview
Open-ended questioning structures by the
draft of the study interview questions
Voice recording of the accounts
Clarify questions concerning the evidence.
Clarify any concerns of the study participants

Time
Allocation
10 minutes

40 minutes

10 minutes
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As the interviewer in this case study, I had two primary responsibilities: (a)
create a line of inquiry to get the data, and (b) protect the site and subjects
participating in the study. To get the data, Yin (2003) states, “case study interviews
require you to operate on two levels at the same time: satisfying the needs of your line
of inquiry while simultaneously putting forth “friendly” and “non-threatening”
questions in your open-ended interviews” (p. 90). To protect the site and subjects
participating, the study was guided by the human subject’s protocol of Oregon State
University and participants were given a consent form to be signed prior to the
interview. Ample time was provided for participants to ask questions and resolve
issues prior to commencing the interviews.
Direct observation. Direct observation was a tool used to develop a sense of
place to a LPY and define the boundaries both physical and mental. Merriam (1998)
suggests that as a research tool, direct observation can be formulated to serve a
research purpose, to deliberately capture information needed for the study as a
systematic regimen, and to build validity and reliability in the evidence by subjecting
itself to checks and controls by members of the system being observed (pp. 94-111).
The protocol included informal observations by me of activities occurring in a LPY
and how they are situated in a specific component of the learning environment. The
observations involved me from the periphery of the activity, non-obtrusively,
photographing LPY activities and associated features. Extensive photographs were
taken and, along with notes, recorded.
An aspect of my evidence gathering during direct observation of the learning
environment was to look for and photograph unique physical artifacts specifically
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shaped and placed in the LPY learning environments. Placement of these artifacts in
the learning environment and the rationale of why they were there provided a unique
contribution to the relevance of the study. Yin (2003) suggests that “when relevant, the
artifacts can be an important component in the overall case” (p. 96). Besides the
pictures of large physical artifacts of features of the learning environment, additional
small artifacts were photographed such as tools, clothing, memorabilia, and artwork
created by participants in a LPY learning environment.
Study Participants
The study used purposeful sampling to collect data. Purposeful sampling is a
strategy for researchers to “intentionally select individuals and sites to learn or
understand the central phenomenon” (Creswell, 2002, p. 194). The intent of using this
strategy was to inform the study with multiple perspectives on responses to the
research questions (p. 195).
Nineteen people participated in the study. Five participants were interviewed
from two study sites and six participants were interviewed from the third site. The
additional interview from one site occurred due to a co-management of the facility that
was occurring because of an acquisition by a holding company of the training facility.
Also participating in the study was one site representative from each site. The
participants were recruited from five groups associated with the LPY learning
environment: (1) one industry representative (i.e., workforce training facility
administrators, labor representative from International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (IBEW), or human resource coordinators), (2) one training coordinator
responsible for the day to day instructional activities in a LPY, (3) one LPY instructor
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(current or past member of the IBEW), (4) two students: (a) one long term line-worker
(more than five years of training in a LPY and a member of the IBEW) and (b) one
short term line-worker (less than three years of training in a LPY and a member of the
IBEW), and (5) one site representative to coordinate research activities.
Industry representatives were needed in the study because of the leadership
they provide to the overall LPY learning environment and their perspective on the role
of the IBEW in regards to the major issues that need to be considered when designing
the learning environment. The training coordinators (instructional activities
coordinator and member of the IBEW) were experienced expert line-workers. They
were needed because of the perspective resulting from multiple years of participating
in the daily activities of LPY training. LPY instructors were needed because of their
direct involvement in the learning process and how the training is connected to the
field practice of line-workers. The two line-worker students in the study were needed
because of their unique authority about the quality and effectiveness of the learning
environment to connect their learning to real-world applications. The long-term lineworker student (journey-level) was especially helpful in understanding how the design
of a LPY documents knowledge of their real world practice. The short-term lineworker student (apprentice) was especially helpful in understanding how the design of
a LPY prepares them for authentic and immediate real world applications. The site
representative (non-instructional facilities coordination) was essential to the study in
recruiting interview participants, gathering documentation and site materials, and to
assist me, as during the direct observations of the learning environment, in providing
interpretations of photographs of the features of the training environment (see Table
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16). It was anticipated that five-six participants would be interviewed from each case
study site. The site representative was not interviewed in the data collection phase of
the study, but was invited to participate in the exit interview to review the themes that
emerged from data collected. The participants were not restricted to any particular
gender or ethnic group. Table 16 identifies the participant groups, their unique role,
and the criteria for selection to participate in the study.
Table 16
Study Participants, Role, and Criteria for Selection
Participants
Role

Criteria for selection

Industry representatives:
 Training
administrators
 Labor representatives
 Human resource
coordinators
Training coordinators

Leadership and
administration of LPY
learning environment

 Directly control the
environment
 Responsible for the
outcomes
 Advocate for the training

Directly support the
function of LPY learning
environment

Instructors

Facilitates the learning
process
and assesses mastery of
learning outcomes

Long term line-worker

Journey level or
supervisor status

New line-worker

Apprentice or groundworker

Site representative

Responsible for the noninstructional support
activities of LPY learning
environment

 Fiscal responsibilities
 Learning process
management
 Industry coordination
 Subject matter expert
 Been a participant in LPY
training
 Instructor of record in one
or more LPY courses.
 Been a line-worker for
more than five years
 Recently participated in
LPY training
 Seeking a career as a lineworker
 Less than three years in
training
 Recently participated in
LPY training
 Coordinates the behind the
scene logistics such as:
catering, housing,
maintenance, and
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quality of food and
beverage
 Provide essential services
to the learning environment

Study Sites
The criteria for selection of study sites were: (a) willingness and ability to
participate in the study, (b) geographic location, (c) segment of the industry, and (d)
quality as “state of the art” site (see Table 17). The number of sites was limited to
three based on my ability to manage the volume of research evidence and yet provide
some variation in content.
Geographically, two sites were chosen from the western region of the United
States: (a) California (northern) and (b) Oregon. These two sites were essential
because of the time allotted for data collection. The third site was sought out
specifically because of its reputation as a “state of the art” LPY and was located in
Illinois. The sites reflected two unique segments of the industry: (a) privately held and
operated in conjunction with a collective bargained agreement with the IBEW
(organized labor), and (b) owned by a third neutral party (education) and supported
cooperatively by multiple electric utility users. Quality indicators used for site
selection included four of the following five criteria: (a) reputation among electric
utility training coordinators and line-workers of the UTA as a “state of the art” LPY,
(b) unique components or features that are significant in describing the learning
environment, (c) newly designed (less than five years) or an existing site that has been
recently rejuvenated, (d) annually trains over 1000 line-workers, or (d) learning
process that has demonstrated flexibility in addressing the needs of the workforce over
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time. Table 17 identifies the criteria for site selection and provides a rationale for the
criteria.
Table 17
Criteria Categories and Rationale for Site Selection
Categories of
Criteria for selection
Rationale for the Criteria
Site Selection
Willingness and  Had participant groups
 Could recruit
ability to
 Training activities were occurring
participants from groups
in the LPY during the study
participate
identified in the study
 Willing to accommodate the study  Could provide the
for one week
researcher with
laboratory
accommodation of
 Had a comfortable
setting for data
collection, interviewing,
recording and sorting of
evidence
Geographic
Was in one of the western region
 Easily accessed by the
proximity
states:
researcher from Portland
 Idaho
Oregon in one day
 California (northern)
 Oregon
 Utah
 Washington
Segment of the Privately Held
 Gain an understanding
electric utility
 Organized by a collective
for the design
industry
bargained agreement
 Varying leadership
 Owned and operated its own
perspectives from the
specific LPY
industry
Cooperative site
 Owned and managed by an
educational third party
 Used by multiple entities for a
fee
Quality
Four of the five:
 Looking for criteria that
 Reputation (state of the art)
would be used to label a
 At least 1000 line-workers
LPY as “state of the art”
trained annually at site
 Interesting feature
 New and tested
 Flexibility in learning process
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Data Analysis Techniques
Data analysis was conducted in two steps: (a) within case, and (b) across the
cases.
Within case. Within case data analyses was conducted in four phases: (a) Phase
one: sorted and analyzed the data for contributions and insights related to the first
research questions about function; (b) Phase two: analyzed the evidence sorted by the
second research question in regards to features and developed themes from the data;
(c) Phase three: analyzed the evidence sorted by the third research question in regards
to major issues that would affect the design of the learning environment; and (d) Phase
four: checked the trustworthiness of the data and findings for the first three phases by
triangulation among data sources and types and member checking with the participants
in the study for each case.
In Phase one, sources of data included: (a) voice recorded interviews and (b)
documents such as curriculum, performance standards, and competency tasks used in
training. The curriculum was reviewed first for evidence about the learning outcomes
that structure the training in the LPY. Next, performance standards that govern the
field practice were reviewed to better understand the relevancy of the learning
outcomes to practice in the field. Third, the competency tasks used in the LPY to
demonstrate mastery of the learning outcomes were collected and analyzed to better
understand the learning process at each LPY. The results of this analysis better
informed me of the learning outcomes and learning processes related to LPY training
at each site. Summary notes related to learning outcomes and learning process
provided a foundation to conduct interviews to further understand the function of the
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LPY. Interviews with study participants were transcribed and analyzed for how the
function of the LPY supports effective training.
Phase two, sources of data were: (a) voice recorded interviews, (b) documents,
(c) observation of the learning environment by me, (d) photographs of the features,
and (e) artifacts that represent the heritage of the trade and items crafted by students
that were used in the LPY. Voice recorded interviews were conducted first with study
participants. Transcripts of the interviews were reviewed and summarized to better
understand the quality of the features and significance of the components in each
learning environment.
Documents such as photographs, brochures, printed advertisement, videos, and
drawings of specific components were collected and analyzed for evidence of what
features were significant in describing the learning environment. From the evidence
collected from interviews and documents, I developed an understanding of the unique
features of each of the LPYs.
From this knowledge base of the function and features, I spent time observing
the learning environment. A site representative of the LPY conducted an extensive
tour and answered question about specific features. While observing the LPY, I took
digital photographs of the layout of the components, specific features in each
component, and artifacts created by students utilized in the learning environment.
After the tour of the LPY, I wrote a summary of my observation and organized my
photographs per component of the LPY. Artifacts collected included: (a) old pictures
of the trade, (b) photographs of testimonial ceremonies, and (c) items crafted by
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students that were utilized in the LPY. These artifacts were reviewed for themes that
would assist me to better understand the quality of the learning environment
In Phase three, I gathered and analyzed evidence to better understand the third
research question in regards to major issues that would affect the design of the
learning environment. Evidence collected in this phase included: (a) interviews, and
(b) documents. Interviews with the industry representative and training coordinator
were the primary sources of evidence. The interviews were transcribed and
summarized and then analyzed for themes and similarities. Next, I reviewed
documents such as strategic plans and annual reports for evidence to support what I
had learned from the interviews.
In Phase four, I gathered all of the evidence collected in the first three phases
and sorted it as it related to the research questions posed for the study. The result from
sorting the evidence was reported to study participants in two rounds of exit
interviews. Round one, was an initial member checking with study participants
conducted on the final day of the site visit. The round one exit interview was a quick
review (two hours in duration) of my initial data analysis and triangulation among data
types related to each research question. Discussion notes from round one were taken
by me during and later summarized as evidence. Round two of Phase four was
conducted when I returned home after having more time to further analyze and sort the
evidence. After this more extensive analysis, I summarized the evidence related to the
research questions in exit research notes.
The exit research notes from the second round of analysis summarized my
understanding of the evidence related to each research question posed for the study.
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Evidence related to the function of the LPY in supporting effective training was
further analyzed for learning outcomes and learning processes. Evidence related to the
second question was further analyzed for what was the “state of the art” features
identified in the learning environment. Evidence related to the third question about the
major issues that need to be addressed was summarized into themes. From this more
extensive analysis, I produced exit notes related to each research questions. The exit
research notes were sent back electronically to each site’s industry representative and
training coordinator for further review and comment. I followed up with an informal
phone or face to face discussion with each site. The industry representative and
training coordinator from each site were invited to participate in these informal
discussions. Comments from these discussions were noted and were included in the
final across case analysis of the evidence.
Across case. A across cases data analysis was conducted to understand the
commonalities and differences reported from the two rounds of exit interviews at each
site. Evidence collected from each site was sorted by research questions. The evidence
was further sorted to make a comparison from one site to the other related to each
research question. This side by side analysis of the evidence allowed me to construct
composite themes from among the three cases in response to each research question.
The results of this across case, side by side analysis was summarized and sent back to
each site for review. A face to face or phone interview was conducted in regards to the
across case summary with the industry representative and training coordinator for
member checking from each site. Feedback from these interviews was used to further
check the trustworthiness of the results of data analysis.
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Strategies to Ensure Soundness of the Study
Initial data analysis and triangulation among data types and member checking
with study participants was done during the site visits at each LPY identified for the
study. The preliminary data analysis was presented in an exit meeting to those who
participated in that particular site’s study. I took back to study participants at each site
the initial interpretations of the evidence collected to check for accuracy and
completeness. I solicited at least one of the previously interviewed study participants
from each site along with the industry representative and site representative to
participate in a review of the preliminary analysis of data. The results of an across case
analysis were sent back to study participants for member checking and feedback.
Conversations with study participants on the trustworthiness of the evidence are
summarized and reported in Chapter five.
Strategies for Protection of Human Subjects
The study adhered to Oregon State University guidelines for protection of
human subjects by ensuring that:


The study was properly designed, and scientifically sound.



Participants meet selection and eligibility requirements.



The study was approved by the IRB and conducted according to
protocol.



Informed consent was appropriately obtained.



Protocol changes and adverse events did not occur



The rights and welfare of participants were monitored throughout the
study.
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The members of the research team were qualified and trained in
research methods and human participation protections.

(Ethical Principles and Guidelines for the Protection of Human Subjects of
Research, Basics)
A letter was sent to each site representative prior to my visit informing them of
the participant groups and number of participants needed for the study. Participants
were recruited at each site by the site representative. I met with each study participant
prior to the interviews and followed a guideline for the Protection of Human Subjects
to obtain an “Informed Consent” to participate in the study. Study participants were
given a copy of an “Informed Consent” to read and to ask any questions as to subject
or intent. The “Informed Consent” assured them that the study would follow the
highest ethical standard in regards to confidentiality and disclosure. After the
participant had read the “Informed Consent,” I answered any question they may have
had. Then I asked them to initial and sign the “Informed Consent” acknowledging
their willingness to participate in the study. All the participants I met prior to being
interviewed agreed after the process of obtaining “Informed Consent” to participate in
the study. I made every effort to protect participants and non-participants from any
unfavorable consequence as a result of this study. No adverse incident occurred during
the study and no changes were made to the protocol.
Summary of the Design of the Study
The design of this qualitative study focused on the interpretation and beliefs
about the design of a LPY from evidence gathered from multiple sources and
individuals who were participating in a LPY learning environment. This qualitative
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study utilized a case study approach. The case study involved analysis of three LPY
learning environments and then developed an across the cases analysis about the
functions, features, and major issues that affect the design of LPY learning
environments.
Data analysis was conducted in two steps: (a) within case, and (b) across the
cases. The data was collected in the form of: (a) documentation, (b) artifacts, (c) direct
observations, and (d) interviews. Within case data analyses was conducted in four
phases: (a) Phase one, sorted and analyzed the data for contributions and insights
related to the first research questions about function; (b) Phase two, analyzed the
evidence sorted by the second research question in regards to features and developed
themes from the data; (c) Phase three, analyzed the evidence sorted by the third
research question in regards to major issues that would affect the design of the
learning environment; and (d) Phase four, checked the worthiness of the data and
findings for the first three phases by triangulation among data sources and types and
member checking with the participants in the study for each case. Sufficient evidence
was collected from each site for me to analyze and propose themes about the design of
the learning environment.
Initial data analysis and triangulation among data types and member checking
with study participants was done during the site visits at each LPY identified for the
study. The preliminary data analysis was presented in an exit meeting. The results of
an across case analysis were sent back to study participants for member checking and
feedback. Conversations with study participants on the trustworthiness of the evidence
are reported in Chapter five.
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Nineteen people participated in the study. Five participants were interviewed
from two study sites and six participants were interviewed from the third site. Also
participating in the study was one site representative from each site. The study made
every effort to protect participants and non-participants from any unfavorable
consequence as a result of this study. No adverse incident occurred during the study
and no changes were made to the design protocol.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS FOR EACH CASE STUDY SITE
The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings from the analysis of data
collected in this case study of three “state of the art” LPYs. The chapter is organized
into two sections. Section one provides a description of each study site with
information on dimension and scale of the learning environment. Section two responds
to the research questions posed for the study: (1) What is the function of a LPY in
supporting effective training? (2) What are the features of present day (“state of the
art”) LPY learning environments?, and (3) What are the major issues that need to be
addressed in designing a LPY learning environment for the future? The research
questions provided a structure to gather and analyze the data and to organize the
findings. Findings resulted from analyzing the qualitative data that included voicerecorded interviews, documents, photographs, and my interpretations of artifacts and
observations of the learning environment. A summary of the findings for each site is
provided in section two.
Section One: Site Description
Site One. Site one was located in California, sixty miles east of San Francisco
in the central portion of an extensive service territory that spans 70,000 square miles
from Redding to San Diego. It was operated by one of the largest investor-held energy
providers in the western region of the United States. The service territory contains
over five percent of the total population of the United States. The site was situated on
thirty acres in a large complex of industrial and warehouse buildings. The area around
the site is being developed and improved for future growth.
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Site one operates in conjunction with a corporate university and technical
training center located twenty miles north by freeway from the LPY. This corporate
and technical training center provides lodging and meals to students of the LPY. Site
one had been responsible for training annually more than 3,000 electric utility lineworkers and apprentices since 1992. The line-workers and instructors participating in
training share in a collective bargaining agreement with the IBEW.
The learning environment was primarily designed to facilitate line-worker
training, but it also accommodates related electrical training in sub-station operations,
metering, and grid management. In addition, the LPY also makes available training
environments for heavy equipment operation, natural gas piping, trouble shooting, and
metering.
Training in the learning environment was adaptable to the conditions of each
particular service district. The performance requirements of the northern service
districts are different from that of the southern districts. “Line-workers are expected to
be safe, proficient, and productive in all areas of the service territory” (Industry
Representative). The learning environment at site one was designed to simulate
performance requirements related to the entire service territory. Along with the
performance requirements, unique training is also provided related to natural habitant
strategies such as raptor construction for poles and equipment along with construction
options that address intrusion of migration patterns of wildlife.
The learning environment at site one contained all the components identified in
chapter two: (a) outdoor, (b) indoor, (c) underground, (d) classrooms, (e) gathering
places, and (f) work-based learning. The WBL at site one had a unique research and
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development feature that connected the facility to the field. This feature of the WBL
provides the means to test new products and tools under simulated field conditions
before being introduced to field line crews.
Site one expressed a willingness to participate in the study. The site could
access and recruit participant groups identified as needed in the study. Training
activities were scheduled to occur during the site visit. The site was easily accessed by
car from San Francisco, California. The utility that owned and operated the site was
privately held. The site has a reputation throughout the region as a “state of the art”
training facility. The learning environment had interesting features present. In
addition, specific sections of the learning environment were being redesigned and
altered to address new training competencies.
Site Two. Site two was located in Illinois, 160 miles south of Chicago in the
central portion of a service territory that spans 64,000 square miles in Illinois and
Missouri. It was operated by an investor-held parent corporation that includes four
energy providers. The service territory contains 2.3 million electric customers. The
site was situated on three acres among industrial buildings and a residential area. The
site was landlocked and being redesigned for future training.
Site two operates in conjunction with three other utilities participating in a
holding company. This site was being designated as the primary location for lineworker training. Personnel at site two were responsible for coordinating lodging and
meals for students. Activities at site two were closely coordinated with another LPY
training center located 120 miles south in St. Louis, Missouri.
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Site two had been responsible for the past twenty years to annually train more
than 1,200 electric utility line-workers and apprentices. The learning environment was
in the process of being redesigned and organized to train 3,000 line-workers. The lineworkers and instructors participating in training share in a collective bargaining
agreement with the IBEW. Presently, it also accommodates related electrical training
in sub-station operations, metering, and power grid design.
The learning environment was multi-purpose and flexible. The environment
simulated performance requirements of the different service districts. In addition, the
LPY also made training available to third party customers to train their workforce. The
learning environment at site two utilized every available space for specific training
competencies designed to simulate field conditions of the entire service territory.
The learning environment at site two contained all the components identified in
chapter two: (a) outdoor, (b) indoor, (c) underground, (d) classrooms, (e) gathering
places, and (f) work-based learning. The outdoor component of site two had a unique
sub-station training feature. This feature of the outdoor component provided the means
to train at a sub-station under simulated field conditions.
Site two expressed a willingness to participate in the study. The site could
access and recruit participant groups identified as needed in the study. Training
activities were scheduled to be occurring during the site visit. The site was easily
accessed within one day’s travel by air and car. The utility that owned and operated
the site was privately held. The site had a reputation throughout the United States as a
“state of the art” training facility. Specific sections of the learning environment were
being redesigned and altered for a new training mission.
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Site Three. Site three was located in Oregon, twenty miles south of Portland in
the center of the service territory that contains 44 percent of Oregon’s population, as
well as 60 percent of its economic base. Site three had two locations with a combined
total space of five acres. The primary facility of site three was a three acre training
center situated in the center of a small community. The community land use board had
placed a 35 foot height limit on poles in the LPY and restricted the potential for future
expansion. The immediate area around this location was currently being developed
and improved for future housing growth. This development had land-locked the
facility and had forced the utility to find an additional space where taller poles could
be constructed. The secondary location of site three was ten miles west of the primary
facility situated in a large undeveloped industrial and warehouse zoned property.
Site three’s primary facility worked in conjunction with a corporate university
located in the training center. This corporate and technical training center provided
career and educational advising to students of the LPY. Site three had been
responsible for training annually more than 1,000 electric utility line-workers and
apprentices since 2001. The line-workers and instructors participating in training
shared in a collective bargaining agreement with the IBEW.
The LPY learning environment was designed to facilitate line-worker training,
but it also accommodated related electrical training in transformer vectoring, design,
and computer based training (CBT). In addition, the LPY also made available training
environments for safety and compliance training.
Training in the two learning environments had been designed to represent the
conditions of the service territory. The performance requirements related to the
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environment of the service territory was very similar. Both locations had a joint
responsibility to “make sure that everyone in the field is following the company
standards and determine what training they will need to better perform their duties”
(Training Coordinator). The learning environment at site three was designed to assess
skills and train line-workers in the requirement of the performance standards of the
utility.
The combined learning environments at site three contained all the components
identified in chapter two: (a) outdoor, (b) indoor, (c) underground, (d) classrooms, (e)
gathering places, and (f) work-based learning. A unique feature of site three was a
transformer vectoring high-bay. This feature provided the means to test, troubleshoot,
and simulate power grid conditions to verify power distribution designs.
Site three expressed a willingness to participate in the study. The site had the
participant groups readily available that were identified as needed in the study.
Training activities were scheduled to occur during the site visit. The site was easily
accessed within one hour travel by car from Portland, Oregon. The utility that owned
and operated the site was privately held. The site had a reputation throughout the
region as a “state of the art” training facility. The two learning environments had
interesting features present. In addition, specific sections of the secondary learning
environment were under construction and being altered to better address training
competencies.
Section Two: Response to Research Questions for Each Site
In this section, the evidence was organized and analyzed by the research
questions posed for the study: (1) What is the function of a LPY in supporting
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effective training? (2) What are the features of present day (state of the art) LPY
learning environments?, and (3) What are the major issues that need to be addressed in
designing a LPY learning environment for the future? The gathered qualitative data
from each study site culminated in findings that resulted from analyzing voice
recorded interviews, documents, photographs, and my interpretations of artifacts and
observations of the learning environment. The results were reported for each study
site’s response to the research questions.
Site One
Research Question 1: What is the function of the LPY in supporting effective
training?
The purpose of the learning environment at site one was to provide consistent
training that balances safety with production. It is believed, by the Training
Coordinator, “to support effective training the LPY needs to be realistic and authentic
to what the apprentice or lineman face everyday.” The industry representative at site
one also believes the function of the LPY was to train line-workers to operate as “one
company with consistent practices that are able to adapt to the needs of the service
area.” To accomplish both of these beliefs, the LPY has specific learning
environments to support training in transmission, distribution, and service work.
The outcome of each of these specific learning environments was to “advance
the overall knowledge of the apprentice by training in a way that is similar to what
linemen (line-workers) encounter in the field” (Student). The training in the LPY
required a student “to be resourceful and innovative while complying with
performance standards” (Instructor). In addition, LPY training was also responsible
for creating “a safety culture that reinforces through repetitive training the importance
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of safety procedures and why they were written” (Instructor). Site one was responsible
for creating LPY learning environments where “the values and standards of the
company are practiced, demonstrated and validated during training” (Industry
Representative).
Present learning context. Training in the LPY had two primary functions. One
function was to advance the overall knowledge and skills of the workforce. The
second function was to provide the means for students to “demonstrate and
communicate values specifically about respect and integrity” (Instructor). The learning
outcomes and learning process of LPY training were designed to “reflect the values of
the company” (Training Coordinator). The importance of the stated company values
was evident throughout the learning environment. “RAISE IT” was on wall posters
throughout the learning environment, illustrated in training brochures, and present in
student handbooks and training materials.

Figure 1. Wall poster of site one company values.

“RAISE IT,” is an acronym for: (a) Respect, (b) Accountability, (c) Integrity,
(d) Safety, (e) Excellence, (f) Innovation, and (g) Teamwork (Code of Conduct
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Handbook, p. 8, 2004). The “RAISE IT” values according to a student “prepare
apprentices on how to handle the unique personalities of line crews they will
experience in the field.”
Learning outcomes. There were three forms in which learning outcomes were
described in site one: (a) performance standards, (b) learning objectives, and (c)
principles of training. The performance standards governed field practice and they
were “intended to create consistency in field operations” (Training Coordinator).
Company performance standards were written so a line-worker could find information
on how things were designed and constructed by the company to comply with laws
and regulations.
The learning objectives for line-worker training curriculum were the stated
intended outcomes of training. The learning objectives were what the line-worker was
expected to experience during training in the LPY. They had been written to be in
“full compliance with laws, regulations, and standards of the company”
(Administrative Procedures Manual, p. 2, 2001). Stated learning objectives were found
in student workbooks, training manuals, and course syllabi.
The principles of training were defined in the “Student Code of Conduct
Handbook.” Each principle was intended to shape the behavior of students
participating in training sessions. The principles of training served as “our
commitment to a premier practice” (Industry Representative). Table 18 organizes the
performance standards, learning objectives, and principles of training as a side by side
illustration of the learning outcomes at site one.
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Table18
Site One Performance Standards, Learning Objectives, and Principles of Training
Performance Standards
Learning Objectives
Principles of Training
• Identify and correct
design and specification
errors
• Determine construction
capabilities of existing
and new equipment
• Determine operating
requirements for various
service areas
• Illustrate and explain
interpretations of
performance standards
• Calculate standard
rating (maximum weight
and height) application
limitations and
recommendations
• Review all standards
and general applications
related to your work
assignment
• Verify procedures
during work applications
• Inspect and maintain
tools and equipment for
safe operation
• Perform all duties with
safety being the first and
last thing that is done
• Transition from old
products to new product
• Maintain clearances
• Protect wildlife and
habitat
• Diagnose and solve
problems that occur
during execution of
work.
• Test solutions for
compliance with

• Read and comply with
performance standards
• Use appropriate
procedures and
correctly execute
assignments
• Identify and correct
design and specification
errors
• Comply with
performance standards
when performing skill
competencies to
• Inspect tools and
equipment prior to use
• Perform required
maintenance on tools
and equipment to ensure
performance
• Test performance and
quality of tools and
equipment prior to use
• Obtain assistance from
crew members,
instructors, or training
coordinator before
attempting unfamiliar
procedure
• Realize the full
consequences of your
actions
• Protect yourself, crew,
and surrounding area
when performing a skill
competency
• Minimize chance for
electrical fault
• Diagnose and solve
problems
• Comprehend how your
actions impact others

• Illustrate and explain your
understanding of standards
and procedures
• Learn the specifics of
training and adapt them
to what you’re be doing
in the field
• Plan how to maximize
performance when doing
skill competencies
• Practice safety as the best
skill to learn for the future
• Learn to effectively
communicate your actions
to others
• Create a practice that
balances safety with
performance
• Accept personal
responsibility for
protecting yourself, the
company, and the
community
• Use safe effective methods
when performing skill
competencies
• Maintain personal health
and wellness to meet
equipment requirements
(bucket weight)
• Respect the field by
advancing your
knowledge, skills, and
practice
• Build a reputation as a
premiere worker that
practices excellence
• Communicate new ideas
and techniques for
demonstrating compliance
with performance
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performance standards
• Take the initiative when
problem solving to
• Report methods and
techniques used to repair
determine requirements
damage
and propose solutions

standards
• Debrief actions for quality
control discussions

In analyzing the performance standards, learning objectives, and principles of
training at site one, specific themes emerged: (a) safe practices, (b) standards and
procedures, (c) quality control, (d) equipment capabilities, (e) tail boarding, (f)
problem solving, (g) informing others, (h) maintain clearances, (i) personal
responsibility, and (j) company reputation. The themes were used to develop a set of
learning outcomes found to be addressed at the site one LPY as presented in Table 19.
Table 19
Characteristics of Learning Outcomes at Site One
Themes
Learning Outcomes
Safety
 Maintain a practice that recognizes safety as the
primary performance indicator
Protect
 Protect wildlife, habitat and surrounding areas when
performing assigned duties
Comply
 Comply with standards and procedures when executing
work practices
Identify and correct
 Identify and correct design, specification, and
performance errors
Determine
 Determine performance capabilities of tools and
equipment prior to use
Communicate
 Communicate to others your interpretation of
performance expectations and work applications
Diagnose
 Diagnose and solve problems that occur during
execution of work
Debrief and disseminate  Debrief and disseminate new methods and techniques
developed to address specific performance issues
Reputation
 Perform duties to build on the company’s reputation as
a premier organization and practice
Personal responsibility
 Accept personal responsibility to maintain your ability
to perform duties
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Learning process. The learning process as outlined in the line-worker training
curriculum at site one functions as a means to demonstrate performance standards,
learning objectives, and compliance with the principles of training. The learning
process was consistent in every line-worker training module. The learning process was
designed so that each student had “the chance to comprehend what is being written
and practice the intent of the skill application” (Instructor).
The learning process introduced “some theory but the majority of the learning
is application of theory” (Training Coordinator). The pace of the learning process was
intended to “allow for minimal class time and maximum practice” (Instructor).
Students got their “hands on the training materials early and then have a chance to
practice and gain feedback before being tested by an instructor” (Student). Sizes of
classes varied between eight to twelve students depending on the seriousness of the
training (Training Coordinator). The curriculum was easy to navigate and was “written
to an eighth grade reading ability” (Industry Representative). “The curriculum is well
planned and written at a level that can be quickly understood” (Industry
Representative).
The training sessions at site one were designed in ten-day modules. Each
training session had “ample instruction available for individual needs” (Student). To
keep connected to the outcomes of training, pre-class assignments were given at the
end of each training session to prepare students for the next training module. Students
usually had six to eight weeks between training modules to complete the pre-class
training assignments. The pre-class assignments and training materials were “on-line
or in a compact disc (CD) format that is consistent with the current editions of student
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manuals” (Training Coordinator). A student was required “to have all of their pre-class
assignments completed and take a test on what they had been studying before starting
a new class” (Instructor). The ability for a student to continue to participate in a
training session was dependent upon their completing the pre-class assignments and
passing the pre-test. Table 20 organizes the learning process at site one with student
responsibilities. A summary of the major themes describing the key features of the
learning process at site one is provided in Table 21.
Table 20
Organization of Learning Process at Site One with Student Responsibilities
Learning Process
Student Responsibilities
Prepare for class
(six to eight weeks in advance)
• Self-study assignments given at the
end of a current training session
• On-line delivery reference material
and reporting
Pre class assessment
(morning of day one)
• Instructor verifies with training
coordinator student completion of preclass assignment completion
• Timed multiple choice test directly
related to pre-class assignment
Classroom work
(afternoon day one and all of day two)
• Student and instructor introductions
• Introduce training modules and
learning aids
• Review training materials
• Instructor-lead lectures
• Overview of learning outcomes
• Conduct question and answer sessions
Instructor-lead demonstrations of skills
competencies related to training module
(day three, four and five)
• Introduce new skill sets

•
•
•
•
•

Read reference material
Review performance standards
Answer study questions
Report answers on-line
Inventory personal and company
tools for availability for next class

•

Complete pre-class assignments
before arriving to next class
• Pass a test given to continue in
training session
(Failure to pass test precludes student
from continuing in current class)
• Listen and take notes
• Participate in question and answer
session
• Use their field performance standard
books and compact disc (CD) as
reference guides

•
•

Verify personal and company tools
for safe operation in new skill set
Participate in class discussions on
new skill introduced
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•

Review performance standard related
to skill competency
• Safety aspects of skill competency set
are discussed and demonstrated
• Connect new skill-sets to previous
hands on learning
• Instructor demonstrates skill
competency
• Step-by-step demonstration of skill set
• Review of safety requirements
• Instructor instructs class in step-bystep demonstration
• Repeat process of all skill
competencies required of training
modules
Group work
(day six and seven)
• Self-organize into groups of three to
four
• Introduce skill competencies
• Outline and review safety
requirements of skill competencies
• Groups practice skill competencies
• Group evaluates member’s
performance
• Instructor advises and comments on
skill competencies
• Repeat process until skill-set module
is mastered

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
Demonstration of mastery
(day eight and nine)
• Instructor breaks up class up into
crews
• Instructor designates crew leaders
• Crews are assigned a project
• Crews construct project

•
•
•
•

Review and note performance
standard related to competency
Observe instructor demonstration and
take notes
Analyze safety aspects of skill
competency for ambiguities or
misunderstandings
Practice skill competency
Evaluate safety aspect of each skill
competency
Self assess ability of new skill
Precisely follow instructor’s direction
to performing skill
Repeat process in each new skill
introduces
Organize into groups of three and
four by service districts
Read through skill competency
Review safety requirements
Review performance standards
related to new skill competency
Discuss with group safety and
performance stand compliance
requirements
Participate in small group discussion
about methods and techniques for
competency performance
Practice and assess individual skills
Evaluate and assess group members
on skill performance
Ask for instructor evaluation of group
work
Introduce new competency to group
and group discusses how new
competency builds on previous skills
learned.
Complete all competencies of training
module
Organize into crews
Crew leaders conduct discussion on
assigned project
Crew participates in discussion and
creates a plan for performance
Crews inventory tools and equipment
for serviceability and availability
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•

Instructor assesses crews’ safety
performance during construction
• Final project is assessed by other
crews for compliance to performance
standards
• Crews must repair and reconstruct any
deficiencies
• Instructor evaluates overall crew
performance
• Instructor meets individually with
crew members and assesses individual
performance
Review and Post-test
(day 10)
• Instructor supervises cleanup of
training area
• Instructor assesses crew performance
• Administer post test
• Instructor grades test
• Instructor certifies students mastery of
skill-sets
• Reports class standing to training
coordinator for posting in lineworkers’ employment files.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crews create material lists
Procure materials from storage areas
Construct project according to plan
Assess project for performance
standards compliance
Assess other crew projects for
performance standards compliance
Repair or reconstruct project for
compliance based on assessment

Tear down class project
Store materials
Return tools
Ask instructor questions related to
performance
Clarifying discussion with instructor
Take post-test
Continue with general cleanup of
training area
Review test results with instructor
Retake test (up to three times)
Receive course certificate of
completion

Table 21
Characteristics of Learning Process at Site One
Themes
Learning Process
Work based learning



Individual work



On-line learning



Large-group discussions



Students meet with work crews in the field to discuss
results of training and organize learning
opportunities at work sites
Students individually complete assignments that
require research of performance standards to answer
related questions
Students use on-line internet and intranet electronic
access to “download” and become familiar with
current upgrades of performance standards and
safety regulations that will govern the content and
frame the context for training modules
Instructor prompts student to engage in large group
discussions about safety regulations, performance
standards, service area requirements, and skill
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Small group work



Demonstrations



Laboratory practice



Team projects



Testing



Certifying



competencies in each component of the LPY
Students form small groups to discuss instructor
assigned topics related to safety regulations,
performance standards, and service area
requirements and prepare to present a report
Instructor demonstrates on simulators and/or skill
competency mock-ups a precise step-by-step
procedure to complete each skill competency
Students plan, organize, and practice on simulators
or mock-ups new knowledge and skill to shape
abilities in a classroom, outdoor, underground, or
indoor component
Instructor assigns students to a team to demonstrate
skill competency projects and demonstrate mastery
of learning outcomes
Students complete a written test in classroom or
high-bay on safety regulations, performance
standards, and service area requirements and
perform a skill competency proficiency test in the
outdoor, underground, or indoor component
Instructor certifies that teams have completed project
and registers certification with training coordinator

To be successful following the learning process outlined in Table 20, a student
needed to “develop a positive attitude and learn what is expected of them” (Student).
An objective of the learning was to have students “open their minds and align their
attitudes in the training facility with that of the field” (Instructor). The training was
designed to “change behaviors through consistency in training” (Instructor). The
training coordinator believed that “attitudes are changed in training by posing
problems and letting students work together to solve them.” “Demonstrating a good
attitude and a belief in themselves and others is the key to success in training”
(Student) in the LPY.
The skill level needed to be successful here is that of a farm kid. One that can
figure out with the tools in hand how to solve problems. They need to have a
can-do attitude. (Training Coordinator)
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There were two categories of instructors at site one: (a) permanent full-time
and (b) part-time rotational adjunct members of the training staff. The majority of
instructors were part-time rotational adjunct instructors. The instructors, especially the
part-time rotational instructors, had reputations in the field as expert line-workers.
“The instructors, are well respected and have the reputation as top mechanics”
(Student). “The instructors demonstrate during training the level of quality expected of
senior level line-workers” (Industry Representative). “The instructors are the first sign
of the quality of the training” (Student). The permanent LPY instructors were
responsible for “organizing and planning the training based on approved curriculum”
(Instructor). The words and terminology that the instructors use were “the same as
what we hear in the field” (Student). Students from site one believed that the
relationships built with the instructors “are key elements to success in the learning
process.” “The reputation and abilities of the instructors is how we connect training
objectives to the performance standards of the field” (Industry Representative).
Research Question 2: What are the features of present day “state of the art”
LPY learning laboratory environments?
At site one the features of the learning environment were designed to support
the learning processes of each specific component of the LPY. “The lay out of the site
has been designed to not interfere or impact other training areas within the facility”
(Training Coordinator). The design of the LPY allowed for the “opportunity for
different levels of training to occur simultaneously” (Student). Layout of training areas
was well defined by culverts that section off one training area from the other. Signs
were posted and subtle boundaries such as staging areas, material storage, and old
poles laid horizontally defined the space of each training area.
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Figure 2. Energized circuits at site one.
The components present at site one were: (a) outdoor, (b) indoor, (c)
underground, (d) classrooms, (e) gathering places, and (f) work-based learning. A
unique feature of the WBL that was identified at site one was the research and
development area. This feature provided the means “to test new products and tools in
simulated field conditions before being introduced to field line crews” (Training
Coordinator). Table 22 organizes the components of site one and lists associated
features of specific training areas recognized by study participants as “state of the art.”
Table 22
Components of the LPY at Site One, Training Areas and Associated “State of the Art”
Features
LPY Components
Training Areas
State of the Art Features
Outdoor
Transmission
Full fall protection system
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Distribution
Climbing
Construction
Energized circuit
Skill assessment
Street lighting
Digging, trenching,
and shoring
Driving and trailer
maneuvering

Graduated height poles
Small classrooms with shed for
tools and material storage
Full compliment of employer
supplied climbing and construction
tools and equipment
Expansive space available
Bordered cushioned climbing areas
Self-retracting lanyards
Climbing corral with 12-foot tall
poles and 10-foot spacing intervals
Pole collars for easy installation and
removal
Strains, sprains, and splinter
removal kits
Ample space between poles
Construction poles on a 30 by 30
foot grid
Treated poles
Storage racks for cross arms and
bracing
Guying space
Temporary parking for trucks and
equipment
Graduated height 4,8,12,32,48, and
80 foot lineal pole circuits
Fall restraint belts and skid boards
Pole setting space
Locking fenced storage pen for
components and equipment
Bordered cushioned construction
pits
Three-phase power supply available
Three-phase power and switch
available
Clearly marked locking circuit
breaker for each circuit
Energized circuits for hot stick and
rubber glove training
Energized circuits for advanced
construction training
Red lights to signal when circuits
are energized
Rubber glove testing equipment
50-foot separation of energized
circuits from other training areas
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Heavy duty 2-person bucket type
line crew trucks with boring augers
Service trucks with intermediate
one person bucket
Flatbed utility trailers for material
and equipment transporting
Small utility tractor with trenching,
loading, grading, and backhoe
attachments
Heavy-duty, rubber tire backhoe
and loader
Electric vehicles for student and
material transportation
Trailer maneuvering and backup
training space
Commercial driving and licensing
(CDL) training space
Helicopter landing zone
Perimeter fenced
Security monitored gated access
Security cameras
Orientation and pre-screening
climbing and construction skills
space
Hand-shoveling space
Ground worker training space
Equipment digging and trenching
Trench shoring
Chain saw certification
Crew-size first aid kits
Restrooms and cold water
Wide paved and compacted gravel
and rolled roadway between each
training area
Surface water drainage system
Full transmission tower assemblies
Multiple structured steel tower grid
100 foot minimum height available
Tower construction space for steel,
wood, cell, and micro-wave
telecommunication structures
Tower trolley training
Space cart for conductor spacing
Helicopter line training
200-foot spacing between steel
structures
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Indoor

Underground

Classrooms

Gathering places

Four foot poles through-out with
tool and belt pegs
Overhead and underground
energized street lighting circuits
Decorative street lighting grid
Climbing
Pavilion
Construction
Full fall protection systems
Street lighting
Cushioned climbing pit areas
Skill assessment
Self-retracting lanyards
Fall protection systems
Well lighted training area next to
administration building
Troubleshooting
Residential subdivision
Cabling
Vaults and access holes
Construction
Confined space certification
Metering
Cable splicing
Storage and staging
Combined metering (gas and
electric)
Underground fault testing
Administration
Large rooms
building
Television (TV)
Outdoor training areas Video cassette recorder (VCR)
Digital video disc player (DVD)
Personal lockers
White boards
Computers
Liquid crystal display (LCD) and
overhead projectors
Easy access at key outdoor training
areas
Training simulators
Training aids
Tools
Construction materials
Reference materials
Meeting rooms
Large chairs and ample space for
Cafeteria
small group discussions
Parking lot
Picnic type tables in private
Dormitory/hotel
naturally shaded areas
Large spaces for student vehicles
Full service cafeteria
Indoor and outdoor eating areas
with tables and chairs.
Outside patio tables, chairs and
awnings
Clean private rooms for student
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Work-based
learning

Administration
building
Training coordinator
offices
Field worksites
Research and
development

lodging with recreational facilities
Learning management system
Work progress reporting
Web delivered instruction
Testing facilities and laboratory for
new materials, tools, and equipment

Figure 3. Line construction area of the outdoor component at site one.
The outdoor component had designated training spaces associated with pole
climbing, transmission, distribution, and service work competencies. Each space in
this component of the leaning environment was organized into specific areas by a
series of water drainage culverts. Small electric (golf-type) carts were used in the
outdoor component to transport students, instructors, and to deliver material to
multiple sections of the LPY outdoor component. Full fall protection for pole climbing
was available. Restrooms and cold drinking water was conveniently available at
multiple locations throughout the learning environment. Ice machines were available
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in the outdoor component to keep water cold and to cool down students after strenuous
training activities.

Figure 4. Line construction practice pit of outdoor component at site one.

Figure 5. Controls for outdoor component energized at site one.
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Figure 6. Construction training area of pavilion at site one.
The indoor component was a covered pavilion area attached to the main
administration building. This area was utilized for night classes and skill assessment.
It contains specific areas for climbing and construction.

Figure 7. Indoor component pavilion adjacent to administration building at site one.
The underground component was integrated into a simulated residential
subdivision. This area was utilized for underground troubleshooting, cabling, and
metering.
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Figure 8. Simulated sub-division of outdoor component at site one.
The underground component training area was defined by paved avenues and
streets and buildings with adjacent areas landscaped to simulate field conditions.

Figure 9. Avenue and streets of the simulated sub-division at site one.
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Figure 10. Simulated transformer bank of classroom component at site one.
Classrooms were found in two locations of the LPY. Each specific training
area of the outdoor component had a classroom centrally situated in the learning
environment. The administration building, in addition to offices and meeting rooms,
had classrooms and computer labs to support training in the LPY. Training simulators
were present in the classrooms to demonstrate skill competencies.

Figure 11. Wall displays and posters of classroom component at site one.
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Figure 12. Dormitory/hotel gathering place for site one.
Gathering places were located in several areas around the learning
environment. Some gathering places used by students were hotel-type private,
shaded areas adjacent to eating and recreational features. Inside the administration
building, a gathering place for students was the full-service cafeteria style eating
area with tables and chairs. In addition to the eating area, outside patio tables,
chairs, and awnings were available for students to access and gather between
training sessions.

Figure 13. Outside eating area gathering place next to covered pavilion at site one
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The work-based learning component was present in the administration
building. The learning management system (LMS) operation that supported the WBL
originated from this building. Offices for personnel assigned to the WBL were also
present along with the personnel associated with research and development section of
the WBL. The research and development feature of the WBL was created to provide
space and expertise for vendors to test new products and tools being offered to lineworkers. This component had a primary function to assist vendors and the utility to
evaluate the worthiness of replacement materials and tools.

Figure 14. Testing lab for work-base learning research and development at site one.
Research Question 3: What are the major issues that need to be addressed in
designing LPY learning laboratory environments for the
future?
A major issue at site one that was affecting the design of LPY learning
laboratory environments was the ongoing and continued levels of commitment to the
mission of the facility by stakeholder groups, such as: the company, union, and the
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workforce. The consistent levels of excellence demanded from the workforce required
a “firm commitment to the mission of the facility from the company, union, and the
workforce” (Instructor). Maintaining each level of commitment required the
leadership of the LPY to ensure that “what is taking place in the facility aligns directly
with the long term plans of the company” (Industry Representative). “Alignment of
the training mission with the strategic plans of the company is essential to the
continued support for the facility” (Training Coordinator). Demonstrating outcomes in
LPY training that reflected “the values of the company and the workforce is a major
indicator of appreciation for the company’s continued commitment” (Industry
Representative). Aligning levels of commitment to the LPY mission ensured “ample
funds to operate it and the leadership to sustain it” (Training Coordinator).
Another major issue that affected the design of LPY learning environments
was the need for it to be adaptable to change. The Training Coordinator believed that
“being adaptable to change brought on by decisions out of our control is an essential
element to our survival.” A primary contributor to the momentum for change
originated from “the fact that half of our linemen (line-workers) workforce will be
retiring in the next five years” (Industry Representative). During this period of change,
the design of LPY learning environment “will need to be innovative and flexible in
how they simulate field experiences” (Training Coordinator). In the past, prior to the
development of the LPY, “much of the training that linemen (line-workers) had was
done in the field” (Student). In the future, the LPY as part of its mission “will provide
much of the training that once occurred in the field” (Instructor).
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Discussions at site one about the future redesign of the LPY learning
environment focused on the continued ability of the learning environment “to provide
real (authentic) training that is endorsed in the field by the crews that the students
work with” (Instructor). In addition, the redesign of future LPY learning environments
would address the “need to blend the training needs of new and old workers”
(Training Coordinator). The results of blended training in a redesigned LPY would be
measured by its effectiveness in creating “one company with consistent practices that
are easily adapted to the needs of each service area” (Industry Representative). Not
only the learning environment but also the “training manuals, competencies, and
certification techniques would need to be flexible to change” (Training Coordinator).
A major issue that would affect the design of the LPY was developing
electronic means that quickly communicate new updated performance standards to the
workforce. The performance standards were “the baseline and recognized uniform
reference that govern field work” (Training Coordinator). Manually updating
company performance standards was a constant occurrence. Line-workers were
required to have with them multiple volumes of performance standards when
performing their duties and during training. The updates were distributed in hard copy
to line-workers, and they were expected to remove old standards and insert
replacement standards.
A strategy to improve on this labor-intensive process of updating performance
standards was to issue laptops to line-workers with the performance standards already
programmed to the hard drive. Updates to the performance standards were accessed
through the web or through CD’s provided by the company. Adapting the multi-
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volume loose-bound performance standard manuals to electronic formats “will have
an enormous affect on older workers” (Student). Adapting older line-workers to
“using laptops and new software application to access real-time performance standards
will result from requiring them to be used during every training session” (Instructor).
The dependence of the workforce on using laptops and wireless software applications
was “increasingly evident in every aspect of field work” (Training Coordinator).
Incorporating into the learning process “wireless web delivery of updates and
electronic referencing of performance standards is a major issue affecting training”
(Industry Representative).
Finding qualified instructors was another major issue affecting the design of
the LPY. “Finding and keeping good rotational instructors is tough” (Instructor).
Consistency in training comes from “a cohesive group of rotational instructors”
(Training Coordinator). “Rotating qualified instructors in the training process provides
a direct connection of the training to what is occurring in the field (Student). Lineworkers were reluctant to make long-term commitments to being an instructor because
“they will lose money due to overtime loss when they are assigned to teach a course”
(Training Coordinator). The challenge was “how we reward an instructor, it has to be
more than money” (Industry Representative). Qualified, effective line-workers needed
to “recognize the assignment as an instructor as a fulfillment of their obligation to the
craft” (Instructor).
Many crews in the field were not happy with the strategy of rotational
instructors. The strategy of utilizing “rotational instructors puts a heavy burden on
field crews to make up for the loss in production from senior level line-workers being
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assigned to training” (Instructor). Newly trained instructors would need to “work with
older retiring instructors to learn how to teach what needs to be learned” (Instructor).
This necessity would even more burden the field crew’s loss of production, “instead of
one lineman being gone, now there will be two” (Training Coordinator). The company
would need to look at how they plan to recruit new instructors, and then decide “how
to invest in training them and also balance the productivity loss of their crews with
advancing the knowledge and skills of new workers” (Industry Representative).
Some options, being considered related to this major issue of recruiting and
training new instructors focused on “constantly providing reminders to the crews, the
company, and to workers about their role and responsibility in training” (Industry
Representative). The design of the LPY would need to reflect “how older lineman can
take on more and more of the responsibility to train and promote the values of the
company” (Training Coordinator). The students “will need to be the example for the
excellence of our training” (Instructors). The redesign of the LPY would be an
important example of how to “educate the company on the importance of balancing
productivity with learning” (Industry Representative). A list of the major issues, their
descriptions, and options being considered is organized in Table 23.
Table 23
Major Issues Affecting the Design of the LPY at Site One
Major issues
Description
Continued levels
of commitment

IBEW commitment:
 IBEW committed and involved in
student performance and
achievement
Third party revenue:
 Expand offering for continuing
education and line-worker training to

Options Being
Considered
Aligning training
mission with longterm strategic plans
of sponsor and
stakeholder groups
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Aging workforce

LPY instructors

generate new third party revenue
opportunities
Company commitment:
 Servicing long-term permanent
commitment of resources to two
training centers and corporate
university
Community commitment:
 Actively working to educate and
inform local community of
contributions provided by the facility
to local initiatives and services
Stakeholder commitment:
 Regulatory agencies, field crews,
IBEW, and local community
commitment to function of LPY
Aging workforce:
 48-52 average age of line-worker
workforce
Expected retirements in five years:
 45% line-worker retirement in 5
years
Workforce culture:
 Continuing effort to make progress
in diversifying the workforce
Recruiting:
 Internal bidding no longer capable of
meeting workforce demands
Aging learners:
 Revising learning process to
accommodate older and newer
workers training in the same
environment
Undocumented knowledge:
 Seeking method to document the
knowledge of retiring workers
Instructor characteristics:
 Reviewing characteristics of
effective line-worker instructors to
develop a new instructor profile
recruiting plan related to learning
process and performance standards
Recruiting incentives:
 Providing easy duty to retiring lineworkers as an incentive to recruit
new instructors

Designing learning
environments to be
adaptable to
changing
demographics of
workforce
Open access to none
bid internal
workforce jobs
Diversifying the
workforce through
expanded labor pools

Work with sponsor
and stakeholders to
develop a profile of
an effective LPY
instructor and then
survey workforce to
identify potential
instructor candidates
Reminding IBEW,
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Aging industrial
infrastructure

Impact on
surrounding areas

Assessing qualifications:
 Utilizing the reputation and
performance levels of current “best
practices” instructors to qualify new
instructors
Field impact:
 Determining impact on field crew
performance levels caused by LPY
instructor’s filed absence during
training assignment
Aging conductors:
 Adapt learning process to include
methods and techniques for
replacing aging conductors before
they cause wide-spread disruptions
of service
Deteriorating infrastructure:
 Training needs to simulation
conditions and constraints caused by
deteriorating wood poles, buried
cable, distribution infrastructure, and
sea cable
Training:
 Researching methods and techniques
of training to prepare new workers
for specific aging infrastructure issue
Simulators:
 Need to design a salt water simulator
for repairing buried sea cable
Land locked:
 Adopt master plan to efficiently use
space that is land locked by
surrounding developments
Traffic impact:
 Trucks and equipment impact
existing high commercial traffic
roadway
Surface water:
 Surface water culvert drainage
system to storm sewer has potential
for flooding
Night security:
 Facility needs to continue night
surveillance and lighting that adds to
the overall security of surrounding
properties in the industrial

field crews,
company, and lineworkers about their
role and
responsibility in
recruiting new
instructors

Conduct training in a
service area to
address a specific
aging industrial
infrastructure issues
unique to that area
Researching methods
and techniques for
effective learning
process that blends
safety and
performance into one
practice

Maintain awareness
of influence and
impact of the LPY
site on surrounding
areas environment
and local community
economy
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Environmental
and economic
impact

Electronic access
to LPY

development complex
Visual effect:
 Constant maintenance of the LPY
landscaped earth barriers, large trees,
and shrubs to break-up visual effect
of the LPY
Property taxes:
 Assessed local community property
taxes
Environmental impact:
 Maintain components and systems to
minimize environmental impact on
bird and raptor habitat and migration
Economic impact:
 Maintain levels of contributions to
large industrial complex
development
Student connection:
 Student electronic access for
personal record management and
performance standards
LPY connection:
 Training coordinator through
wireless electronic connection from
the field to the LPY reports on work
progress of students related to
work-based learning
Immediate access:
 Immediate electronic access to
current performance standards,
updates, and service area
requirements

Participate in local
activities to
maximize public
service exposure

Advance wireless
capabilities of the
site for electronic
internet and secure
intranet access
Expand capabilities
of electronic
resources to quickly
communicate new
updated performance
standards

Site Two
Research Question 1: What is the function of the LPY in supporting effective
training?
The LPY at site two had a primary function to unify the company into one
reliable practice of line work. The LPY functioned “to develop, test, and blend new
products and processes into the new company” (Training Coordinator). The outcomes
of the training at the LPY were intended to “connect each company and associated
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organizations of the new holding company into a common practice and operation”
(Industry Representative). The holding company was working with the IBEW to have
both functions work together to integrate into the field a hierarchy of practice “that
puts safety first, production second, and service third” (Instructor).
Present learning context. Because of the integration of several electric utilities
into one holding company, the LPY at site two had become “the staging area for
change” (Industry Representative). Integrating the standards and best practices of
multiple utilities into one recognized learning process was the foundation for changes
that were occurring. To students and workers of the LPY, it had become “the single
most valuable symbol for pride in the workforce” (Student). Changing and expanding
the role of the LPY in supporting line-worker training at site two had brought “the new
company and the IBEW to a common table” (Long-term Student).
The discussions between the IBEW and the company about the changing and
expanding role of the LPY in supporting effective training had focused mainly on
“promoting the general welfare and advancement of the workforce” (Instructor). “We
have worked together to figure out how to blend our training resources” (Industry
Representative). Discussions between the IBEW and company had also addressed how
the redesign of the LPY will “both support corporate values and prepare the combined
workforce for a shift in infrastructure, technology, and construction techniques”
(Industry Representative). The cooperation and collaboration about the function of the
LPY during this period of change between the IBEW and the company had assured all
the line-workers affected that there would be “equal access to new knowledge, skills,
and prevention techniques by each service area” (Training Coordinator).
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The result of this cooperation had created a “common ground for both the
company and IBEW to connect and work together for a common cause to advance
training” (Long-term Student). The company and the IBEW had taken a proactive
approach in mitigating production and safety issues. The result had “provided new
training opportunities for the facility (LPY)” (Training Coordinator). Efforts from
strengthening relationships with the IBEW had connected the LPY to other training
opportunities in the company. The outcome of these efforts had “developed a common
trust of the facility in the entire service district of the company” (Industry
Representative). The future function of the LPY had evolved from the IBEW and the
company working together to blend the efforts of the workforce into one unified
reliable practice. “Blending practice rather than isolating it is how we will change”
(Instructor).
Discussions about the redesign of the LPY between the company that manages
site two and the IBEW that represents the line-workers had resulted in both parties
agreeing “that during this period of change, lineman and apprentices will need to play
a much larger role in accepting the responsibility for learning” in the LPY (Industry
Representative). In the redesign of the LPY, students would “have a greater
responsibility in owning the learning” (Instructor). The redesign reflected a strategy to
have more students be actively involved with instructors during the learning process.
“Students and instructors will be working and learning together the new standards and
practices of the larger company” (Training Coordinator).
The workforce needs of the new holding company would necessitate that
“journeyman and apprentices would work together to learn new skills and techniques”
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(Training Coordinator). It was believed by both parties that “to get all of the line crews
performing the same way they will need to train together” (Instructor). Both older and
new workers would need to learn methods for preventive workplace health and
wellness techniques such as “stretch and flex” to be physically ready for the levels of
training anticipated in the redesigned LPY. Students of LPY training would need to
“possess the learning capabilities to figure out the depth and breadth of training and
physically be able to withstand the rigors it will require” (Industry Representative).
When older and newer workers train together, they both would need to “have an open
mind, have an attitude that nothing can stop them, and be able to conquer all their
fears” (Long-term Student). In the new company, workers participating in training
“must be willing and able to work successfully in teams among different cultures and
genders” (Industry Representative).
Learning outcomes. The learning outcomes of LPY training at site two were
revealed from reviewing six training modules of “Lineman Training Program” (2001).
Each training module represented one step in achieving journey-level status. The
training program was designed to have students “process in their mind and with their
team what is being asked of them before attempting a task” (Training Coordinator).
The learning objectives demonstrated to the company that students possessed “a
common understanding of what they are expected to do and a uniform thought
processing for doing it” (Industry Representative).
Students mastered the objectives of the training program by completing
competencies in teams of learners. In the training program, students evaluated and
assessed the capabilities of others much like what was expected of line crews in the
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field. This requires students “to be willing to accept criticism and capable of taking
suggestions from trainers and other apprentices” (Short-term Student). An objective of
the training program was to train students how to “be an effective communicator”
(Long-term Student). This concept taught students how to “rely on others as they rely
on you” (Short-term Student). An outcome of the training program was to have
students “through effective communication gain a sense for what each member of the
team is thinking about before starting a competency” (Instructor). Table 24 organizes
the six training modules with associated learning objectives outlined in the site two
Lineman Training Program (2001).
Table 24
Organization of Training Modules with Associated Learning Objectives at Site Two
Training Modules
Learning Objectives
Module 1: Beginning Pole Climbing
•
Inspect tools and equipment to
insure that they are sound and
ready for task at hand
•
Look up and review the situation
and environment for any hazards
that may be present
•
Review and check that the
climber is wearing the personal
protective equipment (PPE) and it
is appropriate for the situation
•
Perform task in a consistent and
repetitive manner
•
Perform housekeeping
responsibilities before and after
each training session
•
Inspect and maintain first aid kits
and associated safety devices
Module 2: Vehicle Operation procedures
•
Answer verbal question about
vehicle operations
•
Respond to verbal and hand
signals related to vehicle
operations
•
Read and interpret instrument and
gauges during vehicle operation
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
Module 3: General Lineman Field
Procedures

•

•

•
•
•
Module 4: Advanced Lineman Field
Procedures

•
•
•

•

Follow precisely the steps and
procedures for operating vehicles
Comply with all laws and rules
that govern operating company
vehicles
Inspect vehicle before driving and
post inspect vehicles after driving
Utilize crew members to assist in
backing up
Review and check that the each
team member is wearing PPE that
is appropriate for operating
equipment
Perform housekeeping and
equipment maintenance
responsibilities before and after
each training session
Inspect and maintain first aid kits
and associated safety devices
Teams inspect tools and
equipment before and after use to
insure that they are safe and ready
for utilization
Observe and evaluate the situation
and environment for any hazards
and to ensure that that safe
operation can happen
Review and check that each team
member has the PPE that is
appropriate for the situation
Perform housekeeping
responsibilities before and after
each training session
Inspect and maintain first aid kits
and associated safety devices
Blend safety requirements with
performance
Look at what you’re listening to
and ensure that it is functioning
properly
Create consistency in team
practice by following precise stepby-step procedures in completing
competencies
Comply with industry standards
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•
•

•
•
Module 5: Trouble-Shooting Field
Problems

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
Module 6: Sub-station Construction and
Trouble-Shooting

•
•

and/or service area requirements
when demonstrating competencies
Answer verbal question from
others about tasks that are being
assigned
Review and check that the each
team member is wearing the PPE
that is appropriate for the
situation
Perform housekeeping
responsibilities before and after
each training session
Inspect and maintain first aid kits
and associated safety devices
Read, interpret, and discuss design
specifications
Pass certification requirements for
confined space operations
Utilize all team members in
completing training competencies
Observe environment to ensure
that safe operation can take place
Align with industry standards
and/or service area requirements
Inspect tools and equipment prior
to use to insure safe operation
Observe the situation and
environment for any hazards and
evaluate whether safe operation
can happen
Review and check that the each
team member is wearing the PPE
Remedy unsafe condition
according to company standards
that are appropriate for the
situation
Perform housekeeping
responsibilities before and after
each training session
Inspect and maintain first aid kits
and associated safety devices
Read, interpret and discuss substation design specifications
Create a plan for sub-station
construction
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Test sub-station equipment for
load and design capacities
Observe environment to ensure
that safe operation can take place
Comply with industry standards
and/or service area requirements
Inspect tools and equipment prior
to use to insure safe operation
Observe and evaluate the situation
and environment for any hazards
Review and check that the each
team member is wearing the PPE
that is appropriate for the situation
Perform housekeeping
responsibilities before and after
each training session
Inspect and maintain first aid kits
and associated safety devices

In analyzing the training modules and learning objectives at site two, specific
learning outcomes emerged. The learning outcomes were a result of a synthesis of the
learning objectives gathered from the Lineman Training Program, Modules 1- 6.
Table 25 organizes the themes that resulted from a synthesis of learning objectives
from Modules 1- 6 at site two into specific learning outcomes.
Table 25
Characteristics of Learning Outcomes at Site Two
Themes
Learning Outcomes
Safety and
 Blend safety with performance
performance
Evaluate
 Evaluate site and surrounding areas for any hazards and
unsafe conditions
Perform and
 Perform duties according to company standards,
maintain
procedures, and service area requirements
 Construct and maintain electrical components according
to design specifications
Remedy
 Remedy hazards and unsafe conditions before starting
repairs
Ensure and test
 Perform pre-use maintenance to ensure intended
equipment operation
 Test equipment for load and design capacities
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Discuss
Propose solutions




Debrief crew



Follow a process



Operate in
compliance
Plan of action
Consistent and
repetitive





Read, interpret, and discuss design specifications
Diagnose problems and propose solutions that align with
company standards and/or service area requirements
Debrief crew and disseminate method and techniques
utilized to remedy situation or condition
Follow a precise step-by-step process to complete work
assignments
Operate equipment in compliance with all laws,
associated rules, and recommended use
Create an installation plan prior to construction
Climb utility structures in a safe, consistent, and repetitive
manner

Learning process. The learning process of the “Lineman Training Program”
was designed so that students could complete two training modules per year. Each
training module was scheduled to start and finish during a thirty day period. A three-to
five-month interval was scheduled between training modules. Students were required
to attend “related training” classes at the IBEW one night a week between training
modules. LPY training was conducted from Monday morning to Friday noon. One
full-time and one rotational instructor were assigned to teach each module.
A training module began in a specific component of the LPY. “Instructors are
assigned to teach a class of eight to ten students per module” (Training Coordinator).
Full-time instructors undertook the leadership and management role of the training
module. “The full-time instructors are responsible for coordinating the training
activities and acquiring class materials” (Training Coordinator). Training began by
introducing “competency projects that students are expected to complete during the
thirty-day training” (Instructor). Each competency project was designed to be
completed in five to seven days. “Instructors move the class from one competency to
the next, they set the pace for the training” (Training Coordinator). The learning
process of each competency project required students to practice and master a set of
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tasks first. Each competency had a written test on standards and a proficiency test to
demonstrate mastery. Table 26 organizes the learning process at site two with student
responsibilities. A summary of the learning process and student responsibilities in
terms of student outcomes is provided in Table 27.
Table 26
Organization of Learning Process at Site Two with Student Responsibilities
Learning Process
Student Responsibilities
Attend IBEW classes
(One night a week for 3-5 months
between training sessions)
• Study reference material
• Conduct trade-related lectures
• Discuss student’s role and
responsibility in training
Instructors introduces training
competency
(1-2 days of training session)
 Student and instructor
introductions
• Presents specifics of a training
competency
• Divides competency into
individual tasks
• Demonstrate competency
Classroom
(1 day for each competency)
• Hand out reference material
relating to training competency
• Lecture on standards
• Conduct discussion on safety
construction standards
• Show a comprehensive video of
training competency
• Facilitate discussions of overall
requirements of training
competency.
Divide class into study teams
( 1/2 day per competency)
• Hand out study guides related to

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Self-study trade related references and
materials
Attend weekly classes
Participate in class discussions about
expectation of the trade
Understand personal role and
responsibility in training
Take notes about specifics of a
competency
Discuss characteristic of competency
Observe instructor demonstration of
task associated with competency
Observe instructor demonstration of
training competency
Participate in discussion about what
had been observed
Take lecture notes
Participate in discussions
Use workbooks to reference material
Navigate through reference material to
connect standards with competency
Watch a comprehensive training video
associated with training competency
Participate in discussions relating to
overall requirements of training
competency

Self divide into study teams of two to
three students
Read study guide
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•
•

training competency
Provide access to reference
material and standard manuals
Handout study questions to
teams for discussion

•
•
•

Written test on construction and safety
standards
(1/2 day per competency)
• Students sign up to take test
• Administer test
• Correct test
• Meet with students to discuss
performance
• Certify test has been passed

•
•
•

Proficiency testing
(3-4 days per competency)
• Instructors divide class into
teams of 3-4
• Teams study a series of
handouts related to a conditions
and constraints of a specific
training competency
• View videos related to specific
tasks or handout
• Teams sign up to practice task
associated with training
competency
• Teams practice
• Team sign up to demonstrate
performance of training
competency
• Instructor meets with each
student and evaluates
performance
• Instructor certifies that student
has completed training
competency
Register certifications
(After completion of each Training
Module)
• Instructors present to Training
coordinator verification of

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Reference construction standards for
information related to training
competency
Review and clarify intent of study
questions
Research and present answers to study
questions
Sign up to take test
Take a written test
Turn back test to instructor for
evaluation
Meet with instructor to discuss
performance
Retake test if necessary
Obtain certification of completion of
competency related to construction and
safety standards of training competency
Divide into a competency team of three
to four
Study in teams a series of specific
handouts related to conditions and
constraints of training competency
Watch in teams videos relayed to a
specific task or handout
Discuss content presented in video for
clarity and understanding of the
conditions and constraints
Sign up with instructor to practice task
associated with training competency
Practice tasks
Team sign up to demonstrate
competency
Demonstrate mastery
Meet with instructor and discuss
performance and competency

Obtain certificate of training
competency mastery from training
coordinator
Present certificate of training
competency mastery to Joint
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•

student mastery of competency
Training coordinator meets with
the IBEW and JATC to discuss
students advancement

Apprenticeship Training Committee
(JATC) as evidence for advancement

Table 27
Characteristics of Learning Process at Site Two
Themes
Learning process
Individual work
Work-based learning

Large group discussions

Inquiry

Video-based training

Small-group work

Demonstrations

Laboratory practice

Team learning

Testing

Certifying

 Students individually research and prepare reports that
are presented for feedback to an IBEW mentor
 Students participate with crews in worksite training
coordinated by LPY using simulators as the training
focus
 Classroom large group discussions introduces and
students write down concepts and context of training
session and describes themes, concepts, and issues
related to training module
 Students and instructor exchange one-on-one inquiry
about themes, concepts, and issues related to training
module and relevancy of the skill competencies to linework practice
 Students watch training videos and engage in large
group discussions related to themes and video
demonstrations of skill competency
 Small-group work in a classroom or indoor component
to research color-coded performance standards and
gather information and requirements related to training
module
 Precise step-by- step demonstrations to guide students
through the complexity of a skill competency in a
classroom, outdoor, indoor, or underground component
 Students practice skill sets and competency
proficiencies as instructor advises and comments on
performance
 Large group divides into three to four student teams to
perform skill competency that is complete with
conditions and constraints of a particular service area
• Students complete written classroom or work- based
learning tests and proficiency test related to course
outcomes and learning process in the outdoor,
underground, or indoor component
• Instructor certifies student results with training
coordinator and IBEW for permanent record
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Students needed to be proficient in working in teams at site two. “Students are
required to work in teams to complete training competency projects” (Instructor).
“Teams decide the role and responsibility of each student when completing a
competency” (Training Coordinator). The interactive team-building strategy of the
learning process “encourages team members to analyze skill sets of others and only
put people in the positions they are capable of that day” (Short-term Student). This
concept instructed a student on how “to listen with their whole body and be present to
learn from others on how to be effective” (Instructor). Students functioning in this
learning process “must be willing to be assertive when appropriate” (Instructor). The
outcome of this interactive strategy encouraged students to “develop a frame of mind
that can analyze the capabilities of others in regards to what they are attempting to do”
(Industry Representative).
Teams worked together with an instructor to demonstrate proficiency of each
competency. Instructors observed each team member’s performance. After completing
a competency, each team member met individually with the instructor for evaluation
and assessment of their performance. The emphasis in the learning process on
“teamwork and performance requires students to work well together and complete the
competency as one unit” (Long-term Student). Upon successful completion of each
competency written and proficiency test, students were certified by both instructors on
their mastery of the training module outcomes.
There were three categories of instructors at site two: (a) permanent full-time,
(b) permanent rotational instructor of a specific training module, and (c) IBEW parttime related training instructor. The permanent rotational instructors “have reputations
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in the field as experts of a training module” (Training Coordinator). “The relationship
with the instructors is the most important benefit of the training” (Short-term Student).
“The instructors and facility personnel work hard to support the trade and training”
(Long-term Student). “The instructors assigned to a training module demonstrate the
quality that is expected of each student” (Industry Representative).
Research Question 2: What are the features of present day, “state of the art”
LPY learning laboratory environments?

Figure 15. Beginning climbing area at outdoor component site two.
At site two the features of the learning environment were designed to support
the learning processes of multiple components of the LPY. “The facility has been
redesigned to emphasize lineman (line-worker) training and connect training to the
field” (Training Coordinator). The LPY was “being re-configured in such a way that
every space is being utilized effectively for training” (Industry Representative). The
layout of the LPY was configured from using used training poles to define specific
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areas. The space allocated for LPY training at site two was three acres. Each training
area was in the process of being reconfigured to facilitate multiple components being
used simultaneously. Efforts from redesigning the learning environment had resulted
in adding unique features to specific components of the LPY.
The learning environment at site two had all the components that were
identified in chapter two: (a) outdoor, (b) indoor, (c) underground, (d) classrooms, (e)
gathering places, and (f) work-based learning. New unique features had been added to
the learning environment to support effective training such as: (a) energized substation, (b) mobile field simulators, and (c) color-coded reference material. Table 28
organizes the components of site two and lists the associated features of specific
training areas recognized by study participants as “state of the art.”
Table 28
Components of the LPY at Site Two, Training Areas, and Associated “State of the Art”
Features
LPY
Training Areas
State of the Art Features
Components
Outdoor
Climbing
Full fall-protection system
Construction
Small classroom and shed for tools and
Energized circuit
material storage
Skill assessment
Full complement of employer-supplied
Storage and staging
tools and equipment for each student
Commercial driving
Bordered cushioned climbing pit areas
certification
Self-retracting lanyards
Sub-station
Circular climbing corral with 12-foot tall
construction
poles and 10-foot spacing intervals
Sub-station trouble
Covered student preparation area with tool
shooting
work bench, vise, and files for gaff
sharpening
Pole collars for easy installation and
removal
Untreated poles for climbing
Treated poles for construction
Ample space between poles
Storage rack for cross arms and bracing
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Guying space
Temporary parking for trucks and
equipment
Graduated height 4, 8, 12, 32, 48, and 80
foot pole circuits
Authentic pole spacing circuit
Fall restraint belts and skid boards
Pole top rescue space
Three-phase power and switch available
with clearly marked locking circuit
breakers for each circuit
Energized circuits for rubber glove
training
Energized circuits for advanced grid
construction
Energized pole top rescue training
Fault simulators
Four-foot poles throughout with tool and
belt pegs
30 by 30 foot distance between poles
Red lights to signal when circuits are
energized
Rubber glove testing equipment
Heavy duty 2-person bucket-type line
crew truck with boring auger
Service truck with intermediate oneperson bucket
Flatbed utility trailers for equipment and
material transporting
Small utility tractor with trenching,
loading, grading, and backhoe
attachments
Commercial driving and licensing space
Ground fault simulator
Construction simulators
Energized sub-station simulator
Perimeter fenced
Security monitored gated access
Orientation and pre-screening climbing
and construction skills space
Hand-shoveling space
Hazardous spill kits
Full transmission tower assemblies
Multiple structured steel tower grid
100 foot minimum height available
Construction area for transmission tower,
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Indoor

Construction
Street lighting
Skill assessment

Underground

Troubleshooting
Cabling
Construction
Metering

Classrooms

Administration
building

Gathering
places

Cafeteria
Parking lot
Old poles laid
horizontally in the
outdoor component
Student business
center
Motel
Training coordinator
offices
Field worksites
Mobile field training
simulators

Work-based
learning

wood “H” structures, cell, and Microwave telecommunication structures
Tower trolley
Overhead and underground energized
street lighting circuit
Energized sub-station
Space for sub-station construction
Well-lighted training area
Protection from weather
Part of administration building
and outdoor component
Residential sub-division
Vaults and access holes
Confined space certification
Combined metering (gas and electric)
Underground fault testing
Large rooms
Television
Video cassette recorder
Digital video disc player
White boards
Computers
Liquid crystal display
Overhead projectors
Training simulators
Training aids
Tools
Construction materials
Color-coded reference materials
Large chairs and ample space for small
group discussions
Large spaces for student vehicles
Catered lunches
Indoor eating areas with tables and chairs
Computers with internet access for
students
Corporate-type lodging at area motels
Learning management system
Work progress reporting
Field simulators for testing and
certification of new standards and practice
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The outdoor component had designated training spaces associated with
climbing, distribution, and service work. Each space in this component of the leaning
environment was organized into specific areas which contain features associated with
training competencies. Used poles had been placed around the training spaces as
dividers and barriers.

Figure 16. Poles used to configure training area at outdoor component site two.
In addition, a feature of the outdoor component was a fully operational
energized proto-type sub-station for training in the outdoor component. The substation feature was added to the outdoor component primarily to provide specific
training to line-workers and electricians in materials and techniques related to substation work. It had become a primary feature of the LPY in assisting the utility to
train new sub-station operators and sub-station electricians. This feature could also be
energized to operate as a fully functional sub-station during an emergency.
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Figure 17. Fully operational sub-station at outdoor component site two.
The indoor component had two high-bays in the administration building that
were currently being redesigned to accommodate line competencies. Also, the indoor
component had a covered pavilion feature centrally located in the outdoor area. The
covered pavilion was utilized for various training competencies, celebrations, and
protection to students during inclement weather conditions.

Figure 18. Transformer construction at indoor component site two.
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Figure 19. Covered pavilion for training and celebrations at site two.

Figure 20. Sub-station and underground component training areas at site two.
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The underground component was represented in a simulated residential
subdivision. This area was utilized for underground trouble-shooting, cabling, and
metering. The area was defined by paved avenues and streets and buildings with
adjacent areas landscaped to simulate field conditions.

Figure 21. Avenues and street of underground training areas at site two.
Classrooms were found in two locations. The administration building, in
addition to offices and meeting rooms, had several formal classrooms and laboratory
areas for meter training and computer based training. Each specific training area of the
outdoor component had informal outdoor classrooms situated in the learning
environment. These outdoor classroom areas were served by a building that stored
tools, equipment, and materials. During inclement weather the outdoor pavilion was
also used as a temporary classroom. A unique feature of classroom training learning
was the color-coded referencing system implemented for students to quickly access
information on standards related training competencies.
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Figure 22. Classroom component meter and service simulator at site two.

Figure 23. Student business center at gathering place component site two.
Gathering places were located in several areas around the learning
environment. One gathering place used by students had utility poles laid horizontally
as barriers around the learning environment. These poles were designed to be used as
perimeter barriers for a specific training area but often were used by students as
impromptu gathering places during breaks and lunch periods. Inside the administration
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building two other gathering places, an eating area and internet student business
center, was present.
The catered eating area with tables and chairs provided meals and spaces to
gather during lunch periods and breaks. The student business internet center in the
administration building was available for students and instructors to access emails and
to conduct personal business. Private lodging and area restaurants used during training
also provided places for students to gather during off hours between training sessions.

Figure 24. Mobile energized circuit simulator for work-based learning at site two.
The work-based learning component consisted of mobile simulators designed
to go to the field to train workers and a learning management system (LMS). The
LMS was operated and managed in the administration building. Space for the WBL
component, along with the personnel tasked with the duties associated with this
component, was housed in the administration building.
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.Figure 25. Mobile confined space simulator for work base learning at site two.

.

Research Question 3: What are the major issues that need to be addressed in
designing LPY learning laboratory environments for the
future?
A major issue at site two that was affecting the design of LPY learning
laboratory environments was the availability of adjacent land to meet the current and
future needs of LPY training. The LPY was in the process of being redesigned. “The
company needs to know when, where, and how to get more land” (Industry
Representative). “If the facility cannot expand, then we need to make the facility
flexible and able to respond to learning opportunities in the future” (Training
Coordinator). Availability of land could “force the company to move specific
components with specific features to stand-alone sites” (Industry Representative).
Another major issue that affected the design of LPY learning environments
was the development of a consensus between the IBEW and the new holding company
about the future mission of the LPY. “The training facility has to provide the
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leadership to connect the training mission to the long-term plans of the company”
(Industry Representative). “The facility must be the center point for change and blend
the philosophies of line crews, mid-management, upper management and the union
(IBEW) into our mission” (Training Coordinator). “Our survival in this new company
will come from the facility seeking out new training opportunities to demonstrate our
capabilities” (Instructor).
Ongoing discussions at site two about the future redesign of the LPY learning
environment focused on issues such as “keeping a cohesive blend of training
opportunities for line work” (Training Coordinator), “reflect a deep sense of heritage
for the trade and the craft” (Instructor), and “that the future apprentice will more likely
possess higher knowledge and skills than current line workers, but will be lacking in
abilities” (Long-term Student). Outcome from these discussions about issues relating
to the redesign would “provide a closer connection between the training and field
responsibilities” (Instructor).
The aging workforce and deteriorating infrastructure were additional major
issues that were affecting the design and the mission of the LPY at site two. “The
poles and conductors are old and need to be replaced” (Instructor). “We are going to
be spending a lot of time in the future teaching people how to fix and repair old
infrastructure without interrupting service” (Training Coordinator). The redesign of
the learning environment “must emphasize trouble shooting and problem solving”
(Instructor). The learning process “needs to be innovative and creative in training in
how we teach problem solving” (Industry Representative). “This is the place where
problems will be simulated, understood, and remedies provided” (Training
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Coordinator). The LPY redesign would be influenced by new curriculum that would
include “more energized repair and trouble-shooting competencies” (Instructor). Table
29 provides a list of the major issues, their descriptions, and options being considered
at site two.
Table 29
Major Issues Affecting the Design of the LPY at Site Two
Major issues
Description
Site impact

Land locked:
 Landlocked by surrounding
developed properties that impact
facility expansion
Traffic impact:
 Minimal traffic impact on
surrounding roadways
Surface water:
 Surface water flows to storm
sewer system
Night security:
 Facility night security and
lighting has a high negative
impact on surrounding residential
areas
Property taxes:
 Facility assessment for local
property taxes
Environmental and Environmental impact:
economic impact
 Maintain minimal impact to local
bird habitat and migration
Economic Impact:
 Maintain positive impact to local
economy such as: motels, hotels,
local restaurants, and small
businesses
Commitment
IBEW commitment:
levels of resources  Maintain IBEW commitment to
actively mentor students and
provide classes to enhance
student performance and
achievement
Third-party revenue:

Options being
considered
Increase involvement
in local governance
issues and offer
training at stand-alone
sites

Make the facility as
the center point for
change in attitudes
towards safety and
performance in line
crews, management,
and third party
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Aging workforce

Aging
infrastructure

Need to expand training
opportunities to other utilities
public and private to provide
needed third party revenues
Company commitments:
 Negotiating commitment levels
of resources from new owner
sponsor and stakeholder groups
Community commitment:
 Continue levels of local
community services and support
to the facility
Stakeholder commitment:
 Foster regulatory agencies,
IBEW, and local community
college commitment to function
of LPY
Aging workforce:
 50-55 average age line-worker
workforce
Expected retirements in five years:
 60% retirements in 5 years
Workforce culture:
 Workforce is mono-cultured
need to diversify to reflect
community diversity
Recruiting:
 Implementing workforce
recruiting plan with local
community college
Aging learners:
• Adapting learning process to
accommodate older and newer
workers in the same training
environment
Aging conductors:
 Adapting training process to
focus on aging conductors
damaged by severe storms
Deteriorating infrastructure:
 Adapting training process to
address deteriorating buried
cables, wood poles, and
distribution infrastructure
Training:
 Providing training for specific

revenue agents

Document the
knowledge of retiring
workers to shape
future training
Developing a plan to
pre-screen and prequalify new workers
Partner with local
community college to
recruit candidates
seeking electric utility
careers

Introduce
infrastructure
replacement strategies
(i.e., training and
simulators) into
learning process
Train instructors to
use simulators during
field training
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Instructor
recruiting and
qualifying

aging and deteriorating
infrastructure issues
Simulators:
 Need for specific deteriorating
infrastructure simulators for field
worksite training
Instructor characteristics:
 Recruiting new line-worker
instructors candidates based on
learning process and service area
requirements
Recruiting incentives:
 Easing performance requirements
for crews as incentives to recruit
new instructors
Assessing qualifications:
 Working with the IBEW to
identify instructor candidates that
demonstrate new owners’
corporate values
Field impact:
 Evaluating impact of field crews
performance levels by absence of
LPY instructor assignment
Instructor compensation:
 On-going negotiations with
IBEW to determine
compensation to instructor for
lost overtimes wages during LPY
assignment

Reviewing how to
compensate
instructors for lost
income and how to
ease performance
requirements on crews

Site Three
Research Question 1: What is the function of the LPY in supporting effective
training?
The LPY at site three provided year-round regular line and compliance
training. The main function of the LPY at site three was to advance the overall
practice of line-workers and line-crews through repetitive training. The result of this
function had “created a safer and more productive worker and workplace” (Instructor).
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Present learning context. The training at site three was designed to “create a
sense of professionalism in students and have them carry forward that new sense of
professionalism to field crews” (Industry Representative). Often the LPY was used to
assess the current skill level and knowledge base of particular segments of the
workforce. Because of the company’s aging workforce at site three, the LPY was also
being asked to “ramp up to advance the skill levels of new hires in anticipation of
replacing the retirees” (Training Coordinator). The LPY was frequently reconfigured
to address the workforce needs of other third-party utility company line-workers.
Personnel at site three had designed the LPY so that the features of the learning
environment were realistic and simulate what students would experience in the field.
“What ever we see in the field is taught here before we need to be ready for it” (Longterm Student). The features of the LPY challenged students to use “company
performance standard books to figure out the right way and the safe way to get
something done” (Short-term Student). The intended result of the training at site three
was to have students “demonstrate a consistent and reliable understanding of exactly
how the company expects them to operate in the field” (Instructor). Connecting the
features of the LPY to “company standards has helped to develop consistency in the
application of standards by lineman (line-workers)” (Training Coordinator).
Learning outcomes. Learning outcomes were represented by the learning
objectives of six apprentice training modules. The learning objectives were designed
to “break things down and teach the basics of every skill level and then build on those
basic skill levels to reinforce what they have already learned” (Training Coordinator).
The learning objectives reflected the knowledge and skill levels that needed to be
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mastered by students. The curriculum continually “connects what is being taught in
the class to company standards” (Long-term Student). Table 30 organizes each of the
six line-worker training modules with associated learning objectives.
Table 30
The Six Line-Worker Training Modules at Site Three with Associated Learning
Objectives.
Line-worker
Associated learning objectives
training modules
Apprentice
 Interpret a work order
Training I:
 Conduct a pre-job conference (tailboard) to ensure safe
work is the first and last indicator of performance
Beginning
 Perform pole top rescue
Lineman Duties
 Sharpen gaffing hooks
 Demonstrate cardio pulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
 Drill a concrete pole
 Climb a pole (beginning)
 Use performance standards and construction specification
books
 Install street light
 Install a service at a house and pole
 Install rubber goods on secondary conductors
 Install alley arm
 Install sidewalk guy
 Install wrapped guy
 Pull overhead guys
 Install slip-on stress cone
 Install load-break terminator
 Install outdoor terminator
 Install fault indicators
 Check for continuity
 Take a voltage reading with a voltmeter
 Verify load on a single phase, 120/240 volt transformer with
amperage meter
Apprentice
 Perform a pole top rescue
Training
 Use line hose and blankets
II: Line
 Sag secondary cable
Construction
 Sag primary conductors
 Demonstrate cardio pulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
 Install secondary spreader
 Climb a pole (intermediate)
 Interpret one line diagram
 Inspect protective equipment
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Apprentice
Training
III:
Advanced
Lineman Duties
































Apprentice
Training
IV:
Advanced
Overhead Line
Construction
















Check rotation of a three phase service
Use capacitance meter
Prepare switching equipment for use
Refuse a pad mount transformer with bayonet fuse
Match phases on service conductors
Install and/or inspect transformer on secondary
Set a three-and-four wire meter
Read a kilowatt hour meter
Pole top rescue
Demonstrate cardio pulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
Climb a pole (advanced)
Install spiral conductor covers
Install line guards
Install hot boards
Identify hotline tools
Install and operate transformers
Use bucket truck to work on energized conductors
Bucket rescue from ground
Replace a primary line fuse cut-out
Operate fault locator
Cut or spike primary with remote cable cutter
Build open wye, open delta (underground)
Slice a cable primary
Troubleshoot radial or loop feed
Connect transformer wye-wye
Connect transformers open wye-open delta
Connect transformer wye-delta closed
Connect transformer open delta-open delta, delta-delta, and
delta-wye
Interpret a transformer
Change transformer tap setting and change secondary lead
inside a transformer
Test for voltage and apply grounding elbow on cable
Climb a transmission pole
Pole top rescue
Demonstrate cardio pulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
Install wrapped guy and guy plates
Interpret transmission specifications
Frame an h-structure
Replace a 69 kilovolt cross arm
Replace a string of 69 kilovolt suspension insulators
Replace a 69 kilovolt horizontal line post insulator
Install stringing blocks
Frame a 60 kilovolt armless pole
Ground a transmission circuit
Frame a 230 kilovolt dead-end structure
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Apprentice
Training
V:
Troubleshooting


















Apprentice
Training
VI:
Sub-station
Construction and
Meter Work














Prepare conductors and tension sleeve for compression
Frame a 69 kilovolt skeleton pole
Use company rigging procedures in construction techniques
Interpret a transmission work-order
Install transmission conductors
Install a dead-end clamp or compression dead-end
Clip in static wire and conductors on transmission pole (arm
and armless)
Set-up and operate 52 foot “Hi-Ranger” basket
Frame steel tangent pole
Install multi-helix anchor and extension using digger
Set-up, operate, and secure “ALTEC” brand 650 basket
truck
Operate sterling digger
Install pole reinforcements
Parallel transformer banks
Install recording voltmeter
Troubleshoot a transformer
Install conductor ties
Change out cut-out on energized line
Cut double dead-end in existing primary
Splice energized 336 thousand circular mil (MCM)
conductor
Change out 9 foot wood cross-arm with energized threephase primary
Frame and layout conductors for replacing existing
conductors
Use load break and load pickup tool
Replace lightning arrestor
Check for open neutral
Replace dead-end insulators
Change out horizontal line post insulator on triangular
construction from an aerial basket
Use a load break tool
Demonstrate cardio pulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
Perform a pole top rescue
Install an oil capacitor re-closer (OCR) and place in service
Install 600 amp switches on vertical construction
Install primary metering equipment
Replace three-phase capacitor bank with three capacitor
bank with oil switches and time close
Install primary jumpers triangular or cross arm construction
Operate line regulator
Switch and tag underground
Switch and tag overhead
Switch and tag transmission
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A thematic analysis of the learning objectives from the training modules
produced basic themes regarding learning outcomes. Table 31 organizes the themes
and presents a set of learning outcomes at site three.
Table 31
Characteristics of Learning Outcomes for Site Three
Themes
Learning outcomes
Safety in the
 Ensure safe work is the first and last indicator of
field
performance
 Conduct a pole top rescue
 Demonstrate cardio pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) under
field conditions
Survey
 Conduct a 360-degree survey of surrounding area for
electrical fault or hazards
 Perform safety check of work conditions
Verify
 Verify that standards and specifications conform with work
standards and
assignment and expectations
requirements
 Install components and accessories according to standards
and service area requirements
Identify and
 Identify and remedy existing hazards before performing
remedy
new work
Review
 Review design specifications for materials and components
needs
Problem solve
 Analyze situation and propose a solution that complies with
performance standards and service area requirements.
Document,
 Document solution to remedy service problems
debrief and
 Debrief and disseminate situation remedy methods and
disseminate
techniques
 Acquire crew sign off before commencing and after
completing planned work procedure
Follow a
 Follow a repetitive step by step process to implement work
process
assignment
 Adhere to company standards and requirements in
performance of all work assignments
Assess personal  Seek assistance for advanced problem solving beyond
skill levels
personal capabilities
Plan for needs
 Inventory stock and requisition material and components
and work
that meet design specifications
 Plan and discuss construction methods and techniques prior
to commencing task
Demonstrate
 Demonstrate industry methods and techniques to prepare
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industry
methods
Inspect and test

equipment, and climb utility structures



Inspect equipment for ability to perform assigned task
Test electrical components for compliance with
performance standards and service area requirements

Learning process. The learning process at site three was competency based.
The curriculum was delivered in a training module format. “Our competency-based
training programs are designed to use ‘Criterion Referenced Instruction’ (CRI) to
deliver course objectives” (Instructor). CRI was identified and extensively reviewed in
chapter two. The delivery method of the curriculum “focuses on students
demonstrating skills in one training module at a time” (Instructor). There were six
modules in the line-worker training program. Students were expected to complete the
six modules within thirty months of starting the training program.
LPY training was conducted in two-week sessions. On average, there were
three to four training sessions per module. Class size varied from eight to twelve
students depending on the difficulty of the skill competencies in a training session.
Students were expected to “master the skills of a training module before advancing to
the next module” (Training Coordinator). Students studied and practiced skills until
they gained mastery to the level required by the learning objectives.
In the delivery of the curriculum, students were given ample opportunity to
practice and master skills of a training module. “Instructors have time to work with us
if we are having problems with the training” (Short-term Student). Students advanced
through the training module by learning skills at their own pace. “First they teach me
by telling, then I watch an instructor doing it (skill competency), then we practice,
then we demonstrate what we can do, then we are tested on what we know and
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learned” (Long-term Student). Students would often “practice during multiple skill
competencies, the skills that are required most often in the field” (Instructor). Each
module had written skill competency tests that were administered and certified by the
training module instructor. After completing the written material and skill
competencies, the instructor certified with the Training Coordinator a student’s
mastery of a training module (Lineman Training Program, 2003, pp. 5-6). Table 32
organizes the learning process at site three with associated learning activities. A
summary of the major themes characterizing the learning process at site three is
provided in Table 33.
Table 32
Organization of Learning Process at Site Three with Student Responsibilities
Learning process
Student responsibilities
Pre-class
 Read reference material and training
(30 days prior to training session)
module handouts
 Online delivery of pre-class
 Individually prepare a report on an
assignments
aspect of the history and/or heritage
 Self-study standards and
of line work
requirements that will govern
 Preview performance standards and
training
service area requirements
 Verify availability and operation of
tools and equipment needed for
training
Classroom
 Discuss the materials, methods, and
(1-2 days)
techniques that are required to
 Student and instructor introductions
perform the learning objective
 Present competencies and tasks that
 Watch videos and power-point
need to be completed during training
presentations about what will be
session
learned and the skill level expected for
 Overview of the training module
mastery
 Discuss in small group different
learning objectives
 Introduce topics
strategies for performing the
 Review training materials
competency
 Review safety requirements of each
 Complete pre-test of knowledge and
skill competency
acquire feedback from instructor on
 Inventory tools and equipment
pre-test results
required
 Identify tools that will be involved in
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Watch a video on complete skill
competency
 Watch video on each task
 Instructor lecture on additional
information to support video
 Power-point presentation of step-bystep process for each task
 Facilitate small-group instructions
 Pre-test students on course
competency
 Outline level of proficiency required
for each competency
Instructor demonstration
(1 day)
 Instructors demonstrate skill
 Review safe work practices
 Instructors demonstrate competency
step-by-step
Student Practice
(2-3 days)
 Observe student performance
 Students are given feedback on the
quality of their mastery
 Certify student ability

Written test
(1 day)
 Post-test on standards and
procedures for skill competencies in
training module
 Evaluate student performance
Proficiency testing
(3-4 days)

Assess skill proficiency for
compliance with safety
requirements of the company
Certification
(1 day)

Instructor verifies mastery of
training module

Students are certified by instructors

















each competency
Achieve certification of tool use prior
to competency practice
Outline safety requirements for each
competency
Obtain certification on use of personal
protective equipment (PPE) associated
with competency
Create lists of material requirements
for competencies

Students observe and comment on
tasks being demonstrated by instructor
Take notes
Ask question related to step-by-step
procedure
Comprehend competency process
Request and retrieve tools required for
each skill competency
Inspect tools and equipment for safe
use before practicing a skill
competency
Students practice skills to a level of
mastery required for written and
proficiency testing
Obtain feedback on completed work
Pass a written test with a ninety
percent or higher
Acquire feedback on test results



Participate in competency projects to
demonstrate hands-on mastery of
skills required in the training module



Discuss with instructors levels of
performance
Meet with training coordinator to
verify certification and advancement
to next training module
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Table 33
Characteristics of Learning Process at Site Three
Themes
Learning process
Small group work
 Small group discussions and planning work in a
classroom or indoor component
Individual work
 Students individually prepare a report on an aspect of
the history and/or heritage of line-work
On-line learning
 Students use internet and intranet to complete class
assignments and answer performance standards online
Large group discussions
 Classroom large group discussions led by an
instructor convey the difficulties that will be
encountered during skill competencies
Discussions
 Instructor and students participate in discussions
related to materials, methods, and strategies that will
be used to perform skill competencies
Video-based training
 Students watch a skill competency based video in
classroom or indoor component
Demonstrations
 Instructor dialogues with students while
demonstrating in an outdoor, indoor, or underground
component a step-by-step procedure to complete skill
competencies
Laboratory practice
 Students accept personal responsibility to organize,
plan and integrate new knowledge and performance
criteria in laboratory practice hat will be assessed
during proficiency demonstrations
Team project
 Students work in teams to collaborate and process
outcomes in an outdoor, indoor, or underground
component
Testing
 Testing in classroom, outdoor, indoor, or
underground component on safety regulations,
performance standards, and service area requirements
Certifying
 Certifying student results with training coordinator
and community college for permanent record

To be successful following the learning process characterized in Table 33, a
student needed to “know how to look at a picture and figure out the steps in order to
frame it” (Long-term Student). An objective of the leadership to reinforce the value of
training was to have people who work and instruct in the LPY at site three “convey an
attitude that this is really a great place to learn” (Instructor). The learning process was
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designed to allow a student to “practice on their own and have others tell them how to
do it better or how to change this or that to make it better” (Short-term Student).
“Students work together to do something related to the field and learn from what
others have done in the same situation” (Industry Representative).
To learn here they (students) need to be mechanically inclined. The training
forces people to be a mechanic: be able to fix stuff, know what tool to get
before the journeyman asks for it. But not do it in a way that you force them to
use a tool when maybe it wasn’t the one they wanted. (Training Coordinator)
There were two categories of instructors at site three: (a) full-time instructors
and (b) part-time training module specific instructors. Full-time instructors were
mostly responsible for teaching classes on standards, codes, and compliance. The parttime instructors were recruited because of their expertise with a particular training
module. Part-time instructors worked for a local community college as adjunct faculty
and enjoyed the rights and privileges awarded to them by a statement of appointment
(SOA). The core cadre of part-time instructors was rapidly approaching retirement
age. Replacing these part-time instructors was affecting the training capabilities of the
LPY.
Research Question 2: What are the features of present day, “state of the art”
LPY learning laboratory environments?
The learning environments at site three had all the components that were
identified in chapter two: (a) outdoor, (b) indoor, (c) underground, (d) classrooms, (e)
gathering places, and (f) work-based learning. The outdoor component was split
between two locations. The primary location had limited features in the outdoor
component. However, the majority of outdoor component features were located at a
stand-alone secondary LPY. Unique features of the learning environment at site three
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included: (a) energized transformer training, (b) high-bays, (c) corporate university
education and training, and (d) instructor training program. Table 34 organizes the
components of site three and lists the associated features of specific training areas
recognized by study participants as “state of the art.”
Table 34
Components of the LPY at Site Three, Training Areas, and Associated “State of the
Art” Features
LPY components
Training Areas
State of the Art Features
Outdoor
Construction
 Fall arrest system
(primary site)
Energized circuit
 Containers for tools and
Skill assessment
material storage
Street lighting
 Treated poles
Commercial driving
 Tail board training
 Energized and non-energized
certification
Pole top rescue training
 Cushioned training areas
 Storage racks for cross arms
and bracing
 Crew-size first aid kits
 Strains, sprains, and splinter
removal kits
 Energized circuits for hot stick
training
 Three-phase power and switch
available with clearly marked
locking circuit breakers for
each circuit
 Fault simulators
 Full complement of employer
supplied tools and equipment
for each student
 Energized grid for advanced
grid construction
 Energized grid for hot stick
training
 Service truck with one-person
intermediate bucket
 Flatbed trailers for material
transporting
 Trucks and equipment
 Electronic training aids
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Outdoor
(secondary site)

Climbing
Construction
Skill assessment




















Locking fenced storage pen for
components, equipment, and
training areas
Trailer maneuvering and backup training
Traffic control training
Ground fault simulator
Space for vendor simulators
Perimeter fenced
Orientation and prescreening
Hand shoveling space
Ground worker training space
Chain saw certification
Heart defibrillators
Overhead energized street
lighting circuit
Heavy duty 2-person bucket
type line crew truck with boring
auger
Tail board training
Perimeter fenced
Orientation and prescreening
climbing and construction skills
space
Ground worker training space
Untreated poles for climbing
Treated poles for construction
Crew size first aid kits
Strains, sprains, and splinter
removal kits
Shed for tools and material
storage
Covered student preparation
area with tool work bench, vise,
and files for gaff sharpening
Full compliment of employer
supplied tools and equipment
for each student
Cushioned ground covered
training areas
Guying space
Temporary parking for trucks
and equipment
Pole storage space
Pole setting space
Ample space between poles
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Indoor
(primary site)

Construction
Metering
Transformer high
voltage simulator
Skill assessment
Circuit simulator
Fuel cell demonstration
system

Underground
(primary site)

Troubleshooting
Cabling
Construction
Metering

Classrooms
(primary site)

Training center






























Construction poles on a 30 by
30 foot grid
Storage racks for cross arms and
bracing
Graduated height poles
4-foot poles throughout with
tool and belt pegs
Portable restrooms and vendor
supplied water
Wide compacted gravel and
rolled roadway between training
areas
All terrain vehicles for student
and material transportation
Fire extinguisher training
Trucks and equipment
Well-lighted training area
5 high-bays with sound and
walls that designate training
areas
Protection from weather
Part of training center building
directly adjacent to LPY
Electronic training aids
Three-phase power available
Tail board training
Hearing testing equipment
Stretch and flex exercise area
Shower and locker rooms
Fire extinguisher training
Vaults and access holes
Confined space certification
Conduits and buried cable
Underground construction
Underground fault testing
Large and small rooms
Television (TV)
Video cassette recorder (VCR)
Digital video disc player (DVD)
Mobile computer labs
Printing white boards (SMART
boards)
Laptops
White boards
Computers
Liquid crystal displays (LCD)
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Classroom
(secondary site)

LPY

Gathering places
(primary site)

Catered eating area
Parking lot
Business center
Smoking area adjacent
to high-bay
Lobby
Shaded walkways
Large rooms for
celebrations and rites of
passage


















Work-based
learning
(primary site)

Corporate university
offices
LMS monitoring and
certification
Workforce development
offices









Overhead image projector
(ELMO)
Training simulators
Electronic training aids
Tools
Construction Materials
Instructor evaluation
Material storage
Tables and chairs
Large chairs and ample space
for small group discussions
Large spaces for student
vehicles
Catered breakfast, lunch and
afternoon snacks
Indoor eating areas with tables
and chairs
Outdoor eating areas with
picnic type tables
Shaded areas with benches and
tables
200-seat gathering room
Computers with internet access
for students
Corporate-type lodging at area
motels
Learning management system
Work progress reporting
Individual education plans (IEP)
Tuition reimbursement
Long-term partnership with
local community college
Instructor training program
Applied trades articulation to
four year university

The outdoor component at site three had two locations: (a) primary, and (b)
secondary stand alone. The primary facility of the outdoor component had a 300 foot
by 160 foot fenced pole yard that was used for compliance training, energized hot
sticking, and to support other related training. This fenced area was restricted by local
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zoning ordinances regarding heights of poles (thirty-five foot maximum) and the
number of utility vehicles present during training.
Recently, the outdoor area of the primary facility had been approved for
expansion. The new area will increase the current size but is still limited by restricted
thirty-five foot pole heights. The small fenced pole yard of the primary facility had
experienced vandalism and break-ins that resulted in used aluminum and copper
conductors being stolen. These break-ins were problematic because they were
considered as a threat to the “Homeland Security Act” and required the facility to
expend limited resources on increased security, perimeter fencing, and associated
secure material storage containers.

Figure 26. Construction area of primary LPY at site three.
The local zoning ordinances and restrictions along with the vandalism had
caused the majority of the features of the outdoor component to be re-located to a
secondary site. The secondary location had designated training spaces for climbing,
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distribution, and service work competencies. The secondary site was organized into 20
by 20 foot square bark chip cushioned training areas with poles laid horizontally to
form the boundaries of each specific space. Ample space was provided between the
poles for easy maneuvering of trucks and equipment.

Figure 27. Climbing pits of secondary LPY at site three.

Figure 28. Indoor high-bay construction area at site three.
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The indoor component was comprised of five high-bay training areas located
in the primary facility’s training building. The high-bay labs were utilized for day and
night classes. They contain specific areas for metering, climbing, construction, and
transformer vectoring and troubleshooting. Four of the high-bays were being
redesigned for better sound control within specific training areas.

Figure 29. High-bay transformer laboratory at site three.
A unique feature of the indoor component at the primary facility was the
transformer vectoring and troubleshooting lab. This dedicated high-bay lab was fully
energized to simulate field conditions and introduce options to line-workers that
address special power delivery strategies that can be utilized during emergencies. The
lab was used by multiple entities throughout the region for third-party training. It was
one of the features that contributed to site three’s reputation as a “state of the art”
LPY.
The underground component was located at the primary facility. It had been
constructed around the inside perimeter of the small pole yard. It had vaults,
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transformer pads, confined spaces, and conduit. This area could be energized for
underground troubleshooting, cabling, and metering.

Figure 30. Underground simulator transformer, pads, and vaults at site three.

Figure 31. Small classroom at primary site at site three.
Classrooms were found at both the primary and secondary locations. The
primary site’s training building had five general classrooms in close proximity to the
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high-bays and LPY. The secondary LPY had one classroom combined with material
and tool storage adjacent to the climbing and construction area. The training building,
in addition to offices and meeting rooms, had additional classrooms and computer labs
that could be utilized on a space-available basis for training to support the LPY.

Figure 32. Classroom and storage area at secondary site at site three.
Gathering places were located in several areas around the primary facility. One
gathering place used by students had picnic type tables located in front of the building.
Random spaces at the stairwells and in the alcoves of the building had been designed
by students for small group gatherings and course study break-out areas. The wireless
capabilities of the building made these small spaces private places where students
could conduct personal conversations and business. Inside the training building,
another gathering place for students was the lobby areas that contained comfortable
chairs that could be easily moved by students.
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Figure 33. Upper level lobby area gathering place at site three.
In addition, catered eating and refreshment areas were available for students to
access and gather for lunch and between training sessions. Multiple outside areas had
been provided with benches to sit on during lunch periods and breaks. Recreational
spaces and locker rooms were present for aerobic work outs and weight lifting.

Figure 34. Food and beverage access area for students to gather at site three.
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The work-based learning component was housed at the primary location in the
training building. The WBL component had features such as a learning management
system, workplace health and safety training programs, “corporate university,” and an
instructor training program. The LMS operation supported the WBL in the field by
electronic documentation of student-related field training. Coordinating field health
and safety training had been assigned to WBL personnel. The corporate university of
the WBL was an educational feature designed to provide line-workers with individual
education plans (IEP) and academic advising.
A line-worker could use the IEP developed by WBL corporate university
advisors to access tuition reimbursement monies set aside by the utility to fund their
education plan. The corporate university had negotiated relationships with local
community colleges and higher education providers to accredit line-worker training
and have that training matriculate to bachelor degree programs. Since 2001, this
component was responsible for facilitating approximately “20,000 college credits
being awarded to the company’s workforce” (Industry Representative).
The company and a local community college had collaborated together to
create a “master trainer” instructor training program as a feature of the WBL. This
program reached out into the workforce to identify key members that could be
recruited as a future instructor for the LPY. The program was designed to train newly
identified and recruited instructors in adult learning theory, competency-based
instructional strategies, and collaborative demonstration learning processes. The
program’s success had prompted the utility to expand the instructor training program
to other areas in need of qualified instructors.
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Research Question 3: What are the major issues that need to be addressed in
designing LPY learning laboratory environments for the
future?
A major issue that affected the design of the laboratory environments at site
three was the workforce demographics. “We are losing fifty to sixty percent of our
technical workforce very soon” (Industry Representative). Site three was gearing up
for the change in workforce due to retirements that were rapidly approaching. The
company was participating with a community college, in a project designed to
document the knowledge of their aging and retiring technical workers. This project
was funded by a Department of Labor (DOL) “Earmark Grant,” contributions from the
local community college and support from industry. The process for collecting
information was being designed based on the need to identify quality indicators to
improve curriculum and instructional delivery. The project team included members
from the technical workforce, company leadership, a local community college, IBEW,
and associated third-party utility groups. “What we learn from this project will help us
design the next generation of training” (Instructor).
Another major issue at site three affecting the design of the multiple
components in the learning environment was the lack of available space to expand.
The anticipation of escalating numbers of new students was straining the capabilities
of the current design of site three. “The increased need for additional training space is
a direct result of our workforce replacement efforts” (Industry Representative). To
meet the demand from the influx of new students, the indoor and outdoor components
of the LPY were being redesigned to be “more flexible so they can easily expand or be
altered to meet the demands of the training” (Training Coordinator). The LPY at site
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three had been restricted by local zoning ordinances and restrictions. A secondary
LPY had been created and designed to provide features and training that were
restricted at the primary location restrict. The coordination and technical support
required for the two sites had limited the training coordinator ability to effectively
evaluate training activities in the outdoor component. The training coordinator had the
primary responsibility at site three to “monitor what is being taught so it accurately
represents what is expected from the training objectives” (Training Coordinator). The
increased demand for training due to workforce replacement initiatives and lack of
expansion capabilities at the primary site had prompted the company to evaluate other
training options such as more stand-alone training sites.
Site three was changing how their curriculum was being delivered. The
secondary facility and the field’s need for instant access to construction standards and
communication from other line-crews were limited by lack of electronic access.
Accessing web-delivered curriculum, standards, and communication resources had
become a major issue in the design of the learning environments. This major issue was
affecting discussions about what electronic features should be present in LPY
classrooms and high-bays. In these discussions about the future of the LPY,
suggestions were being made by LPY personnel, the training coordinator, and industry
representatives about the possibility of adding features such as electronic training aids
to LPY learning environments. If implemented, the upgrading of the LPY training
components to accommodate electronic training aids would require the LPY to
increase the wireless capabilities of the site. In addition to wireless capabilities, new
mobile electronic training features such as laptops, laser printers, digital white boards,
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digital cameras, and LCD projectors for “tailboard” presentations were being added to
the indoor and outdoor components for students use.
Introducing electronic training aids would affect the design of the learning
process. New workers in general would probably “feel more comfortable with using
laptops to get information” (Industry Representative). “Younger apprentices that are
more familiar with using computers and laptops will not be as affected as older
lineman” (Short-term Student). Older line-workers would require “additional training
and support to master laptops being used in training competencies” (Instructor).
Because of this “instructors will probably spend more time explaining to older
workers how to access information with a laptop” (Instructor). This need for additional
training and support for older workers affected how the electronic training aids would
be introduced into the learning process.
Along with the workforce demographics of the technical trades affecting the
design at site three, so was the availability of qualified instructors to implement the
newly designed learning processes. New demands on instructors such as curriculum,
training simulators, electronic training aids, and retirement were helping to “contribute
to a severe shortage of qualified instructors” (Training Coordinator). This major issue
had required the leadership from site three to directly work with a local community
college to recruit and train new instructors (Industry Representative). “Within five
years we will be doubling our training efforts with only one third of our current
instructors being available” (Instructor). According to the training coordinator at site
three, “qualified instructors for technical training are essential to the workforce for
maintaining safety levels, troubleshooting, and production capabilities of field crews.”
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A list of the major issues, their descriptions, and options being considered is organized
in Table 35.
Table 35
Major issues Affecting the Design of the LPY at Site Three
Major issues
Description
Workforce
demographics

Lack of available
space to expand
LPY

Aging workforce:
 50-55 average age line-worker
workforce
Expected retirements in five years:
 60% retirements in 5 years
Workforce culture:
 Mono-cultured workforce resistant
to change
Recruiting:
 Developing a workforce recruiting
plan
Aging learners:
 Plans to adapt learning process to
accommodate older and newer
workers in the same training
environment
Undocumented knowledge:
 Document the knowledge of
retiring workers before they leave
the company
Labor pools:
 Expand the labor pools of
potential candidates to replace
retiring workforce

Options being
considered
Create opportunities for
specific populations to
experience line-worker
duties to diversify labor
pools
Convert from
competency-based
learning process to
project-based learning
process
Create a process guide
to document the
knowledge of their
aging and retiring
technical workers

Working with local
community college to
develop a workforce
readiness certificate
that links to a cluster of
employers utilizing
same skill sets
Land locked:
Create stand alone
 Land locked by ordinances
secondary LPY
development restrictions deter
components designed
future facility expansion
to provide features and
training that are
Traffic impact:
 Facility traffic impacting
restricted at the primary
surrounding roadways was a major facility and to limit
concern of local community
traffic at primary site
authorizing site expansion
Surface water:
Create a natural
 Required surface water drainage
drainage and ground
containment system limits growth water storage area to
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Environmental
and economic
impact

Electronic
communication
and training

Night Security:
 Surrounding properties depend on
the night security and lighting that
the facility provides
Visual effect:
 Facility is required to provide
natural buffer zone to break-up
and minimize the visual affect of
the LPY on surrounding properties
Pole restrictions:
 Pole height restrictions of 35 feet
and number of poles permanently
placed
Property taxes:
 No revenue to local community
government from partnership with
a community college
Environmental impact:
 Facility impacts ground water
storage and migration patterns of
local deer population
Economic impact:
 Local area lodging, restaurants and
small businesses are dependent on
revenue contributions provided by
students and staff of facility

Student connection:
 Webmaster security and
confidentiality requirements for
web-page electronic access for
students to verify and manage
their learning
LPY connection:
 LPY users accessing and
responding to electronic messages
from line crews
On-line instruction:
 Blending current online offerings
with a local community college
web server
Wireless access:
 Wireless secure electronic
connection to the internet and
intranet for access to on-line

add to local water table
Expand the use of
landscaping, trees,
shrubs, and natural
barriers to minimize the
visual affect of the
LPY
Relocate outdoor
component to
secondary site
unencumbered by
current restrictions

Maintain positive
connection to local
economy and minimize
intrusion into natural
habitat
Work with local
Chamber of Commerce
to plan how to broaden
facility contributions to
local economy
Expand wireless
capabilities of LPY at
primary and secondary
sites to allow LPY to
communicate
electronically with the
field
Discover a second
party security system to
protect LPY student
and personnel identities
and confidentiality
during on-line learning
activities
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State of the
infrastructure

Recruiting and
qualifying new
instructors

instruction and construction
standards
Aging conductors:
 Restoring aging conductors that
are damaged during wide-spread
power outages
Deteriorating infrastructure:
 Deteriorating wood poles, buried
cable, and distribution
infrastructure
Training impact:
 Impact on training from utilizing
worksites as secondary training
environments for specific
infrastructure issues
Simulators:
 Incorporating an energized high
voltage grid vectoring simulator
to trouble-shoot the affects of grid
outage and damage into an
existing LPY indoor component
Aging instructors:
 80% of current LPY line-worker
instructors eligible for retirement
in five years
Recruiting:
 Identifying in the workforce
potential instructor candidates
related to learning process and
learning outcomes
Assessing qualifications:
 Determine whether skills and
abilities of LPY instructors will
meet future training needs
Incentive package:
 Increasing recruiting incentives to
attract line-workers to an
instructional assignment at LPY
Instructor compensation:
 Instructors loose money because
of overtime loss during LPY
assignment
Instructor training:
 Requiring new instructors to
attend a train-the-trainer programs
to improve overall quality of

Planning to utilize the
learning process to
facilitate restoring
damaged and
deteriorating
infrastructure
Create a stand alone
energized high voltage
grid vectoring
simulator to troubleshoot the affects of grid
outage and damage into
secondary LPY indoor
site

Profile the skills and
abilities needed to be a
LPY instructor

Partner with local
community college to
recruit and train new
instructors

Negotiate with IBEW
an equitable process to
compensate an
instructor’s overtime
wage loss
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Commitment
levels

instruction
IBEW commitment:
 Partner with IBEW to monitor
student achievement, develop
instructor pool and expand labor
pools of qualified candidates
Third-party revenue:
 Provide for current training needs
from expanding third party
revenue generation capabilities
Company commitment:
 Managing the requirements of a
15-year company commitment to
current facility
Community commitment:
 Comply with requirements of local
community master plan designed
to hinder future development of
LPY facilities
Stakeholder commitment:
 Ensuring the regulatory agencies,
IBEW, vendors, trade
organization, and community
college continues their
commitment to function of LPY

Find opportunities to
expand working
relationship with IBEW
in exploring methods to
advance student
achievement and
expand labor pools
Provide continuing
education opportunities
to develop and expand
third party revenue
opportunities
Become active member
of local community
planning council to
reduce current
restrictions on LPY
expansion
Expand advisory board
membership to include
representatives from
key stakeholder groups

Summary of the Findings from Each Site
This chapter presented findings from data collected at three “state of the art”
LPYs. The research questions posed for the study provided the structure for gathering,
organizing, and analyzing the data. Tables were used to organize and present the
findings.
A description of each study site provided an understanding about how the
dimension and scale of a LPY shape the learning environment. Also, this analysis
provided insight to specific unique features associated with each LPY. These features
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contributed to the study sites being identified as a “state of the art” learning
environment.
Data related to the function of each LPY provided performance standards,
learning objectives, principles of training, and structure to the learning process. An
analysis and synthesis of the data produced themes and characteristics of learning
outcomes for each LPY. The developed themes and associated characteristics of the
learning outcomes provided an understanding of what a line-worker was expected to
master during training at each LPY. Each site was analyzed for what process is used to
train students and what were the student responsibilities associated with the process. A
synthesis of the findings from each site produced a set of themes and key features
associated with learning process.
The LPY learning environment from each site provided data that was analyzed
for specific components, training areas, and unique features. The components of each
LPY formed the basis to organize data relating to specific training areas. Findings
from each component and associated training areas were further analyzed and
synthesized for specific “state of the art” features.
Each site provided specific major issues that will affect the future design of a
LPY. The major issues collected were analyzed and synthesized for specific
descriptions. The specific major issues affecting a LPY identified from each site were
further analyzed for options to be considered when addressing future designs.
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CHAPTER FIVE: FINDINGS ACROSS CASE STUDY SITES
The purpose of this chapter is to synthesize the results from the analysis of data
collected across the three “state of the art” LPY sites. The chapter is organized into
four sections. Section one forms a discussion related to the first research question
about the function, both learning outcomes and process, of a LPY in supporting
effective training. Section two shapes a discussion related to the second research
question about features of present day “state of the art” LPY learning environments.
Section three focuses on the third research question that addresses major issues
needing to be addressed when designing a LPY learning environment for the future.
Section four discusses the trustworthiness of the data based upon implementing
triangulation and member-checking to ensure the soundness of the study findings.
Section One
Response to Research Question 1:
What is the function of the LPY in supporting effective training?
A cross-case analysis in regards to learning outcomes and learning process in
the three study sites was used to develop a composite response to the first research
question – What is the function of the LPY in supporting effective training? First, a
side-by-side analysis of the learning outcomes at the three sites was conducted and
synthesized into one overall set of learning outcomes. Next, a similar cross case sideby-side analysis of the learning processes at the three selected sites was conducted to
develop one overall set of learning processes.
Learning outcomes. A side-by-side analysis of the learning outcomes at the
three selected LPY sites (shown in Table 36) provided the basis for one composite set
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of learning outcomes (shown in Table 37). The learning outcomes from each site (see
Tables 19, 25, and 31) were first analyzed to understand what specific learning
outcomes line-workers, as learners, were expected to master to be effective in their
practice. Next, the specific learning outcomes from each site were organized side-byside as shown in Table 36 with learning outcomes that had a common intent and
purpose in the same row. Themes were synthesized from each site’s learning outcome
statements. The themes and learning outcomes from each site were further analyzed
and synthesized into a composite theme for the study. This side-by-side analysis was
used to produce a composite set of themes and learning outcome descriptions for each
theme as shown in Table 37 for LPY training.
Table 36
Side by Side Analysis of Learning Outcomes of Three Selected LPY Sites
Composite
Site one
Site two
Site three
Themes
Safety
Safety
Safety and
Safety in the field
 Maintain a
performance
 Ensure safe work
practice that
 Blend safety with
is the first and
recognizes safety
performance
last indicator of
as the primary
performance
performance
 Conduct a pole
indicator
top rescue
 Demonstrate
cardio pulmonary
resuscitation
(CPR) under
field conditions
Protect
Protect
Evaluate
Survey
 Protect wildlife,
 Evaluate site and  Conduct a 360habitat, and
surrounding
degree survey of
surrounding
areas for any
surrounding area
areas when
hazards and
for electrical
performing
unsafe conditions
fault or hazards
assigned duties
 Perform safety
check of work
conditions
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Comply

Identify and
remedy

Inspect

Comply
 Comply with
standards and
procedures when
executing work
practices

Perform
 Perform duties
according to
company
standards,
procedures, and
service area
requirements
Maintain
 Construct and
maintain
electrical
components
according to
design
specifications
Identify and correct Remedy
 Identify and
 Remedy hazards
correct design,
and unsafe
specification, and
conditions before
performance
starting repairs
errors
Determine
 Determine
performance
capabilities of
tools and
equipment prior
to use

Communicate Communicate
 Communicate to
others your
interpretation of
performance
expectations and
work
applications
Problem solve Diagnose

Discuss
 Read, interpret,
and discuss
design
specifications

Verify
 Verify that
standards and
specifications
conform with
work assignment
and expectations
Standards and
requirements
 Install
components and
accessories
according to
standards and
service area
requirements
Identify and
remedy
 Identify and
remedy existing
hazards before
performing new
work
Inspect
 Inspect
equipment for
ability to
perform assigned
task
Test
 Test electrical
components for
compliance with
performance
standards and
service area
requirements
Review
 Review design
specifications for
materials and
component needs

Propose solutions

Analyze and

Ensure
 Perform pre-use
maintenance to
ensure intended
equipment
operation
Test
 Test equipment
for load and
design capacities
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 Diagnose and
solve problems
that occur during
execution of
work

Debrief and
disseminate

Debrief and
disseminate
 Debrief and
disseminate new
methods and
techniques
developed to
address specific
performance
issues

Unified
performance

Reputation
 Perform duties to
build on the
company’s
reputation as a
premier
organization and
practice

Responsibility Personal
responsibility
 Accept personal

 Diagnose
prescribe
problems and
 Analyze a
situation and
propose solutions
that align with
prescribe a
solution that
company
standards and/or
complies with
service area
performance
standards and
requirements
service area
requirements
Debrief crew
Document, debrief,
 Debrief crew
and disseminate
and disseminate
Document:
method and
 Document
techniques
solution to
utilized to
remedy service
remedy situation
problems
or condition
Debrief:
 Debrief and
disseminate
situation remedy
methods and
techniques
Disseminate:
 Acquire crew
sign off before
commencing and
after completing
planned work
procedure
Follow a process
Follow a process
 Follow a precise  Follow a
step by step
repetitive step by
process to
step process to
complete work
implement work
assignments
assignment
 Adhere to
company
standards and
requirements in
performance of
all work
assignments
Operate in
Assess personal
compliance
skill levels
 Operate
 Seek assistance
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responsibility to
maintain your
ability to perform
duties

Planning

Consistency

equipment in
compliance with
all laws,
associated rules,
and
recommended
use
Plan of action
 Create an
installation plan
prior to
construction

Consistent and
repetitive
 Climb utility
structures in a
safe, consistent,
and repetitive
manner

for advanced
problem solving
beyond personal
capabilities

Plan for needs
 Inventory stock
and requisition
material and
components to
meet design
specifications
Plan work
 Plan and discuss
methods and
techniques prior
to commencing
work
Demonstrate
industry methods
 Demonstrate
industry methods
and techniques to
prepare
equipment and
climb utility
structures

Table 37
Composite Set of LPY Learning Outcomes
Composite themes
Composite learning outcomes
Safety
Protect
Comply

Identify and remedy

Recognize safety as the first and foremost primary
performance indicator
Protect wildlife, habitat, and surrounding areas from hazards
and unsafe conditions while performing duties
Insure compliance with safety regulations, performance
standards, and service area requirements when constructing
work assignments
Identify and remedy hazards, unsafe conditions, errors in
design specifications, and contradictions in service area
requirements prior to executing work assignments
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Inspect
Communicate
Problem solve
Debrief and
disseminate
Unified performance
Responsibility

Inspect tools and equipment and determine performance
capabilities prior to commencing work
Communicate with others personal interpretation of design
specifications and performance expectations
Diagnose and propose solutions to problems that occur
during work assignments
Debrief crews and disseminate methods and techniques
implemented to address specific performance issues
Produce consistent and reliable results that blend safety and
performance into one unified premier practice
Assume responsibility for personal performance capabilities
and seek assistance when situation exceeds individual skill
levels

Learning process. A side-by-side analysis of the learning process for LPY
training at the three sites (as shown in Table 38) provided the basis for an overall
composite set of themes (as shown in Table 39) relating to learning processes. The
learning process from the three sites described what line-workers, as learners, did
during training to master learning outcomes (see Tables 21, 27, and 33). Themes were
synthesized from the analyses of each site’s learning process. The themes and
description of the learning process from each site were further synthesized into a set of
composite themes. The set of composite themes associated with a learning process to
master learning outcomes in a LPY are shown in Table 39.
Table 38
Side by Side Analysis of the Learning Process of Three Selected LPY Sites
Composite
Site one
Site two
Site three
themes
Small group
Small group work:
Small group work:
Small group work:
work
 Students form
 Small-group work  Small group
small groups to
in a classroom or
discussions and
discuss instructor
indoor component to planning work in a
assigned topics
research color-coded classroom or Indoor
related to safety
performance
component
regulations,
standards and gather
performance
information and
standards, and
requirements related
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service area
requirements and
prepare to present a
report
Demonstrations Demonstrations:
 Instructor
demonstrates on
simulators and/or
skill competency
mock-ups a precise
step-by-step
procedure to
complete each skill
competency
Large group
discussions

Team project

Testing

Large group
discussions:
 Instructor
prompts student to
engage in large
group discussions
about safety
regulations,
performance
standards, service
area requirements,
and skill
competencies in
each component of
the LPY
Team project:
 Instructor assigns
students to a team to
demonstrate skill
competency projects
and demonstrate
mastery of learning
outcomes

Testing:
 Students
complete a written
test in classroom or
high-bay on safety

to training module

Demonstrations:
 Precise step-bystep demonstrations
to guide students
through the
complexity of a skill
competency in a
classroom, outdoor,
indoor, or
underground
component
Large group
discussions:
 Classroom large
group discussions
introduces and
students write down
concepts and context
of training session
and describes
themes, concepts,
and issues related to
training module

Demonstrations:
 Instructor
dialogues with
students while
demonstrating in an
outdoor, indoor, or
underground
component a stepby-step procedure to
complete skill
competencies
Large group
discussions:
 Classroom large
group discussions
led by an instructor
convey the
difficulties that will
be encountered
during skill
competencies

Team learning:
 Large group
divides into three to
four student teams to
perform skill
competency that is
complete with
conditions and
constraints of a
particular service
area
Testing:
 Students
complete written
classroom or workbased learning tests

Team project:
 Students work in
teams to collaborate
and process
outcomes in an
outdoor, indoor, or
underground
component

Testing:
 Testing in
classroom, outdoor,
indoor, or
underground
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Certifying

Laboratory
practice

Individual
work

Work-based
learning

regulations,
performance
standards, and
service area
requirements and
perform a skill
competency
proficiency test in
the outdoor,
underground, or
indoor component
Certifying:
 Instructor
certifies that teams
have completed
project and registers
certification with
Training Coordinator
Laboratory practice:
 Students plan,
organize, and
practice on
simulators or mockups new knowledge
and skill to shape
abilities in a
classroom, outdoor,
underground, or
indoor component
Individual work:
 Students
individually
complete
assignments that
require research of
performance
standards to answer
related questions
Work site learning:
 Students meet
with work crews in
the field to discuss
results of training
and organize
learning

and proficiency test
related to course
outcomes and
learning process in
the outdoor,
underground, or
indoor component

component on safety
regulations,
performance
standards and
service, area
requirements

Certifying:
 Instructor
certifies student
results with Training
Coordinator and
IBEW for permanent
record
Laboratory practice:
 Students practice
skill sets and
competency
proficiencies as
instructor advises and
comments on
performance

Certifying:
 Certifying student
results with training
coordinator and
community college
for permanent record

Individual work:
 Students
individually research
and prepare reports
that are presented for
feedback to an
IBEW mentor

Work site training:
 Students
participate with crews
in worksite training
coordinated by LPY
using simulators as
the training focus

Laboratory practice:
 Students accept
personal
responsibility to
organize, plan and
integrate new
knowledge and
performance criteria
in laboratory practice
hat will be assessed
during proficiency
demonstrations
Individual work:
 Students
individually prepare
a report on an aspect
of the history and/or
heritage of line-work
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On-line
learning

Video based
training

Inquiry

opportunities at
work sites
On-line learning:
 Students use online internet and
intranet electronic
access to
“download” and
become familiar
with current
upgrades of
performance
standards and safety
regulations that will
govern the content
and frame the
context for training
modules

On-line learning:
 Students use
internet and intranet
electronic access to
complete class
assignments and
answer performance
standards questions
on-line

Video based
training:
 Students watch
training videos and
engage in large
group discussions
related to themes and
video demonstrations
of skill competency
Inquiry :
 Students and
instructor exchange
one-on-one inquiry
about themes,
concepts, and issues
related to training
module and
relevancy of the
skill competencies
to line-work practice

Video based
training:
 Students watch a
skill competency
based video in
classroom or indoor
component

Table 39
Composite Learning Process of LPY Training
Composite Themes
Learning Process
Individual work
• Learners individually research and prepare reports
that are presented for feedback to a mentor or the
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Work-based learning

•

Classroom large-group work •

Lecture

•

Small-group work

•

Demonstrations

•

Laboratory practice

•

Team projects

•

On-line testing

•

Certifying

•

Celebration

•

trainer relating to line-work
Learners contextualize multiple level
interpretations of safety regulations, performance
standards, and service area requirements by
participating in meetings with work crews in the
field to discover and organize related learning
opportunities at the work sites
Students construct the basis for integrating training
themes, concepts, and issues with the complexities
of performance measurements in the learning
process
Instructor presents materials, methods, and
techniques that student should expect to experience
and inform students on the conditions and
constraints associated with the learning process
Students organize into small groups to review
learning objectives related to a skill competency,
inventory materials and tools, and construct and
understand assessment methods and performance
measures related to a team project
Experts use a step by step process to demonstrate
methods and techniques utilizing materials, tools,
and equipment used in simulated or real work
contexts.
Students plan, organize, and implement a practice
of new knowledge and skills while instructor
provides immediate feedback on performance
levels
Students integrate individual work, instruction, and
practice into a collaborative team assessment
project that validates each learner’s ability to
perform and master outcomes
Instructors assess a learner’s knowledge through
electronic information networks (e.g., internet and
intranet) and provide immediate feedback on
student’s new knowledge construction
Instructor validates and certifies student mastery of
learning outcomes and registers certification with a
larger community of line-workers
Students, in a large group, reflect on individual and
group accomplishments
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Section Two
Response to Research Question 2:
What are the features of present-day “state of the art” LPY learning
laboratory environments?
An in-depth comprehensive cross case analysis in regards to the features of a
LPY from the three study sites (see Tables 22, 28, and 34) was used to develop a
composite response to the second research question – What are the features of presentday, “state of the art” LPY learning laboratory environments? In this cross case
analysis, the LPY components from the three study sites (as shown in Tables 22, 28,
and 34) were broken down into specific side-by-side analyses (as shown in Tables 40,
42, 44, 46, 48, and 50) for each component of the LPY learning environment.
First, a side-by-side analysis of the learning environments for each component
and associated features was conducted and synthesized into one overall set of features
for each component. Tables 22, 28, and 34 provided comprehensives lists of features
associated with each component of the LPY learning environment at the three study
sites. The order of the list of specific features at each site was altered so that common
features were placed in the same order across the sites.
Next, the synthesized components were further analyzed and developed into a
composite set of components and associated features for a LPY learning laboratory
environment. In some cases, a feature related to a particular site was used as a
composite feature even though it was reported at only one or two study sites. These
latter features were included in the composite list of features based on conversations
with study participants as to the importance of the feature.
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Outdoor component. The features associated with the outdoor training areas of
a LPY are shown in Table 40 for each study site (see Tables 22, 28, and 34). Table 40
provides a side by side analysis of specific learning laboratory environments (training
areas) and associated features located in the outdoor component at the three study
sites. A synthesis of the features of the outdoor component of each site was used as the
basis for a composite set of features for an outdoor component in a LPY environment
as shown in Table 41.
Table 40
Features of the Outdoor Component of the Three Selected LPY Sites
Composite themes
Site one
Site two
Site three
Climbing
Full fall protection Full fall protection Fall arrest system
system
system
Graduated height
Graduated height
Graduated height
poles
poles
poles
Shed for tools and
Shed for tools and
Shed for tools and
materials storage
materials storage
materials storage
Full complement of Full complement of Full complement of
employer supplied
employer supplied
employer supplied
climbing tools and climbing tools and climbing tools and
equipment for each equipment for each equipment for each
student
student
student
Bordered bark chip Bordered bark chip Bordered
cushioned climbing cushioned climbing cushioned ground
areas
areas
cover (can be
recycled) training
areas
Self-retracting
Self-retracting
lanyards
lanyards
Climbing corral
Circular climbing
with 12-foot tall
corral with 12-foot
poles and 10-foot
tall poles and 10spacing intervals
foot spacing
intervals
Covered student
Covered student
preparation area
preparation area
with tool work
with tool work
bench, vise, and
bench, vise, and
files for gaff
files for gaff
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sharpening

Pole collars for
easy installation
and removal

Pole collars for
easy installation
and removal
Untreated poles

Line construction

Strains, sprains and
splinter removal
kits
Ample space
between poles
Construction poles
on a 30 by 30 foot
grid
Treated poles
Storage racks for
cross arms and
bracing
Small classroom
with tool and
storage shed
Full complement of
employer supplied
line tools for each
student
Guying space
Temporary parking
for trucks and
equipment
Pole storage area
Graduated height 4,
8, 12, 32, 48, and
80 feet lineal pole
circuits
Authentic pole
spacing circuit
Fall restraint
system (belts and
skid boards)

Pole setting space

sharpening

Ample space
between poles

Treated poles
Storage racks for
cross arms and
bracing
Small classroom
with tool and
storage shed
Full complement of
employer supplied
line tools for each
student
Guying space
Temporary parking
for trucks and
equipment
Pole storage area
Graduated height 4,
8, 12, 32, 48, and
80 feet lineal pole
circuits
Authentic pole
spacing circuit
Fall restraint
system (belts and
skid boards)
4-foot poles
throughout with
tool and belt pegs

Untreated poles
Strains, sprains and
splinter removal
kits
Ample space
between poles at
secondary location
Construction poles
on a 30 by 30 foot
grid
Treated poles
Storage racks for
cross arms and
bracing
Small classroom
with tool and
storage shed
Full complement of
employer supplied
line tools for each
student
Guying space
Temporary parking
for trucks and
equipment
Pole storage area

4-foot poles
throughout with
tool and belt pegs
Pole setting space
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Pole top rescue area
Covered student
observation and
preparation area
with tool bench

Locking fenced
storage pen for
components and
equipments
Bordered bark chip
cushioned
construction pits
Energized circuits

Three-phase power
and switch
available with
clearly marked
locking circuit
breakers for each
circuit
Treated poles
Temporary parking
for trucks and
equipment
Small classroom
with energized line
tools and storage
shed
Full complement of
employer supplied
energized tools for
each student
Energized circuit
for advanced grid
construction
Energized circuits
for hot stick
training
Energized circuits
for rubber glove
training

Three-phase power
and switch
available with
clearly marked
locking circuit
breakers for each
circuit
Treated poles
Temporary parking
for trucks and
equipment
Small classroom
with energized line
tools and storage
shed
Full complement of
employer supplied
energized tools for
each student
Energized circuit
for advanced grid
construction

Energized circuits
for rubber glove
training
4-foot poles
throughout with

Pole top rescue area
Covered student
observation and
preparation area
with tool bench
Sprains, strains and
splinter removal
kits
Locking fenced
storage pen for
components and
equipments
Bordered
cushioned cover
(can be recycled)
training areas
Three-phase power
and switch
available with
clearly marked
locking circuit
breakers for each
circuit
Treated poles
Temporary parking
for trucks and
equipment
Storage containers
for energized line
tools
Full complement of
employer supplied
energized tools for
each student
Energized circuit
for advanced grid
construction
Energized circuits
for hot stick
training

4- foot poles
throughout with
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tool and belt pegs
30 by 30 foot
distance between
poles
Red lights
throughout to
signal when
energized

Rubber glove
testing equipment

30 by 30 foot
distance between
poles
Red lights
throughout to
signal when
energized
Energized pole top
rescue area
Rubber glove
testing equipment

tool and belt pegs

Energized pole top
rescue area

Bordered
cushioned cover
(can be recycled)
training areas

Vehicles and
equipment

50 foot separation
from other training
areas
Heavy duty 2
person bucket type
line crew truck with
boring auger
Service truck with
one person
intermediate bucket
Flatbed utility
trailers for
equipment and
material
transporting
Small utility tractor
with trenching,
loading and
backhoe attachment
Heavy duty rubber
tire backhoe and
loader
Electric vehicle for
student and
material
transportation
Boom truck for

Heavy duty 2
person bucket type
line crew truck with
boring auger
Service truck with
one person
intermediate bucket
Flatbed utility
trailers for
equipment and
material
transporting
Small utility tractor
with trenching,
loading, mowing,
and backhoe
attachments
Heavy duty rubber
tire backhoe and
loader

Heavy duty 2
person bucket type
line crew truck with
boring auger
Service truck with
one person
intermediate bucket
Flatbed utility
trailers for
equipment and
material
transporting

All terrain vehicle
for student and
material
transportation
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Driving and
licensing

Simulation

pole setting
80 foot high lift
bucket truck
Trailer
maneuvering and
backup training
Commercial
driving and
licensing area
Helicopter landing
zone

Ground fault
simulator
Fault simulators
within each
energized circuits
Construction
simulators
Re-conductoring
circuit simulator
Transmission static
ground simulator

Trailer
maneuvering and
backup training
Commercial
driving and
licensing area

Ground fault
simulator
Fault simulators
within each
energized circuits
Construction
simulators

Trailer
maneuvering and
backup training

Traffic control
training
Ground fault
simulator
Fault simulators
within each
energized circuits

Energized substation simulator

Security

Skill assessment

Perimeter fenced
LPY
Security monitored
gated access to
LPY outdoor
component
Security cameras
Orientation and
pre-screening
climbing and
construction skills
space
Cushioned work
areas around pole
Treated poles
Hand-shoveling
area

Perimeter fenced
LPY
Security monitored
gated access to
LPY outdoor
component
Orientation and
pre-screening
climbing and
construction skills
space
Cushioned work
areas around pole
Treated poles
Hand-shoveling
area

Vendor simulator
training area
Perimeter fenced
LPY

Orientation and
pre-screening
climbing and
construction skills
space
Cushioned work
areas around pole
Treated poles
Hand-shoveling
area
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Ground worker
training area
Fire extinguisher
training
Chain saw
certification

Ground worker
training area
Fire extinguisher
training
Chain saw
certification
Covered student
observation and
preparation area
with tool bench

General conditions

Equipment
trenching and
shoring space
Graduated height
poles 6-12 feet
(some with cross
arm assemblies)
Full fall-arrest
system
Subject matter
defined training
areas throughout
outdoor component
4-foot poles
throughout with
tool and belt pegs
Three-phase power
supply
Crew-size first aid
kits throughout area
Rest rooms and
potable water

Subject matter
defined training
areas throughout
outdoor component
4-foot poles
throughout with
tool and belt pegs
Three-phase power
supply

Hazardous spill kits Hazardous spill kits
throughout
throughout
Wide paved and
compacted gravel
and rolled roadway
between each
training area
Surface water
drainage system
Ample land
available for
expansion
Ice machines

Subject matter
defined training
areas throughout
outdoor component
4-foot poles
throughout with
tool and belt pegs
Three-phase power
supply
Crew-size first aid
kits throughout area
Portable restrooms
and vendorsupplied water

Wide compacted
gravel and rolled
roadway between
each training area
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Cushioned ground
cover (can be
recycled)
Heart defibrillator
Transmission tower

Street lighting

Full transmission
tower assemblies
Multiple structured
steel tower grid
100-foot minimum
height available
Small classroom
with tool and
storage shed for
student work and
preparation with a
work bench
Construction area
for transmission
tower, wood “H”
structures, cell, and
micro-wave
telecommunication
structures
Temporary parking
for trucks and
equipment
Tower trolley
Space cart for
conductor spacing
Helicopter line
work training
200-foot spacing
between structures
Overhead and
underground
energized circuit
Fenced storage pen
for street lighting
equipment and
components
Compacted gravel
avenues and streets
with graduated
wood, concrete and
steel poles for

Full transmission
tower assemblies
Multiple structured
steel tower grid
100-foot minimum
height available
Small classroom
with tool and
storage shed for
student work and
preparation with a
work bench
Construction area
for transmission
tower, wood “H”
structures, cell, and
micro-wave
telecommunication
structures
Temporary parking
for trucks and
equipment
Tower trolley

Overhead and
underground
energized circuit

Overhead energized
circuit
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energized street
lighting
configuration
Decorative street
lighting grid
Sub-station

Energized substation
Covered area for
student work and
preparation with a
work bench
Space for substation construction

Table 41
Composite of the Features of a LPY Outdoor Component
Composite themes
Composite associated features
General conditions
 Subject matter defined training areas through-out outdoor
component
 Cushioned ground cover (material can be recycled)
 Rest rooms
 Potable water
 Hazardous spill kits throughout
 First aid kits through out
 Heart defibrillator available throughout
 Wide compacted gravel and rolled roadway between each
training area
 4-foot poles throughout with tool and belt pegs
 Unassigned space for future expansion
 Three phase power available
 Air space available for helicopter transmission line work
 Available land for future expansion
Climbing
 Fall arrest system
 Graduated height poles 12-80 feet (some with cross arm
assemblies)
 Circular climbing corral with 12-foot tall poles and 10-foot
spacing intervals
 Bordered cushioned climbing pits
 Shed for tools and materials storage
 Covered student preparation area with tool work bench,
vise, and files for gaff sharpening
 Pole collars for easy installation and removal
 Untreated poles (can be recycled for fire wood)
 Strains, sprains, and splinter removal kits
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Line construction

Energized circuits

Vehicles and
equipment

 Video camera with monitor for immediate feedback of
student performance
 Cot and a stretcher in shed for heat or climbing injuries
 Ample space between poles
 Storage racks for cross arms and bracing
 Locking fenced pen for components and equipments
 Small classroom with tool and storage shed
 Full compliment of employer supplied line tools for each
student
 Covered student observation and preparation area with tool
bench
 Cushioned work areas around pole
 Fall restraint system (belts and skid boards)
 Strains, sprains, and splinter removal kits
 Graduated height 4, 8, 12, 32, 48, and 80 foot lineal pole
circuits
 Construction poles on a 30 by 30 foot grid
 Ample space around construction areas for guying
 Authentic pole setting area
 4-foot poles throughout with tool and belt pegs
 Pole top rescue area
 Ample open space for treated pole storage
 Temporary parking for trucks and equipment
 Treated poles
 Three-phase power and switch available
 Small classroom with line tool and storage shed
 Red lights throughout to signal when energized
 Covered work and student preparation area with tool bench
 Fifty foot separation from other training areas
 30 by 30 foot distance between poles for grid construction
 Clearly marked locking circuit breakers for each circuit
 Energized circuit for rubber glove training
 Energized circuit for “hot-stick” training
 Energized re-conductoring circuit grid with real-world
spacing
 4-foot poles throughout with tool and belt pegs
 Energized pole top rescue area
 Temporary parking for trucks and equipment
 Heavy duty 2 person bucket type line crew truck with
boring auger
 Service truck and one-person intermediate bucket type
trucks
 Flat bed utility trailers for material transporting
 Small utility tractor with trenching, loading, and backhoe
attachment
 Heavy duty backhoe and loader
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Driving and
licensing

Simulation

Security

Skill assessment











































All terrain vehicles for student and material transportation
Boom truck for pole setting
80-foot high lift bucket truck
500-gallon fire water truck for pole fires and dust control
Emergency response vehicle
Trailer maneuvering and back-up training area
Commercial driving and licensing area
Helicopter landing zone
Traffic control training area
Ground fault simulator
Construction simulators
Down line re-conductoring simulator
Energized sub-station simulator
Vendor simulator demonstration area
Transmission static ground simulator
Sub-station fault simulator
Perimeter security fencing with locked gates
Security monitored gated access to LPY outdoor component
Perimeter lighting and security cameras
Central guarded security entrance
Truck and equipment parking surrounded by a chain link
fence and locking entrance
Ground worker training area
Orientation and pre-screening area
Climbing and construction skills assessment area
Full fall arrest system
Treated poles
12-foot pole climbing pits
Graduated height poles (6-12 foot) construction area (some
with cross arm assemblies)
Covered student observation and preparation area with tool
bench
Cushioned work areas around pole
Buried cable for line locate, hand, and machine digging
Lighted training area for night classes
Small classroom with tool and storage shed
Stretch and flex area
Perimeter fencing to segregate from other training areas
4 and 8 foot covered student preparation and observation
area
Combination classroom and tool and material storage
building
Space for material and component orientation
Equipment trenching and shoring space
Fire extinguisher training
Chain-saw cutting and certification
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Transmission
towers









Street lighting












Sub-station








200-foot space between towers and wood “H” structures
Multiple structured steel tower grid
100-foot minimum height available
Small classroom with tool and storage shed
Covered area for student work and preparation with a work
bench
Tower construction space
Construction area for cell tower and micro-wave
telecommunication structures
Static ground simulator
Temporary parking for trucks and equipment
Tower trolley training
Space cart for conductor spacing
Line helicopter training
Compacted gravel avenues and streets
Graduated wood, concrete, and steel poles for energized
street lighting configuration
Overhead and underground energized circuit
Decorative street lighting grid
Fenced storage pen for street lighting equipment and
components
Fenced energized sub-station
Small classroom with tool and storage shed
Covered area for student work and preparation with a work
bench
Concrete pads for transformer training
Space for sub-station construction
Storage for sub-station equipment and components

Indoor component. The features associated with the indoor training areas of a
LPY are shown in Table 42 for each study site (see Tables 22, 28, and 34). Table 42
provides a side by side analysis of specific learning laboratory environments (training
areas) and associated features located in the indoor component at the three study sites.
A synthesis of the features of the indoor component of each site was used as the basis
for a composite set of features for an indoor component in a LPY environment as
shown in Table 43.
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Table 42
Features of the Indoor Component of the Three Selected LPY Sites
Composite
Site one
Site two
Site three
Themes
General
Part of administration Housed within a
Housed within a
conditions
building
training center or
training center or
and outdoor
directly adjacent to
directly adjacent to
component
classroom and
classroom
outdoor component
Rest rooms
Rest rooms
Rest room
Protection from
Protection from
Protection from
weather
weather
weather
Directly adjacent to
Directly adjacent to
Directly adjacent to
LPY
LPY
LPY
Perimeter lighting and Perimeter lighting and Perimeter lighting and
security cameras
security cameras
security cameras
Potable water
Potable water
Potable water
Truck and equipment Truck and equipment Truck and equipment
parking externally
parking externally
parking externally
Fire extinguishers and Fire extinguishers and Fire extinguishers and
crew size first aid kits crew size first aid kits crew size first aid kits
Well lighted training
Well lighted training
Well lighted training
area
area
area
Three-phase power
Three-phase power
Three-phase power
available
available
available
Roll-up door to each
Roll-up door to each
high-bay area
high-bay area
Eight-foot exterior
Eight-foot exterior
concrete apron to roll concrete apron to roll
up door entrance
up door entrance
Locked door entrance Locked door entrance
Perimeter lighting and Perimeter lighting and
security cameras
security cameras
Tool and material
Tool and material
storage
storage
Sound walls
Sound walls
Tool and belt pegs
Tool and belt pegs
Hazardous spill kits
Hazardous spill kits
Media devices:
Media devices:
Media devices:
 Television
 Television
 Television
 Video cassette
 Video cassette
 Video cassette
recorder
recorder
recorder
 Digital video disc  Digital video disc  Digital video disc
player
player
player
Pull-down screen
Pull-down screen
Pull-down screen
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Designated training
areas
Electric forklift

Designated training
area
Electric forklift

Intermediate height
20 foot ceilings
40 by 40 foot sound
wall high-bays
Roll-up doors at each
high-bay for forklift
access
Folding tables and
chairs
Heating and air

Electronic training
aids:
 Mobile laptop
computer labs
 Printing white
boards (SMART
boards)
 Wireless
microphone and
surround sound
 Liquid crystal
displays
 Overhead image
projector (ELMO)
 Instructor
computer station
Hearing testing
equipment
Stretch and flex
exercise area
Shower and locker
rooms
Wireless internet and
intranet electronic
access through out
Hearing testing
simulator
Tail board training
Heart defibrillators
Intermediate height
20 foot ceilings
30 by 30 foot sound
wall high-bays
Roll-up doors at each
high-bay for forklift
access
Folding tables and
chairs
Heating and air

Cushioned training
areas
Full fall protection
systems

High-bay
laboratory
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conditioning
Curriculum storage in
each training
discipline
Exhaust fans and air
exchangers
Training simulators
(e.g., construction,
meter)

Media devices:
 Television
 Video cassette
recorder
 Digital video disc
player
Pull-down screen
Concrete floors
White boards

Pavilion

Well lighted training
area
160 by 160 foot

Well lighted training
area
32 by 48 foot covered

conditioning
Curriculum storage in
each training
discipline
Exhaust fans and air
exchangers
Training simulators
(e.g., construction,
meter, transformer
vectoring, transformer
banking)
Media devices:
 Television
 Video cassette
recorder
 Digital video disc
player
Pull-down screen
Concrete floors
White boards
Electronic training
aids:
 Mobile laptop
computer labs
 Printing white
boards (SMART
boards)
 Wireless
microphone and
surround sound
 Liquid crystal
displays
 Overhead image
projector
(ELMO)
 Pull down screen
 Instructor
computer station
Sky lights with
retractable shades
Sound baffles
Echo prevention
acoustics
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covered training area
40-foot ceilings
Gravel avenue
between each grid
length of pavilion
Fresh air-circulation
Cushioned training
area
Energized circuits
with 30-50 feet
between poles
Red light warning
system for energized
grid
Tool and equipment
storage shed with
motor testing
simulator

training area
20-foot ceilings
Concrete avenue
between each grid
length of pavilion
Fresh air-circulation

Table 43
Composite of the Features of a LPY Indoor Component
Composite
Composite associated features
themes
General
 Housed within a training center or directly adjacent to classroom
conditions
 Wireless internet and intranet electronic access
 Perimeter lighting and security cameras
 Locked door entrance
 Roll-up door to each high-bay area
 Eight foot exterior concrete apron to roll up door entrance
 Rest rooms
 Potable water
 Hazardous spill kits throughout
 First aid kits throughout
 Tool storage
 Material storage
 Truck and equipment parking externally
 Tool and belt pegs
 Material storage through out
 Electric forklift
 Hearing testing simulator
 Fire extinguishers
 Heart defibrillators
High-bay
laboratory

 40 by 40 foot sound wall high-bays
 Intermediate height 20 foot ceilings
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Echo prevention acoustics
Wireless microphone and surround sound system
Exhaust fans and air exchangers
Concrete painted floors
Roll-up doors at each high-bay for forklift access
Sound baffles
Sky lights with retractable shades
Folding tables and chairs
Curriculum storage in each
Heating and air conditioning on perimeter walls
Television
Video cassette recorder
Digital video disc player
Mobile laptop computer labs
Printing white boards (SMART boards))
White boards
Instructor computer station
Liquid crystal displays
Overhead image projector (ELMO)
Pull down screen
Training simulators (e.g., construction, meter, transformer
vectoring, transformer banking)
 Electronic training aids
Pavilion















Well lighted training area
Wireless microphone and surround sound system
160 by 300 foot covered training area
40-foot ceilings
Gravel avenue between each grid length of pavilion
Cushioned training area
Tool and equipment storage
Three phase power with switch
Red light warning system for energized grid
Three energized circuits with 30-50 feet between poles
Authentic pole setting and transfer
Motor testing simulator
Fresh-air circulation

Underground component. The features associated with the underground
training areas of a LPY are shown in Table 44 for each study site (see Tables 22, 28,
and 34). Table 44 provides a side by side analysis of specific learning laboratory
environments (training areas) and associated features located in the underground
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component at the three study sites. A synthesis of the features of the underground
component of each site was used as the basis for a composite set of features for an
underground component in a LPY environment as shown in Table 45.
Table 44
Features of the Underground Component of the Three Selected LPY Sites
Composite
Site one
Site two
Site three
Themes
General
Perimeter lighting
Perimeter lighting
Perimeter lighting
conditions
Locked entrance to
Locked entrance to
Locked entrance to
all confined spaces
all confined spaces
all confined spaces
Grass surface
Grass surface
Posts with tool and
Posts with tool and
belt pegs
belt pegs
Tool storage
Material storage
Underground
Underground circuit Confined space
Underground circuit
system
system with vaults
mobile simulator
system with vaults
conduit, pads,
conduit, pads,
confined space,
confined space,
conductors, cables,
conductors, cables,
and transformers
and transformers
Troubleshooting Fault simulators in
Fault simulators in
Fault simulators in
direct bury cable
direct bury cable
direct bury cable
Fault simulators in
Fault simulators in
conduit
conduit
Cable locate
Direct bury cable
Direct bury cable
Direct bury cable
and conduit system
and conduit system
and conduit system
Cable splicing
Covered area to
Covered area to
practice cable
practice cable
splicing
splicing
Residential
Landscaped
Landscaped
subdivision
residential
residential
subdivision with
subdivision with
structures,
structures,
transformer, pads,
transformer, pads,
conduit, and service conduit, and service
meters
meters
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Table 45
Composite of the Features of a LPY Underground Component
Composite
Composite associated features
themes
General
• Perimeter lighting
Conditions
• Locked entrance to all confined spaces
• Grass surface
• Tool storage
• Material storage
• Posts with tool and belt pegs
Underground
• Above ground underground circuit system with vaults conduit,
system
pads, confined space, conductors, cables, transformers and
observation windows
Troubleshooting • Fault simulators in direct bury cable and conduit
Cable locate
• Direct bury cable and conduit system
Cable splicing
• Covered area to practice cable splicing
Residential
• Landscaped residential subdivision with structures,
subdivision
transformer, pads, conduit, and service meters
Classroom component. The features associated with the classroom training
areas of a LPY are shown in Table 46 for each study site (see Tables 22, 28, and 34).
Table 46 provides a side by side analysis of specific learning laboratory environments
(training areas) and associated features located in the classroom component at the
three study sites. A synthesis of the features of the classroom component of each site
was used as the basis for a composite set of features for a classroom component in a
LPY environment as shown in Table 47.
Table 46
Features of the Classroom Component of the Three Selected LPY Sites
Composite
Site one
Site two
Site three
Themes
General
8-foot wide hallways 8-foot wide hallways 8-foot wide hallways
conditions
with alcoves for
with three
with alcoves for
displays
displays
between classrooms
between classrooms
Restrooms with
Restrooms with
Restrooms with
ample facilities
ample facilities
ample facilities and
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Training
laboratory
classroom

showers
Cold-water fountains Cold-water fountains Cold-water fountains
Wide room doors
Wide room doors
Wide room doors
Soundproofing
Soundproofing
Soundproofing
Oversized personal
tool and equipment
lockers
Personal showers
Student storage
lockers in hallways
Wireless internet and
intranet electronic
access
Opening windows
Sound proofing
Sound proofing
Sound proofing
Heating and air
Heating and air
Heating and air
conditioning
conditioning
conditioning
Media devices:
Media devices:
Media devices:
• Television
• Television
• Television
• Video cassette
• Video cassette
• Video cassette
recorder
recorder
recorder
• Digital video disc • Digital video disc • Digital video disc
player
player
player
Training simulators
Training simulators
Training simulators
Pull-down screens
Pull-down screens
Pull-down screens
Electronic training
Electronic training
Electronic training
aids :
aids :
aids :
• Network personal • Network personal • Network personal
computers with a
computers with a
computers with a
server
server
server
• Computer image
• Computer image
• Computer image
projector
projector
projector
• Liquid crystal
• Liquid crystal
• Liquid crystal
displays
displays
displays
• Laptops
• Laptops
• Mobile computer
station
• Overhead image
projector
(ELMO)
• Printing white
boards (SMART
boards)
Smooth-sealed
Smooth-sealed
Smooth-sealed
concrete floors
concrete floors
concrete floors
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Exterior-air exhaust
Reference and video
library
Curriculum storage
Rolling executive
chairs for students
and instructors
Pegs for student
tools and equipment
White boards,
chart paper, and
easels with erasable
markers
Floor drain
8-foot concrete
apron to exterior
entrance
Doors that open to
hallway and to
outdoor component
Large 6-foot folding
tables
Pegs for student
tools and equipment
Laboratory sink
Opening windows

Large
classroom
Typical :
20 to 40 person

Wide doors that
open interior to
hallway
Heating and air
conditioning
Media devices:
• Television
• Video cassette

Exterior-air exhaust
Reference and video
library
Curriculum storage
Rolling executive
chairs for students
and instructors
Pegs for student
tools and equipment
White boards,
chart paper, and
easels with erasable
markers
Floor drain

Exterior-air exhaust
Reference and video
library
Curriculum storage
Rolling executive
chairs for students
and instructors
Pegs for student
tools and equipment
White boards,
chart paper, and
easels with erasable
markers
Floor drain
8-foot concrete
apron to exterior
entrance
Doors that open to
hallway and to
outdoor component
Large 6-foot folding
tables
Pegs for student
tools and equipment

Laboratory sink

Wide doors that
open interior to
hallway
Heating and air
conditioning
Media devices:
• Television
• Video cassette

Outside air exhaust
system
Student storage
lockers
Wireless microphone
and surround sound
audio system
Wireless internet and
intranet electronic
access
Painted plywood
wainscot
Wide doors that
open interior to
hallway
Heating and air
conditioning
Media devices:
• Television
• Video cassette
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Outdoor
training area

recorder
• Digital video disc
player
Carpeted floors
Electronic training
aids :
• Computer image
projector
• Liquid crystal
displays
• Laptops

recorder
• Digital video disc
player
Carpeted floors
Electronic training
aids :
• Computer image
projector
• Computer
monitors

Chart paper and
easels with erasable
markers
White boards
Pull-down screen
Curriculum storage
Comfortable chairs

Chart paper and
easels with erasable
markers
White boards
Pull-down screen
Curriculum storage
Comfortable chairs

Rolling folding 2-to
4-person tables
Soundproofing
Reference and video
library
9-foot ceilings

Folding tables 2-to
4-person
Soundproofing
Reference and video
library

Wide door that
opens to outdoor

recorder
• Digital video disc
player
Carpeted floors
Electronic training
aids :
• Computer image
projector
• Liquid crystal
displays
• Laptops
• Mobile computer
station
• Overhead image
projector
(ELMO)
• Printing white
boards (SMART
boards)
Chart paper and
easels with erasable
markers
White boards
Pull-down screen
Curriculum storage
Stackable
comfortable chairs
Rolling folding 2-to
4-person tables
Soundproofing
Reference and video
library
9-foot ceilings
Wireless internet and
intranet electronic
access
Folding sound
curtain between
classrooms to make
one large
80 person room
Video-conferencing
Opening windows
Wide door that
opens to outdoor
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classroom
Typical :
20 person

component
8-foot concrete
apron to exterior
entrance
Attached covered
student work and
preparation area
Exterior-air exhaust
Opening windows
Concrete floors
Heating and air
conditioning
White boards
Chart paper and
easel with erasable
markers
Pull-down screen
Curriculum storage
Training simulators
Large 6-foot folding
tables
Rolling executive
chairs for students
and instructors
Student pegs for
tools and equipment
Space for material
and tool storage
Media devices:
• Television
• Video cassette
recorder
• Digital video disc
player
Electronic training
aids :
• Computer image
projector
• Liquid crystal
displays
• Laptops
Surround sound
audio system
Student storage
lockers

component
8-foot concrete
apron to exterior
entrance
Attached covered
student work and
preparation area
Exterior-air exhaust
Opening windows
Concrete floors
Heating
White boards
Chart paper and
easel with erasable
markers
Pull-down screen
Curriculum storage
Training simulators
Large 6-foot folding
tables
Stackable chairs for
students and
instructors
Student pegs for
tools and equipment
Space for material
and tool storage
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Computer
laboratory

Painted plywood
wainscot
Reference and video
library
Personal computer
Personal computer
Laptop computer at
each station
each station
each station
Network laser printer Network laser printer Wireless network
laser printer
Chart paper and
Chart paper and
Chart paper and
easels with erasable
easels with erasable
easels with erasable
markers
markers
markers
White boards
White boards
White boards
Rolling executive
Rolling executive
Rolling executive
chairs for students
chairs for students
chairs for students
and instructors
and instructors
and instructors
Electronic training
Electronic training
Electronic training
aids:
aids:
aids:
• Computer image
• Computer image
• Computer image
projector
projector
projector
• Liquid crystal
displays
• Mobile computer
station
• Overhead image
projector
(ELMO)
• Printing white
boards (SMART
boards)
Pull-down screen
Pull-down screen
Pull-down screen
Curriculum storage
Curriculum storage
Curriculum storage
Sound proofing
Sound proofing
Sound proofing
Internet and intranet Internet and intranet Wireless internet and
electronic access
electronic access
intranet electronic
access
Reference and video Reference and video Reference and video
library
library
library
Media devices:
Media devices:
Media devices:
• Television
• Television
• Television
• Video cassette
• Video cassette
• Video cassette
recorder
recorder
recorder
• Digital video disc • Digital video disc • Digital video disc
player
player
player
Mobile computer
instructor station
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with color inkjet
printer
Laptop wireless
mouse and keyboard
for each station with
rechargeable
batteries and charger
Floor plugs
Surround sound
audio system and
wireless microphone
Video-conferencing
Full-time computer
technician

Table 47
Composite of the Features of a LPY Classroom Component
Composite
Composite associated features
themes
General
• 8-foot wide hallways with 3-foot alcoves for displays between
conditions
classrooms
• Restrooms with ample facilities
• Oversized personal tool and equipment lockers and showers
• Cold-water fountains
• Wide room doors
• Opening windows
• Student storage lockers in hall ways
• Sound proofing
• Wireless internet and intranet electronic access
Training
laboratory
classroom

•
•
•

•
•
•

Soundproofing
Heating and air conditioning
Media devices:
• Television
• Video cassette recorder
• Digital video disc player
Training simulators
Pull down screen
Electronic training aids:
• Computer image projector
• Liquid crystal displays
• Laptops
• Mobile computer station
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Large
classroom
Typical:
20 to 40 person

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Overhead image projector (ELMO)
• Printing white boards (SMART boards)
8-foot concrete apron to exterior entrance
4-foot room door that opens to hallway and to outdoor
component
Wireless microphone and surround sound audio system
Exterior air exhaust
12-foot high by 8-foot wide overhead canopy at exterior
entrance
Opening windows
Painted concrete floors
Student storage lockers
Curriculum storage
Reference and video library
Wireless internet and intranet electronic access
White boards
Chart paper and easel with erasable markers
Rolling executive chairs for students and instructors
Large 6-foot folding tables
Floor drain
Painted plywood wainscot
Pegs for student tools and equipment
Laboratory sink
4-foot room doors that open to hallway
Heating and air conditioning
Media devices:
• Television
• Video cassette recorder
• Digital video disc player
Carpeted floors
Electronic training aids :
• Computer image projector
• Liquid crystal displays
• Laptops
• Mobile computer station
• Overhead image projector (ELMO)
• Printing white boards (SMART boards)
Chart paper and easels with erasable markers
White boards
Pull down screen
Curriculum storage
Stackable comfortable chairs
Rolling 2-to-4 person folding tables
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Outdoor
training area
classroom
Typical:
20 persons or
less

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opening windows
Sound proofing
Reference and video library
Nine-foot ceilings
Wireless internet and intranet electronic access
Wireless microphone with a surround sound audio system
Folding sound curtain between classrooms to make a large 80
person room
Video-conferencing
4-foot room door that opens to outdoor component
Wireless microphone and surround sound audio system
Heating and air conditioning
Exterior air exhaust
Attached covered student work and preparation area
8-foot concrete apron to exterior entrance
12-foot high by eight foot wide overhead canopy at exterior
entrance
Opening windows
Painted concrete floors
Student storage lockers
Curriculum storage
Soundproofing
Reference and video library
Wireless internet and intranet electronic access
Media devices:
• Television
• Video cassette recorder
• Digital video disc player
Electronic training aids :
• Computer image projector
• Liquid crystal displays
• Laptops
• Mobile computer station
• Overhead image projector (ELMO)
• Printing white boards (SMART boards)
White boards
Chart paper and easels with erasable markers
Pull-down screen
Training simulators
Rolling executive chairs for students and instructors
Large 6-foot folding tables
Floor drain
Painted plywood wainscot
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Computer
laboratory

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Student pegs for tools and equipment
Space for material and tool storage
Laptop at each station
Wireless mouse and keyboard
Rechargeable batteries with charger for mouse and keyboard
Wireless network laser printer
Color inkjet printer
Surround sound audio system and wireless microphone
Floor plugs
Chart paper and easel with erasable markers
Electronic training aids :
• Computer image projector
• Liquid crystal display
• Mobile computer station
• Overhead image projector (ELMO)
• Printing white boards (SMART boards)
Pull down screen
Rolling executive chairs for students and instructors
Opening windows
Carpeted floors
Student storage lockers
Curriculum storage
Soundproofing
Reference and video library
Wireless internet and intranet electronic access
Media devices:
• Television
• Video cassette recorder
• Digital video disc player
• Mobile computer instructor station
• Video-conferencing
Full time computer technician

Gathering place component. The features associated with the gathering place
areas of a LPY are shown in Table 48 for each study site (see Tables 22, 28, and 34).
Table 48 provides a side by side analysis of specific associated features located in the
gathering place component at the three study sites. A synthesis of the features of the
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gathering place component of each site was used as the basis for a composite set of
features for a gathering place component in a LPY environment as shown in Table 49.
Table 48
Features of the Gathering Place Component of the Three Selected LPY Sites
Composite
Site one
Site two
Site three
Themes
General
Eight-foot wide
Eight-foot wide
8-foot wide hallways
conditions
hallways
hallways
with 3-foot offset
alcoves with
comfortable chairs for
two person
discussions and
displays
Restrooms with ample Restrooms with ample Restrooms with ample
faculties
faculties
facilities for workout
lockers and showers
Bottle-water
Cold-water fountains
Cold-water fountains
dispensers
Natural lighting
Natural lighting
Natural lighting
Heating and air
Heating and air
Heating and air
conditioning
conditioning
conditioning
Security cameras for
Security cameras for
Security cameras for
after-hours
after-hours
after-hours
surveillance
surveillance
surveillance
Soundproofing
Soundproofing
Soundproofing
Picnic-type tables in
Picnic-type tables in
private naturally
private, naturally
shaded areas
shaded areas
Small break out areas
with walls on three
sides, table, and chairs
Student storage
lockers in hallways
Large chairs
throughout with
spaces for small group
discussions
Drying room
Concrete floors with
floor drain
Wall pegs for wet
clothes
Benches for tools
Reception
Air lock and security
Air lock and security
Air lock and security
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Foyer

entrance

entrance

entrance

Staffed reception
kiosk with easy access
maps to training areas
Photograph
identification cards
Reader boards to
direct students to
training areas
Large 50 by 50 foot
entry
Wall pictures to
display history and
heritage of line work
Comfortable chairs

Staffed reception
kiosk with easy access
maps to training areas
Photograph
identification cards
Reader boards to
direct students to
training areas
Large 20 by 30 foot
entry
Wall pictures to
display history and
heritage of line work
Comfortable chairs

Carpet over concrete
floors
Fresh plants

Throw carpet over tile
floors
Fresh plants
Floor lamps

Staffed reception
kiosk with easy access
maps to training areas
Photograph
identification cards
Reader boards to
direct students to
training areas
Large 50 by 50 foot
entry
Wall pictures to
display history and
heritage of line work
Comfortable chairs
that can be easily
reconfigured by
students into small
group discussion areas
Throw carpet over
concrete floors
Fresh plants
Floor lamps
Floor plugs
Cube end-tables
Storage area for audio
equipment and staging
Wireless internet and
intranet electronic
access
Laser printer
Telephone and fax
Ample wall and floor
outlets
Message board
Large comfortable
chairs that can be
easily moved
Soundproofing
Carpeted floors
Laptop computers for
student check out
Student reference and
video check out
library

Floor plugs
End-tables

Student
business
center

Internet and intranet
electronic access

Internet and intranet
electronic access

Laser printer
Telephone and fax
Ample wall and floor
outlets
Message board
Large comfortable
chairs that can be
easily moved
Soundproofing
Carpeted floors
Personal computer

Laser printer
Telephone and fax
Ample wall and floor
outlets
Message board
Large comfortable
chairs that can be
easily moved
Soundproofing
Carpeted floors
Personal computer

Student reference and
video check out
library

Student reference and
video check out
library
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Eating area

Common eating areas
with 4-person table
and chairs that can be
easily configured for
large and small group
gatherings
Salad bar and warm
entree servery
Food preparation area
Hot and cold drink
and beverage bar
Lunch provided
Snacks during the day

Common eating areas
with 4-person table
and chairs that can be
easily configured for
large and small group
gatherings
Salad bar and warm
entree servery
Hot and cold drink
and beverage bar
Lunch provided
Snacks during the day
Vending machines

Fruit and healthy
snack bar
Refrigerators and
microwave ovens for
student use
Dish washing area
Floor plugs

Exterior
spaces

Benches for sitting
Signage to direct
students and visitors
Security cameras and
after hours
surveillance
Mail box for daily
student pick up and
delivery
Shaded and covered
picnic-type tables
easily accessible by
students
Student smoking areas

Benches for sitting
Signage to direct
students and visitors
Security cameras and
after hours
surveillance
Mail box for daily
student pick up and
delivery

Floor lamps
Cube type end-tables
Small meeting table
with rolling executive
chairs
Common eating areas
with 4-person table
and chairs that can be
easily configured for
large and small group
gatherings
Salad bar and warm
entree servery
Food preparation area
Hot and cold drink
and beverage bar
Lunch provided
Snacks during the day
Vending machines
Fruit and healthy
snack bar
Refrigerators and
microwave ovens for
student use
Dish washing area
Floor plugs
Portable stage and
storage for
celebrations
Wireless microphone
and surround sound
audio system
Benches for sitting
Signage to direct
students and visitors
Security cameras and
after hours
surveillance
Mail box for daily
student pick up and
delivery
Shaded and covered
picnic-type tables
easily accessible by
students
Student smoking areas
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Student
parking

Exercise
room

Temporary
living

Undedicated
space

with benches and fire
preventive disposal
ash receptacle
Well maintained
grassy area for picnics
or lounging
Lighted flag poles
120/240 20-and-30
ampere power outlets
Security lighting
Over-sized student
parking spaces
Paved area with trees
and curbing
Well placed garbage
cans
Electric plug-ins for
alternative vehicles
Media devices:
• Television
• Video cassette
recorder
• Digital video disc
player
Weight benches
Free weights
Mats for stretch and
flex
Cardio exercise
machines
Exercise balls
Universal gym
exercise machines
Cushioned walls
Security camera
Cushioned floor
Wireless sound audio
system
Dormitory with clean
private rooms for
student boarding and
lodging
Large open space for
competition and

120/240 20-and-30
ampere power outlets
Security lighting
Over-sized student
parking spaces

with benches and fire
preventive disposal
ash receptacle
Well maintained
grassy area for picnics
or lounging
Lighted flag poles
120/240 20-and-30
ampere power outlets
Security lighting
Over-sized student
parking spaces
Paved area with trees
and curbing
Well placed garbage
cans

Media devices:
• Television
• Video cassette
recorder
• Digital video disc
player
Weight benches
Free weights
Mats for stretch and
flex
Cardio exercise
machines
Exercise balls
Universal gym
exercise machines

Corporate-type
lodging at area
motels, breakfast, and
evening meals at area
vendors

Corporate-type
lodging at area
motels, breakfast, and
evening meals at area
vendors
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celebrations

Table 49
Composite of the Features of a LPY Gathering Place Component
Composite
Composite associated features
themes
General
• 8-foot wide hallways with 3-foot offset alcoves with
conditions
comfortable chairs for two-person discussions and displays
• Restrooms with ample facilities and room for workout lockers
and showers
• Cold-water fountains
• Natural lighting
• Heating and air conditioned throughout
• Small break out areas with walls on three sides, table, and chairs
• Student storage lockers in hallways
• Sound proofing
• Wireless internet and intranet electronic access
• Security cameras for after hours surveillance
Drying room

•
•
•
•

Concrete floors with floor drain
Wall pegs for wet clothes
Benches for tools
Room temperature (100 degrees + ) sufficient to thoroughly dry
out clothes boots and tools

Reception area

•
•

Air lock and security entrance
Staffed reception kiosk with easy access maps and reader
boards to direct students

Foyer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large 50 by 50 foot entry
Wall pictures to display history and heritage of line work
Comfortable chairs that can be easily reconfigured by students
into small group discussion areas
Throw carpet over concrete floors
Fresh plants
Floor lamps
Floor plugs
Storage area for audio equipment and staging
Cube-type end tables

•
•

Wireless internet and intranet electronic access
Laser printer

Student
business center
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Eating area

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Laptops for student check out
Telephone and fax
Sound proofing walled area
Carpeted floors
Student reference and video check out library
Small meeting table with rolling executive chairs
Large comfortable chairs that can be easily moved
Cube-type end tables
Floor lamps
Multiple wall and floor outlets
Message board

•

Common eating areas with 4-person tables and chairs that can
be easily configured for large and small group gatherings
Floor plugs
Vending machines
Food preparation area
Refrigerators and microwave ovens for student use
Hot and cold drink and beverage bar
Fruit and healthy snack bar
Salad bar and warm entree servery
Dish washing area
Portable stage and storage for celebrations
Wireless microphone and surround sound audio system
Large pull down screen

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Exterior spaces

•

•

Shaded and covered picnic-type tables easily accessible by
students
Park-type benches
Covered student smoking areas with benches and fire
preventive disposal ash receptacle
Well maintained grassy area for picnics or lounging
Lighted flag poles
Signage to direct students and visitors
Security cameras and after hours surveillance
Mail box for daily pick up and delivery
Ample space for temporary recreational trailer and camper set
ups
120/240 20 and 30 ampere power outlets

•
•
•
•

Security lighting
Over sized student parking spaces
Electric plug-ins for alternative vehicles
Paved area with trees and curbing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student parking
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Exercise room

•

Well placed garbage cans

•
•
•
•

Cushioned walls
Cushioned floor
Security camera
Media devices:
• Television
• Video cassette recorder
• Digital video disc player
Wireless sound audio system
Free weights
Weight benches
Exercise balls
Mats for stretch and flex
Cardio exercise machines

•
•
•
•
•
•
Temporary
living

•

Dormitory with clean private rooms for student boarding and
lodging

Undedicated
space

•

Large open space for competition and celebrations

Work-based learning component. The features associated with the work base
learning areas of a LPY are shown in Table 50 for each study site (see Tables 22, 28,
and 34). Table 50 provides a side by side analysis of specific associated features
located in the work-based learning component at the three study sites. A synthesis of
the features of the work base learning component of each site was used as the basis for
a composite set of features for a work base learning component in a LPY environment
as shown in Table 51.
Table 50
Features of the Work-based Learning Component of the Three Selected LPY Sites
Composite
Site one
Site two
Site three
Themes
General
Heating and air
Heating and air
Heating and air
conditions
conditioning
conditioning
conditioning
Internet and intranet Internet and intranet Wireless internet and
electronic access
electronic access
intranet electronic
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Administrative
offices

Soundproofing
Small break out
areas with walls on
three sides, table,
and chairs
Security cameras for
after hours
surveillance
Heating and air
conditioning
Common mail room
and supply storage
Soundproofing
Learning
management system
Facility director
Small meeting room
Training coordinator
office
Instructor offices
Copy center with
large document
copier, fax, and laser
printer
Identification card
camera and
embosser
Swipe card
monitoring locks at
all doors
Security cameras for
after hours
surveillance

Soundproofing

Student services
Natural lighting
Small break out
areas with walls on
three sides, table,
and chairs

Student services

Heating and air
conditioning
Common mail room
and supply storage
Soundproofing
Learning
management system
Facility director
Small meeting room
Training coordinator
office
Instructor offices
Copy center with
large document
copier, fax, and laser
printer
Identification card
camera and
embosser
Electronic card
monitoring locks at
front doors
Security cameras for
after hours
surveillance

Corporate university
office
Carpeted floors

access
Soundproofing
Small break out
areas with walls on
three sides, table,
and chairs

Heating and air
conditioning
Common mail room
and supply storage
Soundproofing
Learning
management system
Facility director
Small meeting room
Training coordinator
office
Instructor offices
Copy center with
large document
copier, fax, and laser
printer
Identification card
camera and
embosser
Touch pad
monitoring locks at
main door
Security system
with key pad for
after hours
surveillance
Student services
Natural lighting
Small break out
areas with walls on
three sides, table,
and chairs
Corporate university
office
Carpeted floors
Wireless internet and
intranet electronic
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access
Trade association
offices (IBEW)

Education
planning

Access to tuition
reimbursement
accounts
Electronic access to
higher education
offerings
Published career
ladder and career
lattices
Instructor training
program
Coordinated
continuing education
program

Workforce
development office
Quiet room
Comfortable chairs,
end tables, and table
lamps
Access to tuition
Access to tuition
reimbursement
reimbursement
accounts
accounts
Electronic access to
Electronic access to
higher education
higher education
offerings
offerings
Developing career
Developing career
ladder and career
ladder and career
lattices
lattices
Instructor training
Instructor training
program
program
Coordinated
Coordinated
continuing education continuing education
program
program
Long term
Long term
partnership with
partnership with
local community
local community
college
college
Face-to-face
Face-to-face
advising for
advising for
corporate university corporate university
articulated education articulated education
plans
plans
available for students available for students
Accredited course
Accredited course
work in degree
work in degree
programs
programs
Transcription and
Transcription and
petition for
petition for
graduation
graduation
Coordinate related
general education
classes (e.g.,
computation,
communication, and
human relations
courses)
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Learning
management
system

On-line
training

Field
coordination

Updates on field
training
opportunities
Monitor student
performance in the
field
Connects continuing
education credits to
company workforce
needs
Electronic student
access to records and
report
Web server
Electronic library of
data
Monitor personal
training accounts
Educational chats on
methods and
techniques
Electronic
performance
standard updates and
revisions
Update on training
Document
knowledge or
strategies designed
to meet a specific
needs

Updates on field
training
opportunities
Monitor student
performance in the
field
Connects continuing
education credits to
company workforce
needs

Personnel that visit
the field and
authenticate what is
being taught in the
LPY is what is
needed in the field
Review student
related field training
as pertinent to
student education
plan
Recruit new

Personnel that visit
the field and
authenticate what is
being taught in the
LPY is what is
needed in the field
Review student
related field training
as pertinent to
student education
plan
Recruit new

Electronic library of
data

Updates on field
training
opportunities
Monitor student
performance in the
field
Connects continuing
education credits to
company workforce
needs
Electronic student
access to records and
report
Web server
Electronic library of
data
Monitor personal
training accounts
Educational chats on
methods and
techniques
Electronic
performance
standard updates and
revisions
Update on training
Document
knowledge or
strategies designed
to meet a specific
needs
Electronic based
program (e.g., Web
CT or Blackboard)
Personnel that visit
the field and
authenticate what is
being taught in the
LPY is what is
needed in the field
Review student
related field training
as pertinent to
student education
plan
Recruit new
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Field research
and
development

Work-site
learning

instructors
Monitors rotating
instructor practice
Seek field training
opportunities for
LPY students
Student advocate in
the field and at trade
association meetings
Share LPY
equipment during
power outages
failures and
emergencies with the
field
Solicit vendors for
in-kind support

instructors
Monitors rotating
instructor practice
Seek field training
opportunities for
LPY students
Student advocate in
the field and at trade
association meetings
Share LPY
equipment during
power outages
failures and
emergencies with the
field
Solicit vendors for
in-kind support

Mock-ups for
environmental
testing
Covered and open
testing space for new
and replacement
materials,
components, and
equipment to
evaluate their ability
to meet design
specifications
Stress test tools and
equipment
Work benches
Just-in-time training
specific to a situation
Training simulators

Mock-ups for
environmental
testing
Covered and open
testing space for new
and replacement
materials,
components, and
equipment to
evaluate their ability
to meet design
specifications

Just-in-time training
specific to a situation
Training simulators
Vendor training
LPY student learning LPY student learning
at a work site
at a work site
Activate LPY
students to respond
to emergencies
during training
sessions

instructors
Monitors rotating
instructor practice
Seek field training
opportunities for
LPY students
Student advocate in
the field and at trade
association meetings
Share LPY
equipment during
power outages
failures and
emergencies with the
field
Solicit vendors for
in-kind support
Assist in community
use of gathering
places
Mock-ups for
environmental
testing
Covered and open
testing space for new
and replacement
materials,
components, and
equipment to
evaluate their ability
to meet design
specifications

Just-in-time training
specific to a situation
Training simulators
Vendor training
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Table 51
Composite of the Features of a LPY Work-based Learning Component
Composite
Composite associated features
themes
General
 Heating and air conditioning
conditions
 Wireless internet and intranet electronic
 Soundproofing
 Small break out areas with walls on three sides, table, and
chairs
 Security cameras for after hours surveillance
Administrative
offices



























Education
planning








Natural lighting
Heating and air conditioning throughout
Small break out areas with walls on three sides, table, and
chairs
Personal lockers
Common mail room and supply storage
Soundproofing
Wireless internet and intranet electronic access
Security cameras for after hours surveillance
Carpeted floors
Corporate university office
Trade association offices (IBEW)
Learning management system monitoring and certification
Workforce development office
Future worker support office
Facility director
Small meeting room
Quiet room
Comfortable chairs, end tables, and table lamps
Security control and monitoring
Student services
Training coordinator office
Instructor offices
Copy center with large document copier, fax, and laser printer
Identification card camera and embosser
Swipe card monitoring locks at all doors
Long term partnership with local community college
Face to face advising for corporate university articulated
education plans
Access to tuition reimbursement accounts
Published career ladder and career lattices available for students
Electronic access to higher education offerings
Accredited course work in degree programs
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Transcription
Petition for graduation
Coordinate related general education classes (e.g., computation,
communication and human relations courses)
Instructor training program
Coordinates continuing education program

Learning
management
system







Web server
Electronic student access to records and report
Updates on field training opportunities
Monitor student performance in the field
Connects continuing education credits to company workforce
needs

On-line training









Electronic based program (e.g., Web CT or Blackboard)
Performance standard updates and revisions
Educational chats on methods and techniques
Electronic library of data
Monitor personal training accounts
Update on training
Document knowledge or strategies designed to meet specific
needs

Field
coordination



Personnel that visit the field and authenticate what is being
taught in the LPY is what is needed in the field
Review student-related field training as pertinent to student
education plan
Student advocate
Recruit new instructors
Monitor rotating instructor practice
Seek field training opportunities for LPY students
Student advocate at trade association meetings
Share LPY equipment during power outages failures and
emergencies with the field
Solicit vendors for in-kind support
Assist in community use of gathering places










Field research
and
development

Work-site
learning






Covered and open testing space for new and replacement
materials, components, and equipment to evaluate their ability
to meet design specifications
Stress test tools and equipment
Mock-ups for environmental testing
Work benches




Training simulators
Vendor training
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Just-in-time training specific to a situation
Activate LPY students to respond to emergencies during
training sessions
LPY student learning at a work site

Section Three
Response to Research Question 3:
What are the major issues that need to be addressed in designing LPY learning
laboratory environments for the future?

Section three will describe the major issues that need to be addressed when
designing a future LPY learning laboratory environment. The evidence about the
major issues to be addressed was provided from the data gathered at the three “state of
the art” LPY learning environments (see Tables 23, 29, and 35). A side by side
analysis of the themes and major issues of a LPY from the three study sites is provided
in this section. From this analysis, a summary of the findings was synthesized into
composite themes and associated descriptions of major issues that need to be
considered in the future design of a LPY.
Major issues. The major issues and themes associated with the design of a
LPY are presented in Table 52 from each study site (see Tables 23, 29, and 35). A
cross-site synthesis of the data from each site provided the basis for development of a
composite set of themes and associated major issues as shown in Table 53.
Table 52
Major Issues Associated with the Design of a LPY of the Three Selected LPY Sites
Composite
Site one
Site two
Site three
Themes
Workforce
Aging
Aging
Workforce
demographics
Workforce
workforce
demographics
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 Aging workforce:
 Aging workforce:
48-52 average age of
50-55 average age
line-worker workforce line-worker
workforce
 Expected
 Expected
retirements in five
retirements in five
years:
years:
45% line-worker
60% retirements in 5
retirement in 5 years
years
 Workforce culture:  Workforce culture:
Continuing effort to
Workforce is monomake progress in
cultured need to
diversifying the
diversify to reflect
workforce
community diversity
 Recruiting:
 Recruiting:
Internal bidding no
Implementing
longer capable of
workforce recruiting
meeting workforce
plan with local
demands
community college
 Aging learners:
 Aging learners:
Revising learning
Adapting learning
process to
process to
accommodate older
accommodate older
and newer workers
and newer workers in
training in the same
the same training
environment
environment
 Undocumented
knowledge:
Seeking method to
document the
knowledge of retiring
workers

Aging industrial
infrastructure

Aging industrial
infrastructure
 Aging conductors:
Adapt learning
process to include
methods and
techniques for
replacing aging
conductors before

 Aging workforce:
50-55 average age
line-worker
workforce
 Expected
retirements in five
years:
60% retirements in 5
years
 Workforce culture:
Mono-cultured
workforce resistant to
change
 Recruiting:
Developing a
workforce recruiting
plan

 Aging learners:
Plans to adapt
learning process to
accommodate older
and newer workers in
the same training
environment
 Undocumented
knowledge:
Document the
knowledge of retiring
workers before they
leave the company
 Labor pools:
Expand the labor
pools of potential
candidates to replace
retiring workforce
Aging infrastructure
State of the
infrastructure
 Aging conductors:  Aging conductors:
Adapting training
Restoring aging
process to focus on
conductors that are
aging conductors
damaged during
damaged by severe
wide-spread power
storms
outages
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they cause widespread disruptions of
service
 Deteriorating
infrastructure:
Training needs to
simulation conditions
and constraints caused
by deteriorating wood
poles, buried cable,
distribution
infrastructure, and sea
cable
 Training:
Researching methods
and techniques of
training to prepare
new workers for
specific aging
infrastructure issue
 Simulators:
Need to design a salt
water simulator for
repairing buried sea
cable

Available
unrestricted
land for
expansion

 Deteriorating
infrastructure:
Adapting training
process to address
deteriorating buried
cables, wood poles,
and distribution
infrastructure

 Deteriorating
infrastructure:
Deteriorating wood
poles, buried cable,
and distribution
infrastructure

 Training:
Providing training for
specific aging and
deteriorating
infrastructure
simulators for field
worksite training

 Training Impact:
Impact on training
from utilizing
worksites as
secondary training
environments for
specific
infrastructure issues
 Simulators:
Incorporating an
energized high
voltage grid
vectoring simulator
to trouble-shoot the
affects of grid outage
and damage into an
existing LPY indoor
component
Lack of available
space to expand LPY
 Land locked:
Land locked by
ordinances
development
restrictions deter
future facility
expansion
 Traffic impact:
Facility traffic
impacting
surrounding
roadways was a
major concern of

 Simulators:
Need for specific
deteriorating
infrastructure
simulators for field
worksite training

Impact on
surrounding areas
 Land locked:
Adopt master plan to
efficiently use space
that is land locked by
surrounding
developments

Site impact
 Land locked:
Landlocked by
surrounding
developed properties
that impact facility
expansion

 Traffic impact:
Trucks and equipment
impact existing high
commercial traffic
roadway

 Traffic impact:
Minimal traffic
impact on
surrounding
roadways
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Environmental
and economic
impact

 Surface water:
Surface water culvert
drainage system to
storm sewer has
potential for flooding
 Night security:
Facility needs to
continue night
surveillance and
lighting that adds to
the overall security of
surrounding properties
in the industrial
development complex
 Visual effect:
Constant maintenance
of the LPY
landscaped earth
barriers, large trees,
and shrubs to breakup visual effect of the
LPY

 Surface water:
Surface water flows
to storm sewer
system

 Property taxes:
Assessed local
community property
taxes

 Property taxes:
Facility assessment
for local property
taxes

Environmental and
economic impact
 Environmental
impact:
Maintain components
and systems to
minimize
environmental impact
on bird and raptor
habitat and migration

Environmental and
economic impact
 Environmental
impact:
Maintain minimal
impact to local bird
habitat and migration

 Night security:
Facility night
security and lighting
has a high negative
impact on
surrounding
residential areas

local community
authorizing site
expansion
 Surface water:
Required surface
water drainage
containment system
limits growth
 Night security:
Surrounding
properties depend on
the night security and
lighting that the
facility provides

 Visual effect:
Facility is required to
provide natural
buffer zone to breakup and minimize the
visual affect of the
LPY on surrounding
properties
 Pole restrictions:
Pole height
restrictions of 35 feet
and number of poles
permanently placed
 Property taxes:
No revenue to local
community
government from
partnership with a
community college
Environmental and
economic impact
 Environmental
impact:
Facility impacts
ground water storage
and migration
patterns of local deer
population
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Quality and
quantity of
available
instructors



Economic
impact:
Maintain levels of
contributions to large
industrial complex
development

Economic
Impact:
Maintain positive
impact to local
economy such as:
motels, hotels, local
restaurants, and small
businesses

LPY instructors

Instructor recruiting
and qualifying

 Instructor
characteristics:
Reviewing
characteristics of
effective line-worker
instructors to develop
a new instructor
profile recruiting plan
related to learning
process and
performance standards
 Recruiting
incentives:
Providing easy duty to
retiring line-workers
as an incentive to
recruit new instructors
 Assessing
qualifications:
Utilizing the
reputation and
performance levels of
current “best
practices” instructors
to qualify new
instructors



Instructor
characteristics:
Recruiting new lineworker instructors
candidates based on
learning process and
service area
requirements



Economic
impact:
Local area lodging,
restaurants and small
businesses are
dependent on
revenue contributions
provided by students
and staff of facility
Recruiting and
qualifying new
instructors
 Aging
instructors:
80% of current LPY
line-worker
instructors eligible
for retirement in five
years



Recruiting
incentives:
Easing performance
requirements for
crews as incentives
to recruit new
instructors
 Assessing
qualifications:
Working with the
IBEW to identify
instructor candidates
that demonstrate new
owners’ corporate
values

 Recruiting:
Identifying in the
workforce potential
instructor candidates
related to learning
process and learning
outcomes
 Assessing
qualifications:
Determine whether
skills and abilities of
LPY instructors will
meet future training
needs





Instructor
compensation:
On-going
negotiations with
IBEW to determine
compensation to
instructor for lost

Instructor
compensation:
Instructors loose
money because of
overtime loss during
LPY assignment
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overtimes wages
during LPY
assignment


Incentive
package:
Increasing recruiting
incentives to attract
line-workers to an
instructional
assignment at LPY
 Instructor
training:
Requiring new
instructors to attend a
train-the-trainer
programs to improve
overall quality of
instruction

Resource
commitment
level

 Field impact:
Determining impact
on field crew
performance levels
caused by LPY
instructor’s filed
absence during
training assignment
Continued levels of
commitment
 IBEW
commitment:
IBEW committed and
involved in student
performance and
achievement

 Third party
revenue:
Expand offering for
continuing education
and line-worker
training to generate
new third party
revenue opportunities
 Company

 Field impact:
Evaluating impact of
field crews
performance levels
by absence of LPY
instructor assignment

Commitment levels
of resources
 IBEW
commitment:
Maintain IBEW
commitment to
actively mentor
students and provide
classes to enhance
student performance
and achievement
 Third-party
revenue:
Need to expand
training opportunities
to other utilities
public and private to
provide needed third
party revenues
 Company

Commitment levels


IBEW
commitment:
Partner with IBEW
to monitor student
achievement, develop
instructor pool and
expand labor pools of
qualified candidates


Third-party
revenue:
Provide for current
training needs from
expanding third party
revenue generation
capabilities


Company
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commitment:
Servicing long-term
permanent
commitment of
resources to two
training centers and
corporate university
 Community
commitment:
Actively working to
educate and inform
local community of
contributions provided
by the facility to local
initiatives and
services
 Stakeholder
commitment:
Regulatory agencies,
field crews, IBEW,
and local community
commitment to
function of LPY

Electronic
information and
communication
capability

Electronic access to
LPY
 Student
connection:
Student electronic
access for personal
record management
and performance
standards
 LPY connection:
Training Coordinator
through wireless
electronic connection
from the field to the
LPY reports on work
progress of students
related to work-based

commitments:
Negotiating
commitment levels of
resources from new
owner sponsor and
stake holder groups

commitment:
Managing the
requirements of a 15year company
commitment to
current facility





Community
commitment:
Continue levels of
local community
services and support
to the facility



Stakeholder
commitment:
Foster regulatory
agencies, IBEW, and
local community
college commitment
to function of LPY

Community
commitment:
Comply with
requirements of local
community master
plan designed to
hinder future
development of LPY
facilities
 Stakeholder
commitment:
Ensuring the
regulatory agencies,
IBEW, vendors, trade
organizations, and
community college
continues their
commitment to
function of LPY
Electronic
communication and
training
 Student
connection:
Webmaster security
and confidentiality
requirements for
web-page electronic
access for students to
verify and manage
their learning
 LPY connection:
LPY users accessing
and responding to
electronic messages
from line crews
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learning

 Immediate access:
Immediate electronic
access to current
performance
standards, updates,
and service area
requirements

 On-line
instruction:
Blending current
online offerings with
a local community
college web server
 Wireless access:
Wireless secure
electronic connection
to the internet and
intranet for access to
on-line instruction
and construction
standards

Table 53
Composite Themes and Major Issues That Need to be Addressed When Designing a
LPY in the Future
Composite themes
Major issues to be addressed
Workforce demographics
What should be done in designing a LPY to address
changing workforce demographics in terms such as
documenting the knowledge of retiring workers,
facilitating shifts in workforce culture, promoting
workforce recruitment, and expanding labor pools of
future worker candidates including ethnic diversity?
Aging industrial
What should be done in designing a LPY to address
infrastructure
aging electric transmission, distribution systems, and
deteriorating infrastructure such as poles,
conductors, and equipment?
Available un-restricted land
What should be done in designing a LPY to address
for expansion
long-term future LPY expansion plans, unique
requirements for specific features, and site
restrictions such as pole height, noise, and traffic?
Environmental and economic
What should be done in designing a LPY to address
impact
local community issues such as wildlife habitat and
migration patterns, impact on local services, and
contributions to economic development?
Quality and quantity of
What should be done in designing a LPY to address
available instructors
the quality and quantity of available instructors,
ethnic diversity of instructors, crews’ performance
levels during LPY training assignment, and
incentives used to retain qualified LPY instructors?
Resource commitment level
What should be done in designing a LPY to address
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Electronic information and
communication capability

the resource commitment levels of sponsors,
stakeholder groups, third party revenue agents, and
local communities?
What should be done in designing a LPY to address
the capabilities of wireless access to on-line
instruction systems, electronic information, and
communication sources in the learning environment?

Section Four
Trustworthiness of the findings from the study. The strategies I used to check
the trustworthiness of the data gathered in my study was triangulation and memberchecking. Creswell (2002) states “triangulation is the process of corroborating
evidence from different individuals, types of data, or methods of data collection in
descriptions and themes in qualitative research” (p. 280). Member checking according
to Stake (1995), is a process that requests study participants “to examine rough drafts
of writing where the actions or words of the actor (study participant) are featured,
sometimes when first written up, but usually when no further data will be collected
from him or her” (p. 115). Triangulation and member-checking were used in my
study, both within each case study site and across the three study sites.
Within each case, triangulation of data at each study site was developed from
multiple sources of evidence gathered and sorted during each site visit. The in-case
data was collected from study participants, documents, and direct observations
reviewed at each site. Initial organization of the data was shaped by the interview
questions about the function, features, and major future design issues of a LPY.
Documents at the site were reviewed such as (a) performance standards, (b) safety
regulations, (c) strategic plans, and (d) curriculum to corroborate what was learned
during the interviews with study participants. After the first two viewpoints were
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developed, I conducted an extensive observation of the LPY learning environment that
included taking photographs of specific features for evidence.
I sorted the three viewpoints of the evidence (e.g., interviews, documents, and
my observations) by the research questions posed for the study to produce my initial
interpretations. When further clarification of the evidence was required, I sought out
study participants (e.g., Training Coordinator, Instructor, and/or Industry
Representative) to gain a more complete and accurate interpretation. My
interpretations of triangulated data were reviewed by study participants as a process of
member-checking during each site visits exit interview.
Open discussions during these exit interviews were conducted by me primarily
for corroboration of the organization of the data, use of terminology, and my initial
interpretations of the evidence. If a clarification or expanded definition was needed, a
consensus was drawn from those participating in the exit interviews to further the
accuracy of the data and my interpretations. I made summary notes of the exit
interviews along with the clarifications and corrections requested by study
participants. The inclusive exit interview notes taken by me were sent back to each site
for comment. The initial interpretations made at each site of the evidence were kept
confidential from the other sites.
A cross case triangulation was conducted by sorting and synthesizing member
checked data into an initial rough draft of interpretations of the evidence. The initial
rough draft of the cross case interpretations of the evidence was sent back to the study
sites for member checking review. Study participants reviewed my rough draft
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interpretations and discussions by phone or face to face by me were conducted to draw
clarifications to my initial interpretations of the evidence.
Each site by phone, face to face, and/or electronic mail conveyed their
comments in regards to my initial cross-case interpretations of the evidence. In regards
to the accuracy of my interpretations of the evidence, one site commented “the
information that you have put together looks good to us, please proceed.” Another site
stated “I want to thank you for your summary. We are pleased by your comments and
perspective; you have done an excellent job.” Another site reported. “very thorough,
you captured the qualities of each facility and accurately organized your findings, your
interpretations and terminology was easily understood by us.” After receiving these
confirmations from the study sites on the accuracy of my interpretations, I proceeded
with my final analysis as reported in chapters four and five.
Inconsistencies in regards to the views of my interpretations of the evidence
from the sites did occur at times. The inconsistencies were generally attributed to
regional interpretations of terminology and the effectiveness of specific features and
equipment to meet service area requirements. One example of an inconsistency about
my interpretations of the evidence was related to the values I placed in having both
“hot-stick” and “rubber glove” features being present in an energized component of a
LPY. One site did not recognize the need for both of these features to be included in a
LPY, while the other two sites believed that they were absolutely essential. To resolve
an inconsistency such as this, I phoned or had a face to face conversation with study
participants for further clarifications so that I could form a consensus as to the value of
these features being included in a LPY learning environment.
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I realized after reviewing member checking notes, that there were unique
perspectives represented by the various sites regarding my interpretations of
terminology, specific features, and equipment used in a LPY. One unique perspective
related to the specific interpretations of data based on regional service area conditions
and requirements. Each region had specific service area requirements that seemed to
influence their views of my interpretations of the data. Another unique perspective
was related to the involvement of the IBEW in the activities of a LPY. There were 19
electric utility personnel that participated in the study of which 18 were either current
or long-term past members of the IBEW. Since I did not have sites where the IBEW
was not present, I am not sure how this influenced my findings.
Summary of Across Case Findings
Chapter five provided a synthesis of the results from the analysis of data
collected from the three “state of the art” LPY sites. The cross-case analysis was
organized to form a discussion related to each research question posed for the study.
The side by side analysis of the three sites provided the basis for an overall composite
set of themes relating to learning function (i.e., learning outcomes, learning
processes), learning environment features, and major issues affecting the future design
of a LPY.
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS
In this study, I investigated three “state of the art” electric utility line-worker
pole yard learning environments. The purpose of the study was to describe the
functions, features, and major issues that influence the design of an effective learning
environment for the electric utility industry, more particularly an electric utility pole
yard training laboratory. The evidence gathered, analyzed, and reported from the study
was used to create composite findings that demonstrate why a LPY training laboratory
is fundamental to line-worker training.
Chapter six summarizes and discusses the composite findings from the three
“state of the art” LPYS selected for study. The discussion portion will be based on
summary tables that provide a comparison between my findings with what was
already known and reported in chapter two, the review of literature, about electric
utility pole yard training facilities. From the summary tables and discussion of the
findings, implications for future policy and practice and future research are offered.
The chapter is organized into four sections. The first three sections will
summarize and discuss the findings in response to the three research questions that
were posed for the study. Summary tables are provided in each of the three sections.
The discussion will address the differences and similarities of the findings with what
was reported in chapter two as a review of related literature. The fourth section will
provide implications for policy and practice related to the design of LPY’s and for
further research based on my findings.
Section One: Summary and Discussion of the Function of a Line-worker Pole
Yard
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Section one will summarize and discuss the function of a LPY in supporting
effective training. Two summary tables form the basis for what was known prior to the
study and learned from the study about the function of a LPY. Table 54 provides a
comparison of the study’s composite set of learning outcomes with the SSTEI project
skill standards and the Power Pros Lineman Training Program learning objectives (as
shown in Table 7). Similarly Table 55 provides a comparison of the study’s composite
features of the learning process with the Power Pros Lineman Training Program (as
shown in Table 8).
Table 54
Summary Comparison of Composite Learning Outcomes with SSTEI Skill Standard
and Power Pros Learning Objectives
Composite learning
SSTEI project
Power Pros learning
skill standards
outcomes
objectives
Safety:
Safety:
Safety:
 Recognize safety as the
 Maintain a safe work
 Perform training
first and foremost primary environment
competencies as a model
performance indicator
for adherence to safe
practices and in
compliance with industry
standards and procedures
Protect:
 Protect wildlife, habitat,
and surrounding areas
from hazards and unsafe
conditions while
performing duties
Comply:
Comply:
Comply:
 Insure compliance with
 Install/repair overhead
 Identify and interpret
safety regulations,
and underground service.
specific facts and details to
performance standards,
stage, construct, install or
and service area
operate equipment required
requirements when
in competencies.
constructing work
assignments
Identify and remedy:
Identify and remedy:
 Identify and remedy
 Maintain a safe work
hazards, unsafe conditions, environment
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errors in design
specifications, and
contradictions in service
area requirements prior to
executing work
assignments
Inspect:
 Inspect equipment and
determine performance
capabilities prior to
commencing work

Inspect:
 Maintain line equipment
and tools

Communicate:
 Communicate with
others personal the
interpretation of design
specifications and
performance expectations
Problem solve:
 Diagnose and propose
solutions to problems that
occur during work
assignments

Communicate:
 Perform job-site
planning activities

Debrief and disseminate:
 Debrief crews and
disseminate methods and
techniques implemented to
address specific
performance issues

Debrief and disseminate:
 Maintain records and
documentation

Problem solve:
 Perform outage and
power quality
troubleshooting

Unified performance:
 Produce consistent and
reliable results that blend
safety and performance
into one unified premier
practice
Professional development:
 Participate in
training/professional
development
Responsibility:
 Assume responsibility
for personal performance

Inspect:
 Monitor, test, and
perform service
preventative maintenance
procedures to specific
components, equipment,
and tools utilized in
training
Communicate:
 Identify and interpret
specific facts and details to
stage, construct, install, or
operate equipment required
in competencies
Problem solve:
 Analyze competency
limitations, recognize
failures, and perform
corrective measures to
insure a system’s function
Debrief and disseminate:
 Document and maintain
records of performance,
and compliance to industry
standards to verify specific
training procedures
objectives and mastery
Unified performance:
 Demonstrate initiative
to perform competencies to
industry standards by
participating actively in
training program
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capabilities and seek
assistance when situation
exceeds individual skill
levels
The composite learning outcomes, SSTEI project skill standards, and the
Power Pros Lineman Training Program learning objectives as compared in Table 54
are very similar in general intent and purpose. There were six learning outcomes areas
common across my findings and the results of the review of literature, pertaining to
the SSTEI project skill standards and Power Pros learning objectives. The common
areas were for the learning outcomes related to: (1) safety, (2) comply, (3) inspect, (4)
communicate, (5) problem solve, and (6) debrief and disseminate.
The first major difference in the findings of my study in comparison to prior
related research was from the learning outcome related to safety. Even though the
SSTEI project did not specifically recognize safety as a skill standard, it did, however,
address the importance of safety as an outcome in eight specific tasks that a lineworker must master and fulfill when executing their duties (SSTEI, 2003, pp. 69-70).
Each of the three study sites had safety as one of the primary outcomes that shaped the
training in each LPY.
The second learning outcome that was not recognized by either the SSTEI
project or the Power Pros Lineman Training Program was specifically addressing the
protection of wildlife and habitat. The learning outcome focused on protecting wildlife
and habitat referred directly to the deteriorating infrastructure in the electric utility
industry (i.e., poles, structures, conductors, and equipment). In this study, each LPY
site addressed concerns about the affects on the industry and training that were being
realized related to the deteriorating infrastructure. Massoud Amin (2003), professor of
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electrical and computer engineering at the University of Minnesota, in addressing
deteriorating infrastructure concurred with the findings of my study when he stated
“the strain on this aging system is beginning to show” (p. 21). A consequence of
replacing established infrastructure that has been assimilated as part of the
environment over a long period of time is the disruption to habitat. This inevitable
disruption will require line-workers to be especially sensitive to the habitat, wildlife,
and eco-structures affected by making the needed changes in the infrastructure and in
their duties. Incorporating a learning outcome about protecting wildlife, habitat, and
surrounding areas during work assignments addresses this training needed.
The third area of difference in my findings regarding learning outcome that
was not addressed in Power Pros, was the identification and remediation of unsafe
work hazards and conditions. On the other hand, the SSTEI project was consistent
with my findings related to the composite learning outcome focused on identifying
and remedying hazards and unsafe conditions with its skill standard “maintain safe
work environment” (SSTEI, 2003, p. 71). In addition, the SSTEI project further
identified as an associated task that line-workers need to “identify/isolate job specific
safety hazards” as part of their execution of a work assignment (p. 71). Power Pros
was specifically intended to be introduced to a fixed and controlled LPY environment
and not necessarily connected to a work based context. The composite learning
outcome stating that a line-worker, as a part of their duty, needed to identify and
remedy unsafe and hazardous work conditions was supported by the SSTEI projects
standard of maintaining a safe work environment.
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The fourth area of difference relating to my findings was on the learning
outcome focused on personal responsibility that was neither present in the SSTEI
project or in the Power Pros Lineman Training Program. This learning outcome
specifically emerged from findings that line-worker's “will need to be able to
recognize when a work assignment is beyond their capacity to successfully complete”
(Site two, Industry Representative). As the “demographic cliff” becomes more of a
reality, experienced line-workers will be leaving the utilities industry with the
knowledge of how to efficiently and effectively perform current line duties. Newer
line-workers will not have the benefit of their experience. “Older lineman (lineworkers) will have a much larger responsibility to guide and direct a greater number of
new journeyman (journey-level) lineman (line-worker) in the future” than their current
level of responsibilities require (Site three, Training Coordinator). The area related to
personal responsibility in LPY training where maybe a community college can make a
unique contribution to the line-worker learning process. Community colleges in career
and technical education courses often have developed methods and techniques related
to learning outcomes such as: (a) capstone projects, (b) team demonstrations, and (c)
peer reviews to permit students to take personal responsibility for their learning. A
LPY could partner with a community college to design strategies to integrate these
methods and techniques currently utilized by community colleges into existing lineworker learning processes. This composite learning outcome about personal
responsibility was central to the need for line-workers to be able to self-assess their
capabilities in relationship to a context and know when and how to ask for assistance.
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The fifth area of difference in my findings was related to the learning outcome
that focused on professional development reported in the SSTEI project. This outcome
was reported in my findings across all the sites as the personal responsibility of the
learner to “own their learning” (Site one, Industry Representative). Each site addressed
the need for a student to continue their learning and demonstrate a commitment to
their own self improvement. The continuing education was represented at the sites as
“annual compliance training.” The continuing education and professional development
of a line-worker was viewed as essential to the overall effectiveness of the workforce.
In summary the function of a LPY should consider the expanded set of
learning outcomes from my study along with the professional development learning
outcome proposed by the SSTEI project when designing the learning process. The
themes relating to learning outcomes that should be considered are: (1) safety, (2)
comply, (3) inspect, (4) communicate, (5) problem solve, and (6) debrief and
disseminate. Understanding that learning outcomes shape the design of the learning
process, Table 55 provides a summary comparison between the study’s composite
features to the learning process and the competency based Power Pros learning
process identified in the review of related literature (see Table 6).
Table 55
Summary Comparison of the Power Pros Learning Process with Composite Learning
Process
Composite learning process
Power Pros learning process
with associated activities
Individual work:
Individual study:
 Learners individually research and
 Training materials
report on history and heritage of line Reference information
work work
Work based learning:
 Learners personalize, multiple level
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interpretations of safety regulations,
performance standards, and service
area requirements from the context of
a student
Large group work:
 Students construct the basis for
integrating training themes, concepts,
and issues with the complexities of
performance measurements in the
learning process
Lecture:
 Instructor presents materials,
methods, and techniques that student
should expect to experience and
inform students on the conditions and
constraints associated with the
learning process
Small group work:
 Students do inventories to assess
their learning capabilities and clarify
how assessment methods and
performance measures will be
implemented
Laboratory practice:
 Students plan, organize, and
implement a practice of new
knowledge and skills while instructor
provides immediate feedback on
performance levels
Demonstrations:
 Experts use a step by step process
to demonstrate methods and
techniques utilizing materials, tools,
and equipment used in a “simulated or
real work context”
Team projects:
 Students integrate individual work,
instruction, and practice into a
collaborative team assessment project
that validates each learner’s ability to
perform and master outcomes
Testing:
 Instructors assess a learner’s
knowledge through electronic
information networks (e.g., internet

Lectures:
 Safe work requirements
 Reference information
 Degree of required proficiency

Small group discussions:
 Training materials
 Learning resources

Student Practice:

Practice skills

Master learning objectives

Obtain feedback on performance

Small group demonstration:
 Demonstrate competency of
practiced procedures
 Step by step demonstration
 Field evaluation
Small group performance:
 Task identification
 Tools and equipment needed
 Performance criteria
 Degree of proficiency

Testing:
 Written test of required proficiency
 Multiple choice
 Oral testing one on one with course
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and intranet) and provide immediate
feedback on student’s new knowledge
construction
Certifying:
 Instructor validates and certifies
student mastery of learning outcomes
and registers certification with a larger
community of line-workers
Celebration
 Students, in a large group, reflect
on individual and group
accomplishments

administrator

The comparison summary of the features of learning process in Table 55 identifies the
similarities of my study’s composite findings with what was known from the widely
used and duplicated, Power Pros learning process, which was selected for review in
the review of literature. There were seven key features of the learning process that
were common between the findings of my study and the Power Pros learning process.
These areas of commonality were: (1) individual study, (2) lecture, (3) small group
work, (4) laboratory practice, (5) demonstrations, (6) team projects, and (7) testing.
The first major difference in the findings of my study in comparison to what
was reviewed in the literature in regards to the Power Pros learning process was in the
areas of work-based learning. The feature of work-based learning was especially
important when connecting a LPY to a real world context as revealed at the sites
during my study. The three “state of the art” study sites and the LPYs visited prior to
the study all addressed the need for “training to be directly responsible to the field”
(Site one, Industry Representative). A relationship between the field and the LPY was
created through a “work-based learning management system connected to different
components of the field” (Site one, Training Coordinator).
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The second major difference in the findings of my study and that of the Power
Pros learning process was in the areas of large group work. The feature of large group
work was significant to connecting a group to what will occur in the learning process.
Large group work included discussions, self inventories, questioning, and dialog into
the learning process. The large group learning process was intended to create
collaborative learning opportunities about themes, concepts, and issues that are
important to working in the electric utilities as a line-worker. The results of this
collaborative learning process served to unify the understanding of practice between
students, instructors, and field crews. Tinzmann, Jones, Fennimore, Bakker, Fine, and
Pierce (1990) explained the value of a large group collaborative learning process by
stating:
Effective communication and collaboration are essential to becoming a
successful learner. It is primarily through dialogue and examining different
perspectives that students become knowledgeable, strategic, self-determined,
and empathetic. Moreover, involving students in real-world tasks and linking
new information to prior knowledge requires effective communication and
collaboration among teachers, students, and others. Indeed, it is through
dialogue and interaction that curriculum objectives come alive. Collaborative
learning affords students enormous advantages not available from more
traditional instruction because a group--whether it be the whole class or a
learning group within the class--can accomplish meaningful learning and solve
problems better than any individual can alone.
(p. 1)
The third major difference in the findings of my study and that of the Power
Pros learning process was in the areas of certifying. The feature of certifying was
especially important to the integrity of the trade. The training coordinators and
instructors from the three study sites addressed the need for the “student’s ability to be
certified by a ‘top hand’ lineman (expert journey level line-worker) for the training to
be accepted by the field” (Site three, Instructor). The confidence of line-workers in the
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field in the learning process was derived from “a journeyman instructor making sure
of the rigor in the training” (Site two, Training Coordinator).
The forth major difference in the findings of my study and that of the Power
Pros learning process is in the areas of celebration. The feature of celebration was
especially important to students being recognized, by their peers and the company, in
regards to their achievement of specific milestones or steps in the training program.
Milestones or steps include areas such as (a) climbing, (b) construction, (c) “turning
hot” (energized LPY training), (d) advanced duties, (e) trouble-shooter, and (f)
journey-level certification.
Recognition was done in multiple forms such as: (a) an informal celebration of
an “instructor bringing in pizza and pop to the class and telling the training
coordinator that we were ‘hot hands’ (advanced apprentice line-worker completing
energized LPY training)” (Site three, Student), to (b) a formal process of “a dinner
when we ‘topped out’ (finished all related training) where we received our
journeyman (journey-level) certificate” (Site two, Student). In my findings, each study
site included both formal and informal types of celebrations in the learning process to
acknowledge a student’s progress. This recognition, both formal and informal types of
celebrations, reported by study participants’ support my findings as to the nature of the
learning process.
In several areas of comparison there where minor differences between my
findings regarding features of the learning process and the Power Pros process. First,
the composite learning process feature of laboratory practice was identified in the
Power Pros learning process as “student practice.” Each study site had evolved from
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what was suggested in Power Pros about student practice to using a broader learning
laboratory practice process to train line-workers. Line-workers, as learners in the study
sites laboratory practice, planned, organized, and implemented with others new
knowledge and skills while a LPY instructor provided immediate feedback on
individual learner levels of decision making. In contrast, Power Pros viewed practice
as skill based mastery of a specific learning objective (Power Pros, 1988, p. 5).
The composite learning process features of laboratory practice also encouraged
learning to be authentic to what line-workers do with their crews everyday in the field.
In support of this feature in the learning process, the SSTEI project recognized
planning activities along with other activities, as a primary duty of a line-worker
(SSTEI, 2003, pp. 75-76). Power Pros line-worker training is a competency based
learning process that breaks every duty down into a series of specific uniform tasks
that need to be mastered before a student can move on to the next level of training
(Power Pros, 1988, p. 6). “The planning and organizing of training has already been
done for you (company) by the performance objectives task sheet” (Power Pros
Lineman Skills Training, 1988, p. 16). The Power Pros student practice learning
process was designed to be used as an exercise in mastering competency skills (p. 6).
The composite learning process from this study addressing laboratory practice resulted
from findings that supported a learner's need to understand the broader context in
planning and organizing strategies to perform their work. In addition, line-workers
were expected, during the learning process as they do in their field duties, to
communicate developed strategies to others before commencing work. This type of
field dialog was designed to occur in a laboratory practice learning process. This
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feature of the learning process connected the learner to others who are experimenting
with new methods and techniques of executing skill competencies in the learning
environment on a contextual level.
The second area of more minor difference was with the learning process
feature of individual work. Power Pros was designed to “allow students to progress at
their own rate” (Power Pros Lineman Training Program, 1988, p. 6). The Power Pros
learning process was designed to be “individual stand alone lessons that address a
particular task or subject. Each lesson in the module contains the same basic elements”
(p. 6). The focus of a Power Pros type competency based learning process was on
individual performance. The composite individual work feature of the learning process
was focused on connecting individual students to a larger community to collaborate
and unify the line-worker practice.
In summary, the function of a LPY should consider the expanded set of
learning process themes to include: (1) individual work, (2) work-based learning, (3)
large group work, (4) lecture, (5) small group work, (6) laboratory practice, (7)
demonstrations, (8) team projects, (9) testing, (10) certifying, and (11) celebration
when designing training for students to master the learning outcomes in a LPY
learning laboratory environment.
Section Two: Summary and Discussion of the Features of the Learning
Environment for a Line-worker Pole Yard
Each LPY study site provided unique features that formed comprehensive
composites of a present, “state of the art” LPY learning laboratory environment. These
composite features of a LPY learning environment were developed to assist the
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electric utility industry to understand what needs to be considered to support effective
training when designing future LPY learning environments.
Participants from each study site identified the rationales for why specific
features present in a LPY should be considered in the design of a “state of the art”
learning environment. One common characteristic across the sites was that the design
of the learning environment evokes an authentic context for line-workers. The features
within each “state of the art” learning laboratory environment were constructed to
simulate line-worker duties in a real-world context. Overall my findings suggest that
for a LPY learning environment to be considered as “state of the art,” it needs to
connect the learner (line-worker) to what they are experiencing in their real-world
context.
In the previous chapter, a composite set of components and more detailed
features of a “state of the art” LPY were reported. This composite set should help to
shape the design of a LPY by providing interpretations to each component and
associated features. The composite set forms a foundational basis to how a LPY
“connects the training to the standards for the field” (Site one, Training Coordinator).
The comprehensive composites should serve as a starting point for future discussions
related to the design of LPY learning environments.
As reported in chapter two, initial site visits, discussions with electric utility
training coordinators, and the literature review revealed eight specific LPY
components as: (a) outdoor component, (b) indoor yard component, (c) underground
component, (d) classroom component, (e) gathering places component, and (f) workbased learning component (as shown in Table 9). Based on my study findings,
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comprehensive composites for each component’s specific environment were reported
in detail in chapter five. Table 56 provides a summary of the composite findings of my
study with what was previously reported in the review of literature chapter for a LPY.
Table 56
Summary Comparison of Study Composite LPY Components and Associated
Components from Chapter Two
Composite LPY components
Associated LPY components
from review of literature
Outdoor:
Outdoor yard:
 General conditions
 Open spaces
 Climbing
 Improved roads and lanes
 Line construction
 Configured poles
 Energized circuits
 Outdoor storage areas
 Vehicles and equipment
 Space for constructing,
 Driving and licensing
dismantling, and recycling of
 Simulation
materials
 Security
 Sanitary facilities
 Skill assessment
 Dry areas
 Transmission towers
 Street lighting
 Sub-station
Indoor:
Indoor yard:
 General conditions
 Open pavilion arena
 High-bay laboratory
 Space to store materials and
 Pavilion
equipment
 Accessible sanitary facilities
Underground:
Underground system:
 General Conditions
 Vaults
 Underground system
 Conduits
 Troubleshooting
 Surface access
 Cable locate
 Cable splicing
 Residential subdivision
Classroom:
Classrooms:
 General conditions
 Organized spaces
 Training laboratory classroom
 Access to multiple resources
 Large classroom
for instruction
 Outdoor training area
 Place for examinations to occur
classroom
 Computer laboratory
Gathering places:
Gathering places:
 General conditions:
 Administrative offices
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 Drying room
 Reception area
 Foyer
 Student business center
 Eating area
 Exterior spaces
 Student parking
 Exercise room
 Temporary living
 Undedicated space
Work-based learning:
 General conditions
 Administrative offices
 Education planning
 Learning management system
 On-line training
 Field coordination
 Field research and development






Space to gather
Access to food and beverages
Accessible sanitary facilities
Parking in the LPY

Work-based learning:
 Authentic environments
 Learning assessments
 Demonstrate mastery
 Document knowledge

The composite components identified in my study and the associated
components reported in the review of literature described in chapter two as compared
in Table 56 were identical. The differences between my study findings and what was
reported in chapter two was primarily related to added detailed features of the learning
environment. The six components common across my findings and the results of the
review of literature pertaining to a LPY learning environment were: (1) outdoor, (2)
indoor, (3) underground, (4) classroom, (5) gathering places, and (6) work-based
learning. The review of the literature did identify some of the features associated with
these components. My findings verified these detailed features and many others.
One area of major difference in the findings of my study in comparison to prior
related literature was in the detail and organization of features associated with specific
components of a LPY. One example of this difference was the composite findings
related to an outdoor component, as shown in Table 41.The composite findings
reported over 130 features associated with an outdoor component while the literature
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as shown in Table 9, Chapter two, identified only six. The features from the literature
review associated with this component were, in the most part, included in my study’s
findings under general conditions.
My findings reported features that were unique to each of the three present day
“state of the art” study sites. Features such as: (a) sub-station and work-based
simulators from site two, transmission towers and helicopter training from site one,
and high-bay training laboratories and student gathering places at site three are a
sample of the many features reported in the composite findings (Tables 41, 43, 45, 47,
49, 51) that were unique to each of the study sites. Tables 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, and 50
provide a breakdown for each component of what features were unique to each study
site.
Section Three: Summary and Discussion to the Major Issues Affecting the
Future Design of a Line-worker Pole Yard
To advance LPY training to meet the demands of progressively more complex
industrial context, three overriding major issues were identified as needing to be
addressed in the review of literature. My study findings provided six composite
themes related to major issues needing to be addressed in the future design of LPY’s
as reported in chapter five. These major issues directly impact the design of an
effective LPY training environment. Table 57 provides a summary comparison
between the composite themes and major issue that affect the design of LPY from my
study findings with the major issues identified in the review of literature.
Table 57
Summary Comparison of Composite Themes and Major Issue that affect the design of
LPY with Major Issues Identified in the Literature Review
Composite themes and major Issue
Major issues identified in the literature
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Available un-restricted land for
expansion:
• What should be done in designing a
LPY to address long-term future LPY
expansion plans, unique requirements
for specific features, and site
restrictions such as pole height, noise,
and traffic?
Resource commitment level:
• What should be done in designing a
LPY to address the resource
commitment levels of sponsors,
stakeholder groups, third party
revenue agents, and local
communities?

Workforce demographics:
• What should be done in designing a
LPY to address changing workforce
demographics in terms such as
documenting the knowledge of
retiring workers, facilitating shifts in
workforce culture, promoting
workforce recruitment, and
expanding labor pools of future
worker candidates?
Aging industrial infrastructure:
• What should be done in designing a
LPY to address aging electric
transmission, distribution systems,
and deteriorating infrastructure such
as poles, conductors, and equipment?
Electronic information and
communication capability:

review
Lack of collaborative strategic
planning:
• Strategic planning is a mechanism
to discover and define the overriding future needs of a LPY
• Ensure that LPY resources meet
current and evolving needs,
leaders in education, the electric
utility industry
• Create the opportunities to
collaborate with training
coordinators and LPY
administrators to develop “visiondriven” strategic plans for lineworker LPY training
environments
Lack of adequate funding:
• LPY will need to anticipate a
much broader scope of activities
than has historically been
supported by the electric utility
industry. For a LPY to meet the
challenges, opportunities, and
aspirations that occur from an
expansion in scope require a
dedication and an expansion in
existing funding
Loss of undocumented knowledge:
• The “demographic cliff’ caused
by the departure of highly skilled
line-workers due to retirement
and upward mobility into
essential management functions
in the electric utilities has stressed
the knowledge base of LPY
operation and training activities
and practice
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•

What should be done in designing a
LPY to address the capabilities of
wireless access to on-line instruction
systems, electronic information, and
communication sources in the
learning environment?
Quality and quantity of available
instructors:
• What should be done in designing a
LPY to address the quality and
quantity of available instructors,
crews’ performance levels during
LPY training assignment, and
incentives used to retain qualified
LPY instructors?
Environmental and economic impact:
• What should be done in designing a
LPY to address local community
issues such as wildlife habitat and
migration patterns, impact on local
services, and contributions to
economic development?
The three major issues that were reported in the prior review of the literature

relating to strategic planning, lack of adequate funding and undocumented knowledge
were common with my findings across the three study sites. In summary, the major
issues that should be considered in the future design of a LPY are: (1) available unrestricted land for expansion, (2) resource commitment level, (3) workforce
demographics, (4) aging industrial infrastructure, (5) electronic information and
communication capability, (6) quality and quantity of available instructors, and (7)
environmental and economic impact.
Section Four: Implications
Implications for policy and practice. The five implications related to policy
and practice of a LPY for the electric utilities industry and their community college
partners are:
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1.

Add the new and expanded areas of learning outcomes and features of
learning process not covered in existing lists.
•

2.

Provide professional development for trainers to address new and
expanded learning outcome areas and learning process features.
•

3.

Designers of LPY’s in the future will need to consider each
component and detailed features from my study as a template or
checklist as to what needs to be present in a learning environment to
address the function of a LPY. The findings from my study relating to
components and associated features can be posed as a starting point to
initial design discussions related to the renovation of an existing LPY
or to building a new LPY.

Review the major design issues posed in the study for direction and
guidance during strategic planning.
•

5.

Professional development will need to be implemented for LPY
trainers to address new instructional methods and techniques related to
the expanded areas of learning outcomes and features of the learning
process identified in the study.

Utilize my findings regarding the components and detailed features of a
“state of the art” LPY in the designs pertaining to the renovation of
existing LPY’s and building of new LPY’s.
•

4.

LPY leadership groups including community colleges that are a
partner or host for LPY’s, will need to review their existing strategic
plans and decide how to incorporate the expanded areas of learning
outcomes and features of the learning process identified in the study
into future training policy and practices.

Determine the consequence to the design of the learning environment
of addressing the major issues and options presented in the study.

More seriously consider the role of community colleges in expanding and
managing the quantity of qualified candidates seeking entry into electric
utility careers.
•

Leaders of community colleges can assist electric utilities in managing
the development process of expanding the quantity of qualified line
workers by utilizing the findings of this study in documenting the
knowledge of retiring workers, facilitating shifts in workforce culture,
partnering in workforce recruitment programs, and qualifying new
ethnic diverse populations to meet immediate and long-term
workforce needs.
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Implications for further research. Selection criteria in future research should
include relevant quantitative data as well as attention to leadership at the study site in
diversifying the electric utility workforce. The five implications related to future
research based on my study findings are:
1.

Study the overall quality of field performance from line-workers that
have participated in a training program that adheres to the findings of this
study.
•

2.

Study the geographic trustworthiness of the findings relating to the
function, features, and major issues in a design of a LPY.
•

3.

Replicating the findings presented from this study could have
different results that affect the design of a LPY depending on the
location of the LPY site. There were indications in my study findings
that some aspects of the function, features, and design issues for a
LPY would differ by geographic regions of the United States. There
may very well be other factors that also need to be taken into
consideration before drawing implications from my study for all LPY
contexts.

Determine the appropriate considerations and responses to each of the
design issues for a LPY identified in my study.
•

4.

Research needs to be done to determine the quality of practice
between line-workers in the field that have participated in a training
program that adheres to the learning outcomes and process set forth
in this study and from those who participate in training programs that
only address the objectives and features stated by Power Pros and
SSTEI.

Each composite major issue identified in the study has sufficient
warrant to be considered as a stand alone topic for future research.
The major issues and optional response should be explored in depth
to determine how they would influence and impact the design of a
LPY.

Examine the effectiveness of using the work-site as a learning
environment to address lack of resource commitment levels when
designing a LPY.
•

Findings of my study suggest that research needs to be done to
determine the cost-effectiveness of using the work-site as a LPY
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learning environment (rather than having to renovate or build a
separate facility) to keep up-to-date with training needs. The new
research should focus on work-site training as an option to address
lack of resource commitment levels from sponsor and stakeholder
groups; lack of available trainers that could be mitigated by using
regular employees to do more of training rather than having to recruit,
train, and keep up-to-date a specialized group of trainers; and lack of
available land for expansion by using the work-site resources for
future needs. In addition, further research should also address the
downsides of work-site training such as: (a) continuity of learning
outcomes and learning process, (b) declining field crew performance
levels from disruption of normal duties to accommodate training, and
(c) roles and responsibilities of students and instructors related to
immediate real-world customer needs when using the work-site as a
LPY learning environment.
5.

Explore what could be done in the design of a LPY to address the
expected industry-wide retirements of line-workers during the next five
years.
•

Findings of my study suggest that research needs to be done to
determine how the learning functions and desired features of the
learning environment for an LPY could be changed to assist the
electric utility industry in responding to the imminent retirement of
the current line-worker workforce. The new research should focus on
the workforce demographic issues identified in my findings and
explore such dimensions as: (a) recruiting and preparing new
workers when internal labor pools are no longer capable of meeting
workforce demands, (b) changing a resistant long-established monoculture when needing to diversify the workforce to reflect
community demographics, and (c) adapting the learning process to
accommodate an older mono-cultured workforce learning side-byside with younger more diverse populations recruited to replace
retiring line-workers.
Summary

Chapter six provides summary comparisons of the findings from my study in
relationship to what was reviewed in the literature chapter. A discussion of the
summary comparisons guided by each research question posed for the study provided
examples of similarities and differences in my findings to what was reviewed in the
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literature. These discussions then provide the basis for implications for policy and
practice and further research.
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